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From the Chairman

by Jeremy Dhondy

Performance Counts

click
link

B

arry Capal, our General Manager has retired.
He has been in post since 2006 and been
fundamental in managing very significant
changes to the EBU. Universal Membership, the
founding of the charity EBED and our new IT
system come to mind amongst others. I’d like to
thank him for everything he has done and wish him
a peaceful and enjoyable retirement. His successor is
Gordon Rainsford who took over in July and we are
in good hands (see page 54).

but these did not garner great attendance and were
discontinued. Part of the difficulty was the time of
day and part the problem of finding partners.
We’ve now entered an agreement with Funbridge,
www.funbridge.com. This will allow players to play
in a tournament at any time over a 24 hour period
and the game will be with robots, so no more
finding your own partner! It can be played on
computer (Windows or Mac), tablet or phone and
will start in September. More details on page 21.

HOW WILL THE NGS DEVELOP?

A FEW MORE GRAND MASTER RANKS

We held a consultation with clubs recently on
aspects of the future of the NGS. I’d like to thank
those who participated and came up with some very
well put points. We accept most of them and the
exemptions allowed for hosts and playing directors
will continue. You can see more detail on page 37.

If you get to be a Grand Master then you are in
the top few of our membership but there is a higher
rank (Premier Grand Master) achieved by under
0.5% of our membership. The gap between the two
is large – from 600 to 1500 green points. To bridge
the gap, from 1 August, there are stars so, for
example, you can be a 1* Grand Master with 800 or
more green points. There is detail on the website.

ONE BRIDGE CROSSED FOR VAT RULING
As many of you will know the European Court’s
Advocate General issued a preliminary opinion on
our VAT case. He said that bridge should be
regarded as a sport and it was not necessary for
there to be a significant physical dimension for it to
be so. The judges who heard the case are not bound
by his opinion and will rule definitively later this
year. While by no means a certainty we will win, it is
an encouraging signal and my fingers are crossed.

NEW LAWS FOR AUGUST
On 1 August new laws come into force. There is a
new law book available from the Bridge Warehouse,
www.ebu.co.uk/shop/items/law-book and our
national TDs have been trained on the changes. The
article on page 44 outlines the most relevant.

EBU TIE-IN FOR ONLINE BRIDGE
THE EBU has put a toe in the water as far as
online bridge is concerned. Matches can be played
online in several competitions if both sides wish
and there is an online knock out event each year. We
did have some online games a while ago with BBO
www.ebu.co.uk

APPLAUDING THE GREATS
It’s a busy time in the international game at
present. Many players were at the European Open
Championships in Montecatini in June and the
European Bridge League introduced a Hall of Fame
for its greatest past players in open, women’s and
senior categories. Two people from England were
honoured for their achievements over many years.
They were Nicola Smith in the Womens Series and
John Holland in the Seniors Series. Both are world
champions and congratulations to them for being
in the inaugural intake.
One of the greatest players the game has known
was inducted in the Open Series: Benito Garozzo.
At 89 he is still playing, he won a silver medal in the
Seniors Series in Montecatini and has been selected
to play for the open Italian team in the Bermuda
Bowl in Lyon later this month. I was lucky enough
to play against him in Montecatini thus ticking
off something from my bucket list. Gives us all
r
hope perhaps?
August 2017 English Bridge
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ACOLytes - Know the Basics

by Sarah Bell

Opening the Bidding

click
link

I

encourage my students to see auctions as
conversations. Tell your partner about your
hand and listen to what partner is saying back.
It is often a pretty short conversation – you don’t
usually get to say that many things! This means you
need to prioritise and give the most important
information as early as possible – so your choices of
whether to open and what to open are really
important.
The first consideration is whether you should
open the bidding. My usual advice is that you
should be opening most 12 point hands and can
open with 11 points if you have ‘a reason’. This
might be a particularly good or long suit or some
other extra shape; often it’s more than one of these
things. It is important to realise that passing does
not prevent you from bidding later – indeed, it can
make subsequent bidding much easier as partner
will know you aren’t very strong.
The second question is what to open. Your first
priority should be 1NT if you can, and this will be
covered in the next article. Assuming that you are
opening one of a suit you should always open the
suit in which you have most cards – your longest
suit – which won’t always be your strongest suit.
Don’t be tempted to open a stronger, shorter suit –
you will just confuse partner as the auction
continues. A good general rule for bidding is that
telling partner where your long cards are is usually
more useful to them than telling them where your
points are.
With two five card suits you should open the
higher-ranking (spades, then hearts, then
diamonds – think of High Five). If you open the
lower you will sometimes find it difficult to make a
sensible bid on the second round of the auction.
With two four card suits open a major suit (hearts
or spades) if you can. A good rule is to open 1™, 1´
then 1® in that order of preference.
Have a go at these problems: would you open
and, if so, what?
6
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Hand 1
Q54
A9753
AKQJ
6

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

AQ42
A5
KJ7
Q985

´
™
t
®

Hand 2

´
™
t
®

7
A Q J 10 3
K J 10 7
862

Hand 3
KJ754
QJ
QJ
J854

Hand 5

´
™
t
®

K6
A
K8754
KQ873

1. 1™. With 16 points you should definitely be
opening and you should always start with your
longest suit – don’t be lured in by the quality of
your diamonds! You can bid them later if it looks
like a good idea.

2. 1™. You only have 11 points but they are all in
your long suits, which is good; you have a
singleton and good intermediate cards (those
two 10s).

3. Pass. You have queens and jacks in your short
suits, which are not very useful, and you will
probably be able to overcall 1´ later when the
auction gets back to you. This will be a far better
description of your hand than telling partner
that it is worth an opening bid!

4. 1´. You are out of range for 1NT, which shows
12-14, so open your major.

5. 1t. With two five card suits open the higher
(High Five), even if it is the weaker suit. This is
because it makes it easier to show your shape
later. You may bid 2® next and partner can pass
or show preference for diamonds all at the
2-level. If you bid 1® first and partner responds
at the one level, you will now have to go 2t to
show your second suit and may end up playing at
the 3-level even if partner has a weak hand.
www.ebu.co.uk

ACOL OPENING BIDS

D Open almost all hands with 12 points.

D When deciding if you should open an 11 point
hand, your default should be to pass. If you are
thinking of bidding, consider the following …

GOOD: most of your points are in your
longest suits; a singleton somewhere; points in
aces and kings rather than queens and jacks;
extra shape such as a 6-card suit; good spot
cards (10s & 9s).
BAD: singleton kings, queens and jacks, or
doubleton queens and jacks; balanced hands.

D Always open your longest suit, even if it’s not
very strong.

D With two five card suits open the higher
(´>™>t>®).

D With two four card suits, open hearts before
spades before a minor. With 4-4 in the minors
r
start with clubs.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Basic Cardplay

by Paul Bowyer

The Gentle Art of Counting - 2

click
link

T

his article continues the topic of counting
the opponents’ points to help you locate
missing honours. Here’s a simple example of
the theme.

Hand 1. South
plays in 2´. West
leads the ™10.

´
™
t
®

10 3
QJ653
975
K 10 5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AK9652
4
J 10 8
AJ7

You play in a mundane part score, reached after
the following auction:
West

1

North

East
1NT1

All Pass
12-14

After taking the ™K East switches to the t3 and
the opponents take three rounds of the suit, ending
in the West hand. That player then leads the ™9.
Now what?

Well, it’s all too easy to fall asleep as the
opponents are cashing easy winners and I have
deliberately obscured matters with the phrase ‘East
English Bridge August 2017

When you ruff the second round of hearts at trick
five you play off the ´A-K and all follow (so that’s
one hurdle negotiated – trumps split). When you
play a third round, West takes that with the Jack,
East having started with ´Q-x. Another heart
follows, and you ruff in hand. So, the key question –
where is the ®Q?
Count the points. East clearly started life with the
™A-K; he has shown up with the ´Q and tA.
Possession of the ®Q would take his points total to
15 – that’s too many for a weak no-trump. So you
lead the ®A and take the club finesse through West,
expecting the full deal to be this:
´
™
t
®

South
2´

West leads the ™10, covered by the jack in dummy
and won by East’s king. You see you have three
diamond losers, one heart loser and at least one
spade loser. For 2´ to make, therefore, you need a 32 trump break and to locate the ®Q. So, once again
it’s a Find the Lady hand. Who is protecting the
queen of clubs?

8

switches to the t3 and the opponents take three
rounds of the suit’. At the table, many declarers
would woodenly follow suit taking little heed of the
cards East West played on these three tricks. To be
fair to you in this article, though, I will tell you that
East started with tA-x-x.

´
™
t
®

J74
10 9 8
KQ42
Q83

10 3
QJ653
975
K 10 5

´
™
W
E
t
S
®
´ AK9652
™ 4
t J 10 8
® AJ7
N

Q8
AK72
A63
9642

The more of this type of deal you play the easier
it becomes. Counting your opponents’ points
should become second nature and it may enable
you to land contracts such as the following deal. The
bidding is unspectacular; the opening lead (the tJ)
not particularly welcome:
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 2. South
plays in 3NT. West
leads the tJ.

´
™
t
®

10 9 2
KQ5
KQ3
K872
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West

North

Pass

3NT

QJ43
AJ3
872
AJ4

East
South
Pass
1NT
All Pass

You cover the tJ with dummy’s queen, hoping
West has led from tA-J-10-x-x. Nope, not today.
East takes his ace and returns the suit. The hand
now appears to be hopeless, but you have to keep
playing.

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
85
7642
J 10 9 6 5
Q5

10 9 2
KQ5
KQ3
K872
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AK76
10 9 8
A4
10 9 6 3

QJ43
AJ3
872
AJ4

‘That was lucky’, says East, sourly. Yes, it was. Very
lucky. However, what’s the use of luck if you
don’t make the best of it? When Lady Luck walks
past your door you must embrace her and invite
r
her in.

Have you got it?
Check out Paul’s quiz online, page 69

You duck the second trick and take the third
round of diamonds, East pitching a heart. With
nothing better to do you lead the ´10 and, to your
surprise, it wins! You play another spade and a
disgruntled East takes the King before exiting with a
heart. So East has the ´A K and West has no easy
entry. Phew! Heartened (no pun intended) by the
way the hand is going, you take the heart switch on
table and play another spade, East taking his Ace
while West shows out.
East exits with his last spade and you now have
two spades, three hearts, one diamond and two
clubs – a total of eight tricks. Just the club finesse
needed to land a highly fortunate contract. Hold
your horses! Can East have the ®Q? He passed as
dealer and has turned up with ace-king-ace.
Possession of the ®Q would make an opening bid
mandatory; the club finesse must be doomed.
There is no point whatever in taking a zero per
cent finesse. Crossing your fingers you cash the
remaining hearts and play off the ®A K. To your joy
and pleasure West reluctantly contributes the queen
on the second round of clubs, allowing your jack to
score the decisive ninth trick. The full deal:
www.ebu.co.uk
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If you could add one thing . . .

by Neil Rosen

Lebensohl after Reverses

click
link

F

inally in our series on Lebensohl we will look
at how uncontested auctions can also use
Lebensohl ideas. After a simple reverse, the
use of Lebensohl can greatly add definition to the
continuations. Take:
1t-1´, 2™-?

Now if we wish to support either diamonds or
hearts we can do so in a ‘forcing to game’ manner
simply by supporting at the 3-level. It shows a fit for
the suit raised and typically a good 8+ points, but
totally unlimited at the top end.
If we wish to support in a weaker way we bid 2NT
first (demanding a 3® response), then support if
appropriate:
1t-1´, 2™-2NT, 3®-3t/™

The 3t/3™ bid is non-forcing, typically around
5-7 points.
It is important to note that this method only
applies when we have responded at the one level. If
we have responded at the 2-level:
1™-2®, 2´-?

then we have already shown 10+ points, which put
with partner’s presumed reversing values, shows
that there is absolutely no need for Lebensohl.
Please remember the sole purpose of Lebensohl is to
resolve whether the partnership has the values for
game or not. Here with 10+ facing 15/16+ the
auction is defined as game forcing so Lebensohl will
not apply.
Let’s look at some hands responding to a reverse.
The auction has gone:
1®-1™, 2t-?

I recommend a repeat of
responder’s suit as forcing for
one round (with 5+ cards in
the bid suit) rather than the
traditional 6-card suit with a
weak hand. Bid 2™ here.
Since we now play it as forcing for one round there
is no danger that we will languish there.
´
™
t
®

K54
KJ763
Q95
43

10 English Bridge August 2017

´
™
t
®

K5
A9763
KQ95
43

´
™
t
®

65
K9763
Q953
J3

´
™
t
®

9865
AQ63
Q95
Q3

Bid 3t – a nice easy forcing
bid using these methods.

Bid 2NT, intending to bid 3t
over 3®.

Bid 2´ – 4th Suit Forcing.
With no prime support for
partner but a game-going
hand we can still employ 4th
Suit Forcing. This tends to
deny a good 5-card heart suit.

If we change the auction to:
1t-1´, 2™-?
´
™
t
®

K9865
Q632
J9
73

Bid 2NT, intending to bid 3™
(non forcing). This shows 5-7
points.

A side comment here – the modern style is to
play that a reverse is forcing for one round so it is
very nice to have this accuracy facing the reverse.
´
™
t
®

Bid 3™, forcing to game. It’s
lovely to be able to set trumps
early – leaving room for
possible
cue-bidding
or
Blackwood to check out slam
options. Without Lebensohl you either just jump to
4™ and pray partner will bid on when it’s right, or
you delay supporting hearts for a further round via
4th suit forcing, losing a whole round of valuable
bidding space.
AQ865
KJ32
K9
73

www.ebu.co.uk

Continuing with this auction:
1t-1´, 2™-?
´
™
t
®

K Q 10 5
732
975
KQ3

Bid 3NT. Here you have the
option of a forcing 3t or
3NT. With no values in
partner’s suits and a double
club stopper, 3NT seems fairly
obvious.

Bid 2NT. No clear and
obvious bid this time. The
spades are a bit flimsy to rebid
so best is to Lebensohl back to
3® and correct to 3t. At least
partner will know you are
weak (5-7 approx). It’s not a perfect hand – but then
again it’s not a perfect world.
´
™
t
®

K9765
Q72
975
J8

A VARIATION
Some partnerships vary which bid they use as the
Lebensohl bid by responder. One common
treatment (to save space) is to use

The lower of 4th suit forcing or 2NT as the
Lebensohl trigger
As ever I will leave these type of decisions up to
your own individual partnerships.
I hope you have enjoyed seeing Lebensohl in all
its various guises and add it to your bidding
framework. After all it’s part of ‘If you could add
r
one thing’.

Check out Neil’s quiz online, pages 70-71

www.ebu.co.uk
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Double, Bid or Pass?

by Andrew Robson

Law of Total Tricks

click
link

T

he Law of Total Tricks states that the total
number of tricks available to both sides in
their longest trump suit equals the total
number of cards they hold in those two fits. It is
hardly a Law, more a guideline in the sense that it is
sometimes out by a trick or so, but it is a
surprisingly accurate guide to those battleground
decisions.
Two conclusions emerge from the Law. Firstly,
your side should bid to the level of your fit.
Secondly, you should not allow the opponents to
play at the level of their fit.
The most common scenario is both sides having
an eight-card major-suit fit. Say you have hearts
(sorry) and they have spades. You will bid to 2™ and
they will naturally bid on to 2´. You should now bid
on to 3™ (yes, this is risky when vulnerable at Pairs,
for you can be doubled for one down), because you
are stopping them playing at the level of their fit.
Think about it: if there are 16 tricks, then either 2´
or 3™ must make. However, the opponents should
not bid on to 3´. If there are 16 tricks, then it is
quite possible that neither 3™ nor 3´ are making.
When both sides have an eight-card major fit and
about half the pack of points, the bidding should
always (according to The Law) end in the precise
contract of 3™.
Now let’s say your side has spades (good),
nine of them to boot. You suspect the opponents
have eight hearts. You bid to 2´, they bid to 3™. You
must now bid 3´, because there are 17 tricks: either
3™ or 3´ must make. They will let you play 3´
rather than bidding on to 4™ because (if there are
17 tricks), then it is quite possible neither 3´ nor 4™
will make.
However, with 18 trumps, the Law contract will
be 4™, bid over 3´. If there is an even number of
trumps (and tricks), hearts will declare; if there is an
odd number, spades will declare. Intriguing.
12 English Bridge August 2017

You are North, holding:
´
™
t
®

A3
J4
Q53
KJ5432

Partner opens a Weak Two in hearts (5-10 points
with a decent six-card suit) and the auction
proceeds:

A

B

C

West

North

3t

?

West

North

2´

?

West

North

Dble

?

East

South
2™

East

South
2™

East

South
2™

In auction A, you would guess there are 16
trumps – your side have eight hearts (that’s more
than a guess), while they have eight diamonds.
There are 16 tricks, so it is very possible neither 3t
nor 3™ makes. Therefore, you should pass. A
further factor to consider here is that unless partner
holds four spades (unlikely for a Weak Two in
hearts), the opponents have an eight-card spade fit.
Bidding 3™ may jostle them into spades.
In auction B, you would also guess there are 16
trumps (you with eight hearts, they with eight
spades). You should bid 3™, for either 2´ or 3™
must make. You’ll note that there is a big difference
between bidding 3™ over 2´ and bidding 3™ over
3t (as in A) although you are making the same 3™
bid with the same 13 cards. Fascinating.
In auction C, the opponents almost certainly
have an eight-card spade fit (unless partner has
www.ebu.co.uk

four spades – unlikely). Even though they have not
actually bid spades yet, you can do a Law
calculation: there are 16 trumps, therefore 16 tricks,
therefore you should bid 3™ over 2´. You may as
well do that now. Bid 3™. This will have the effect of
feigning three cards in hearts. East (holding four
spades) may then think, ‘Aha, they have nine hearts,
while we have eight spades. It’s a 17-trick deal’. He’ll
bid 3´ and ‘break the Law’.
Feigning more cards than you have, to cause an
opponent to break the Law, is a common expert
ploy. If you’re in need of a good result, try jumping
to 4™ on Auction B, trying to ‘bounce’ East into 4´.
East, who has not shown his spade support, may
stretch to 4´, thinking your side have ten hearts, so
that the total number of tricks is much higher than
it really is. Would you then double his 4´? I don’t
think so. If East stretched to bid 4´ (and 4´ goes
down), you’ve earned yourself a great result,
whether doubled or undoubled. If East was always
planning to bid 4´ (whether you bounced him or
not), you have turned a normal result into a horrid
one (when 4´ doubled makes).
The bounce is not for the faint-hearted. Often,
the opponents will look bored and pass or, worse,
double. You will table your entirely inadequate
dummy to silent guffaws from the opponents and a
(barely hidden) wince from partner.

West’s 2´ would make easily, winning five spades
plus three aces, although careful defence would
defeat 3´. The Law suggests that if spades makes
eight tricks, so does hearts. 3™ down one would be
a decent result, to stop West making his 2´.
However, as so often, it’s easier to declare than
defend.
On a spade (or heart) lead, careful defence would
defeat 3™. Not unreasonably, West began with tA
and a second diamond. Winning the tK, declarer
led the ®Q. West ducked, and won the ®6 with the
®A. At trick five, West switched to the ´6. Declarer
rose with dummy’s ´A (as he had to), then led back
the ´3.
The defence had no good option. If, after winning
the spade, they led the ™A and another to prevent
the spade ruff, declarer could win dummy’s ™J and
cash tQ, discarding ´10. In practice, East won the
´Q and led a third diamond. Declarer ruffed high
and ruffed the ´10 with the ™J. East overruffed and
led a fourth diamond. Declarer ruffed high and
cashed his two last high hearts, pleased to see the
four remaining hearts split 2-2. Nine tricks made.

Tip: Use the Law of Total Tricks, particularly
at the three-level battleground. r

One layout proves little but look at this deal
featuring Auction B.

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ A3
™ J4
tQ53
®KJ5432
KJ8652
´ Q4
N
72
™ A86
W
E
A 10
t J97642
S
A97
® 10 8
´ 10 9 7
™ K Q 10 9 5 3
tK8
®Q6

West

North

East

South
2™

2´
3™1
16 trumps, therefore sixteen tricks. Either
2´ or 3™ must make.
1

www.ebu.co.uk
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Heffalump Traps

NEW
QUIZ

I

n each of the following hands, you are
sitting South. You are playing in a
teams match with IMPs scoring. You
should make a plan to give yourself the best chance
of making your contract, even if that means giving
up on the possibility of making overtricks.
Hand 1
´ K5
™ 8743
t K 10 9 8 5
® 62

Hand 2
´ KQ84
™ J5
t A83
® Q J 10 4

N
W

W

AJ
AK5
AQ
AQ9853

Hand 3
QJ74
AQ6
AQ73
A8

´
™
t
®

AJ9653
AK73
Q62
–

The contract is 6´.
West leads the ™10,
covered by the ™J and
™Q. How do you
plan your play?
´
™
t
®

Hand 4
863
A5
10 8 4
AKJ72

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

E
S

The contract is 3NT.
West leads the ´4 and
East plays the ´9.
How do you plan
your play?
´
™
t
®

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Love All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his answers on
link
page 62.
Hand 1
´ AJ6
™J93
t82
®A9853

W

N
2™1

E
2´

S
Pass

Hand 2
´ KQJ75
™ 42
tKQ92
®AJ

W

N

E

S
1™

1´
?

Pass

2´

Pass

W
Pass
?

N
1NT1

E
Pass

S
Pass

N
1´
Pass

E
Pass
3t

S
Pass
Pass

N

E
1®

S
1™

N

E

S

?
1

Weak

N
E

S

´
™
t
®

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ

85
KJ5
K9854
J92

You are declarer in
3NT, and West leads
the ™8. How would
you plan to make
your contract?

1

12-14

Hand 4
´ K3
™K2
tKJ987
® KQJ5

W

Hand 5
´ Q 10 6 3
™5
t K 10 8 7 4 3
® KJ

W

2t
?

E
S

´
™
t
®

A95
KQ8763
A5
Q5

The contract is 4™.
West leads the ´K. On
the second round of
trumps West shows
out. What’s your plan?

David Bakhshi gives the answers
on page 48
14 English Bridge August 2017

Hand 3
´ K J 10 5 2
™ K 10 7
t9
®Q873

Hand 6
´ 10 7
™9
tQJ42
®KQ9872

?

W
?

www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge Fiction

by David Bird

The Headmaster’s Reward

click
link

I

t was the last duplicate of the school year and
there were 14 tables in play, thought to be a new
record. The first round saw the Matron and
Stefan Götel facing two fourth-formers.
‘Are you two looking forward to the holidays?’
enquired the Matron.
‘Not really,’ John Hutson replied. ‘I’m going to
miss Mr Götel’s German lessons.’
‘Don’t let that worry you,’ continued the Matron.
‘Mr Götel will still be here when you return in
September.’
An amused Stefan Götel drew his cards for the
first board. ‘I feel sure that young Hutson is er...
pulling our legs, as you say,’ he observed. ‘He does
not show much aptitude for the German language.’
The Matron looked sternly in the youngster’s
direction. ‘You shouldn’t say things that you don’t
mean,’ she reprimanded.
This was the deal before them:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ 862
™ 873
t KQJ95
® 75
974
´ J 10 5 3
N
Q J 10 4
™ K95
W
E
86
t A72
S
Q942
® 863
´ AKQ
™ A62
t 10 4 3
® A K J 10

West
Stefan
Götel

North
Neil
Phillips

East
The
Matron

Pass

3NT

All Pass
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South
John
Hutson
2NT

The German master led the ™Q, the Matron
playing her ™9 with an encouraging smile. John
Hutson held up his ace on the first round and again
when a low heart was played to East’s king. The
heart suit was cleared and Hutson then led the t10
from his hand, calling for dummy’s t5.
The Matron spent a moment considering her play
to this trick. Stefan had played the t8. If that was a
high-low from a doubleton, declarer would have
three diamonds and she would have to hold up her
ace for two rounds, just as declarer had done. She
played the t2 with somewhat of a flourish, as if she
had made rather a special play.
When Hutson continued with a diamond to the
king, Götel followed with the t6. The Matron
nodded happily. Yes, a definite high-low. If that
didn’t show two diamonds, she didn’t know what
would. As if adding the final brushstroke to some
mediaeval masterpiece, she produced another low
diamond. ‘Play a club,’ said John Hutson.

A finesse of the ®J lost and West cashed a heart
trick. Hutson won the club return and claimed.
The Matron looked down at the four defensive
tricks before her. ‘We never made my ace of
diamonds!’ she exclaimed. ‘It was such a good
defence and then the boy goes and spoils it by
making 3NT anyway.’
‘Yes, but we play match-points,’ Stefan Götel
replied. ‘If you don’t hold up the diamond ace, he
would make ten tricks instead of nine.’
‘I dare say you’re right, as the cards lie,’ said the
Matron. ‘It’s still rather annoying not to make a
trick with my ace.’

The rounds ticked by and with just one round to
go, Stefan Götel totted up the estimates on his
scorecard. A small fraction above average, as usual.
The Matron was a pleasant enough partner but
perhaps, next year, it would be good to have a game
or two with someone better. He had almost
forgotten what it felt like to score around 65%.
www.ebu.co.uk

‘Ah, the last round of the school year!’ exclaimed
the Headmaster, taking his seat. ‘Charlie and I have
had one of our better sessions, actually. It would be
good to end the year with a win. Even second place
behind Bertie Bellis would be quite enjoyable.’
The Headmaster scored well on the first board,
making an overtrick in 4™. This was the final deal:

´
™
t
®

West
Stefan
Götel
3t
Pass
Pass
1

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ J853
™ 10 9 6
t A64
® AK4
–
´ Q 10 9 7
N
84
™ K732
W
E
J 10 9 7 5 3
t KQ8
S
J9852
® Q 10
´ AK642
™ AQJ5
t 2
® 763

North
Reverend
Benson
1®1
3´
5™
Pass

East
The
Matron
Dble
Pass
Pass
Dble

South
The
Headmaster
1´
4NT
6´
All Pass

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
–
–
10
J9

J8
–
–
4
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q 10 9
–
–
–

K6
–
–
7

The Headmaster called for dummy’s ®4 and the
Matron had to ruff in the East seat. Her return of
the ´10 ran to dummy’s ´J and the doubled slam
was made.
‘Ganz wunderbar!’ exclaimed Stefan Götel. ‘Such
a beautiful play you make there, Headmaster.’
The Reverend Benson nodded his agreement. ‘I
thought my 3´ bid would work well,’ he added.
The Headmaster rose to his feet, patting his
pocket to check that his favourite briar pipe was
there. There was only one way to celebrate a wellplayed slam like that. A pipeful of Dunhill Nightcap
r
ready-rubbed!

Playing a Strong NT and 5-card majors

Stefan Götel led the jack of diamonds and the
Reverend Benson laid out his dummy somewhat
apologetically. ‘You raised to 3´ on that?’ exclaimed
the Headmaster.
‘Stefan bid 3t,’ the elderly cleric replied.
‘Did you count your losers?’ persisted the
Headmaster. ‘It’s a 9-loser hand – barely worth an
opening bid in my opinion. As for making a free
three-level raise over Stefan’s 3t, well, I’ve never
seen a more obvious pass!’

The Headmaster won with dummy’s tA and
ruffed a diamond in his hand. When he played the
ace of trumps, West discarded a diamond. He
crossed to the ®A and ran the ™10 successfully.
After a heart to the jack and the ™A, West showing
out, he ruffed the ™Q. A second diamond ruff was
followed by a club to the king, leaving these cards
still to be played:
www.ebu.co.uk

ENGLISH BRIDGE ARTICLE INDEX
An index of all the educational articles which
have been printed in English Bridge magazine
since 2007 is now available, along with links to the
correct pages of the relevant magazines.
From beginners’ lessons to advanced topics,
and including conventions, techniques and
tactics, there is something for everyone to learn
from and enjoy. www.ebu.co.uk/article-index
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TRANSITION – Five-Card Majors

by Chris Chambers

The opening bid

I

f you have been thinking about boning up on an
alternative to four card majors (4CM) – a basic
tenet of Acol – read on. In clubs all over the
country a quiet revolution is gaining ground –
players are switching to five-card majors (5CM).
These are not internationals seeking to fit in with
European and US partners – but club players
looking to try the alternative. I think many players
recognise that once you have played a bit, it’s easier.
And often better. So why do we teach four-card
majors in the first place?
The dichotomy is steeped in history and
geography. Globally 5CM systems are dominant but
in Britain and Ireland 4CMs hold sway. This is more
true at club-level – teach 5CMs and students would
emerge at odds with much of the club. But when
partnerships establish, they are free to diverge, and
many club players are now switching to 5CM.

SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES
And better? Well, teachers abhor an overcall on a
4-card suit, so why permit opening with one? Once
auctions become competitive, knowledge of majorsuit length is critical. 5CM anticipate competition
and nowadays everyone bids at club pairs!
The most immediate gain is that you no longer
have to open a good hand (15+ HCP) with a 4-card
major. This spares your Acol blushes in these
situations:

D 1´–1NT: is 16 HCP enough to raise to 2NT?
Probably not; it’s best to pass in the long run but
you would rather not have this problem;
D 1´–2´: is 16 HCP enough to make a move, say
2NT? Again, probably not.
Other benefits are:

D Major fits emerge sooner;

D This makes game and slam bidding easier;
D Using the Losing Trick Count is simpler;

D Your raises of a major make life difficult for
opponents.
18 English Bridge August 2017

click
link

Eventually you might adopt pre-emptive raises to
further exploit the last point. Those new to the
game over-focus on trying to make contracts, not
trying to get in the opponents’ way. But without
doing much, simpler bidding on frequent major-fit
auctions makes defence harder for opponents.
Last, if you play other forms of bridge, most
notably teams or pairs scored with IMPs, these
aspects become increasingly important.

KEEP THE WEAK NO TRUMP
So you’re intrigued about ‘switching to five’? Let
me be clear – I would not recommend also
transitioning from a weak no trump to a strong no
trump. It’s not necessary and is not an integral part
of 5CM. You can try it later if you wish. For the
moment, pleasingly, there are no new conventions
to learn (or forget). Now, the obvious question …
If you can’t open a major with four cards what do
you open when your only four-card suits are
majors?
With a balanced hand, playing 4CM, you choose
a convenient 4-card suit anticipating a no trump
rebid. But of course you only open a four-card suit
with 15+ HCP, otherwise you have five in the suit
opened (the dreaded 4-4-4-1 is an exception to be
tackled later and difficult in all systems).
Playing 5CMs and ‘preparing to bid no-trumps’ is
a significant change. Rather than open a four-card
major before rebidding no-trumps you will select
the longer minor – and that might be a 3-card suit.

OPENINGS

D 1NT is still 12-14.

D With unbalanced hands with five, six or more of
a suit you have a clear choice, the same as 4CM
systems. Where you have two equal-length suits
choose the higher-rank first (with no
exceptions).
D But with balanced hands with 15 HCP or more
you can’t open a 4-card major. So what do you
do on balanced hands, too strong for 1NT?
www.ebu.co.uk

D Unable to bid no-trumps (too strong) and
prevented from opening a 4-card major, you
must bid a minor – no one cares so much about
those.
Try these hands and see how you get on:
´
™
t
®

Hand 1

´
™
t
®

AKQ9
Q87
95
AJ94

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

AKQ9
Q874
954
AJ

Hand 2
AKQ9
Q87
954
AJ9

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
AKQ9
Q87
AJ9
954

Hand 5

´
™
t
®

AK
874
Q954
AQJ9

1. 1®. You’ll have no qualms about starting with
1®, a decent 4-card suit. You can bid no-trumps
next, just as you would after opening 1´ in
4CMs.

2. 1®. What about now? 1® is still correct. You

If opponents ask particularly about 1® or 1t say
‘Could be a 3-card suit – diamonds only three when
4-4-3-2 exactly’.

SUMMARY OF MINOR OPENINGS

D 1® and 1t are only ‘shortish’ (3-card) when
opener has a good balanced hand (15+ HCP).
Because both promise at least three cards,
neither 1® nor 1t require alerting or
announcing. It would be polite to announce
your new system before play to those used to
your old methods as ‘Five-card majors, longer
minor’.
D For balanced hands of 15-19 HCP – too strong
to open 1NT – which have no 5-card suit (so
4-3-3-3 or 4-4-3-2) open a minor:
D With 4-3 in the minors open the longer.
D With 3-3 in the minors open 1®.

D With 3-2 in the minors open the longer.

D With 4-4 in the minors open 1t unless
specifically agreed to open 1®.
r

have to open a 3-card minor.

3. 1®. Poor clubs and good diamonds – should you
switch allegiance? No. They may only be minors
but to retain as much confidence as possible that
partner may not have the suit, bid clubs. Avoid
opening a 3-card diamond suit.

4. 1t. Now there’s no option but to open 1t. But
this is a unique case, 4-4 in the majors, three
diamonds and two clubs. It is the only pattern to
open 1t with three.

5. 1t. For the same reason as Hand 3 choose 1t as
it all but promises four cards and that may be
important in competition or at high levels. But it
would hardly be a crime to bid 1® - it may even
work out better if the goal is to stay low.

DISCLOSURE OF THE NEW SYSTEM
Your obligations to announce and alert changed
slightly in 2013. Read or take a copy of the EBU
summary sheet.
Your system card should say, ‘Weak no-trump,
five-card majors, three weak-twos’. Do not alert or
announce your one-major or one-minor openings.
At the start of a round it would be polite to tell the
opponents, ‘Five-card majors, longer minor’. The
rest (weak-twos and 1NT) you announce anyway.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge Tips

by David Gold

Protect Your 1NT Sequences

click
link

P

artner opens 1NT and RHO overcalls 2®
which nowadays means many different
things, for example, hearts and another, clubs
and a major, both majors, and many other
meanings. What should our bids mean?
I recommend a simple approach. Firstly I will deal
with a 2® overcall showing something other than
both majors.

IF 2® DOES NOT MEAN BOTH MAJORS
I suggest you play very simply:

Double = Stayman ( ie they stole your bid!)
2t+ = what it would have meant had they passed
(transfers etc).
This makes it very easy to develop the bidding on
your own constructive hands and gives you an
unambiguous base to work from as it can often be
confusing what bids mean when the opponents
come in. For example, you pick up:
Partner opens 1NT showing
12-14 points. RHO overcalls
2® showing hearts and
another, now you want to
investigate 4´, 5t, 3NT and
possibly even the odd slam. It is
ugly and vexing to have to bid, say, 3´ forcing just
because RHO overcalled 2®. Well you don’t have to!
Just bid 2™ transfer to spades and follow with 3t
next if permitted – natural and game-forcing just as
it would have been had RHO not entered the
bidding.
´
™
t
®

A Q 10 6 5
32
AK964
7

Partner again opens 1NT
(12-14) and RHO overcalls 2®
which this time shows clubs
and a major. Now you want to
investigate game in either major
(you don’t know which major
RHO holds) and also 3NT. This is easy, just double
which is Stayman (the bid you would have made
had RHO passed!). Now you can develop the
´
™
t
®

AKJ3
K765
K643
2
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´
™
t
®

42
A93
A85
K J 10 5 3

bidding on familiar ground just
as if partner had opened 1NT
and you had responded 2®.
From time to time partner may
hold a hand like the one to the
left, and he can leave the double
in for a juicy penalty.

One more example. Partner opens 1NT (12-14)
and RHO overcalls 2® showing hearts and another.
This time you pick up:
Had RHO passed hopefully
you would be able to show six
diamonds, short spades and a
game-force. Many people can
do that by bidding 2NT as a
transfer to diamonds and
follow up with 3´ to show shortage. With the
method I recommend you can do just that. Bid 2NT
and 3´ next and 3NT, 5t and even a slam can be
investigated as normal.
´
™
t
®

3
AJ4
KQJ875
A 10 2

This method is not so good when they overcall
2® showing both majors as we are much less likely
to want to play in a major. Therefore I suggest a
different but very simple scheme which focuses on
the minor suit hands.

WHEN 2® SHOWS BOTH MAJORS
Double = points, at least enough for 2NT and no
better bid.

2t = 5+ diamonds, non-forcing
2™ = 5+ clubs, game forcing
2´ = 5+ diamonds, game forcing
2NT = puppet to 3® – either to play 3®, bid 3t to
play (more preemptive than 2t) or bid 3™/´ to
show a stopper in that major and not in the other

3® = 6+®, invitational
3t = 6+t, invitational
3™ = short heart (5/4+ minors), game forcing
3´ = short spades (5/4+ minors), game forcing
www.ebu.co.uk

A few examples:
Partner opens 1NT (12-14) at
´ 43
unfavourable vulnerability and
™ 75
RHO overcalls 2® showing
tAKJ8
both majors. At this vul®AKQ83
nerability going for a penalty is
risky, particularly as it may
make it hard to investigate a slam in a minor when
that is right. Here you can bid 2™ showing clubs,
then follow up with 3t not only showing both suits
but also suggesting a good 5-4-2-2 as you haven’t
bid 3™/´ over 2®. Opener should complete the
transfer with some fit, or bid 2NT even if not
holding stoppers in both suits. 3™/´ next from
either player is stopper showing.
Change the hand slightly to:
´
™
t
®

4
753
AKJ8
AKQ83

Now over 2® you can bid 3´,
showing this type of hand.

One more:
´
™
t
®

72
Q3
A3
KJ98762

1NT from partner (12-14), 2®
on your right showing the
majors. No need to gamble on
3NT and sail off when it is
wrong. Just bid 3® invitational
r
and let partner decide!

WELCOME TO THREE NEWLY
AFFILIATED CLUBS
Cutthorpe Friendly Afternoon BC,
Derbyshire
Tues & Thurs 1-4pm, Sim Pairs and ‘full day’
events, Cutthorpe Village Hall
See www.bridgewebs.com/cutthorpefriendly

Friends Bridge Club, Middlesex
Sim Pairs over the summer and regular
sessions starting September, Hatch End.
See www.bridgewebs.com/friendsbridge

Market Harborough BC, Leicestershire

MASTERPOINTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
FUNBRIDGE TOURNAMENTS
Starting on 2 September, the EBU will be running
robot games with masterpoints each Saturday and
Sunday on Funbridge – a French online bridge
provider that already runs similar games for the
French Bridge Federation (FFB) and the Swiss
and Norwegian federations. Don’t worry about its
French provenance though – there are already
12,500 players from the UK, the robots speak
good English and they will even play four-card
majors and weak NT if you ask them to!
Signing up for Funbridge and downloading the
necessary software is free and it can be done on all
common platforms – Windows, Mac, tablets,
smartphones. There are daily tournaments and
Series tournaments (in which you are put in a
group depending on your current results and
compared with others in the same group) as well
as Challenges that you can issue to other players
and practice sessions you can use to improve. A
number of boards each month are allowed for free
to use in these events, with some opportunities to
earn more free boards when you first sign up.
The EBU events will be charged at €2 for each
20 board tournament. The games can be played
between 8am and 10pm. You can even play a few
boards and then come back to them later if that
suits you – or if the signal on your smartphone is
interrupted!

You play with a robot partner and against robot
opponents. You are really being measured against
the other humans who have the same hands, same
partner and same opponents as you do, and this
makes it a good measure of skill. There will be
more than 20 boards in play and you won’t
necessarily play all the same boards as everyone
else or in the same order as them – this is a
security feature.
If you are interested, go to www.funbridge.com
and sign up ready to practise with the robots and
become familiar with the interface in preparation
for the launch in early September.

Reaffiliated with the EBU.
Mondays, 7.15pm, Angel Hotel
See www.bridgewebs.com/marketharborough
Visitors are welcome at all the clubs. For
more details please see their websites.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heather’s Hints

by Heather Dhondy

Discovery Plays

click
link

P

laying pairs, East opens 3´. South overcalls
3NT and West passes. What call do you make
with North’s cards?
Game All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

–
AQ432
Q J 10 4
AKJ8

This is where you have got to before the final
diamond is cashed:

N

´
™
t
®

E

W
S

´
™
t
®

The club finesse will give you your eleventh trick,
so the twelfth will have to come from a squeeze.
Start by cashing the ace of clubs to guard against a
singleton queen in the East hand, and then begin
the diamonds and you will discover that East has
four. On the second round of diamonds West
discards a club, and then a heart on the third round.

KQ32
K85
AK73
64

–
Q432
–
KJ8
N
W

E
S

West

North

Pass

?

East
3´

South
3NT

Whilst it could be right to investigate a heart fit,
you have so much strength that you should have
enough for 6NT. Remember that when the
opposition pre-empt against you, suits may be
breaking badly and your trump suit can be your
downfall or there may be ruffs around. Since this is
pairs, you might also want to play for the extra 10
points in no trumps. Jump straight to 6NT which
becomes the final contract. You could be caught out
by East holding the ´A-K, but it’s the percentage
option.

West leads the ´9. How do you plan the play?

If hearts break, you have an easy twelve tricks,
however you should start by throwing a diamond
on this trick just in case you may need the clubs if
hearts don’t break. East ducks and you win the
queen. You cash the ace of hearts and East throws a
spade. Well at least you are not in that suit!
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´
™
t
®

Q32
K8
A
6

Assuming that East began with a seven card spade
suit, you now know that West must have started
with a 2515 shape. On the fourth diamond he is
going to be in trouble since he is forced to let go of
his remaining spade in order to keep both hearts
and clubs guarded, and now the distribution is
confirmed. What do you discard from dummy?
The communication between the defensive hands
has now been severed, so you are in a position to
establish a long heart and there is now no way for
the defence to get to the ace of spades. Discard a
club from dummy and play on hearts.
The full deal is next. It would not have helped East
to win the first trick since this would have given you
two spade tricks, and a simple club finesse takes you
to twelve tricks. There is in fact no way to beat the
contract.
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
AQ432
Q J 10 4
AKJ8
97
´
N
J 10 9 7 6
™
W
E
6
t
S
Q 10 9 7 3
®
´ KQ32
™ K85
t AK73
® 64

HUBERT PHILLIPS BOWL

A J 10 8 6 5 4
–
9852
52

HEATHER’S HINTS

•

The pre-empt is a powerful tool and often
makes life very hard for your opponents to
find the correct contract. However, when the
opponents have pre-empted you know a lot
about their hand and you should use it to your
advantage to count the hand both in terms of
shape and points. Remember that suits are
more likely to be breaking badly, so think
about playing in no trumps even with an eight
card major suit fit.

•

If you are a trick short and cannot afford to let
the opponents in, try the effect of cashing
your long suit. This was not a traditional sort
of squeeze in that the count had not been
rectified, and therefore West was still able to
guard both suits, yet cashing your diamond
suit still left the defence helpless to beat the
r
contract.

Fiona Brown, Ollie Burgess, Michael Byrne &
Hugh McGann (pictured) have won the Hubert
Phillips Bowl, the EBU’s knockout mixed pivot
teams competition.
They beat Jeff Smith, Jackie Pye, Alan Mould &
John Holland in the final at the end of June.
The match was hosted by Manchester Bridge
Club, with over 30 kibitzers in attendance,
including five of the players who, the previous
day, had won the Garden Cities Trophy.
This was a first time win for all of the victors of the eight players only John had previously won
the event (six times between 1983 and 1996).

HUBERT PHILLIPS PLATE

PREMIER GRAND MASTERS
Congratulations to
ESPEN ERICHSEN OF KENT
AND

STEVE AUCHTERLONIE OF KENT
on becoming Premier Grand
Masters, the English Bridge
Union’s highest rank, requiring
a minimum 1,500 Green Points

www.ebu.co.uk

The Hubert Phillips Plate is the consolation
competition for teams defeated in the early
rounds of the Hubert Phillips Bowl (the mixed
pivot competition). It has been won by Joanne
Norman, Christine Bradley, Phil Norman, Mark
Hooper & Krzysztof Ginda (pictured L to R).
In the final they beat the team of David Ewart,
Nick Boss, Susanna Gross, Richard Johnson &
Ewa Kater (Sarah Ewart played in earlier rounds).
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Traps for the unwary

by Michael Byrne

Slam Bidding - Cue-Bids or Blackwood?

click
link

L

ast issue we were looking at heading for a
slam and considering which hands might
produce a decent play for 12 tricks opposite a
normal hand for partner’s bidding to date. This
time we are going to look at ways you can issue a
slam try with the aim of pinpointing your strengths
and weaknesses.

TRYING FOR SLAM – DO NOT USE
BLACKWOOD, USE A CUE-BID
A subtle point, but one that can’t be stressed
enough is that when you use Blackwood you are not
making a ‘slam try’. You are in fact committed to
bidding a slam and just employing the final check
that your side is not missing two aces before you
take the plunge. There is no point using Blackwood
if you are unsure whether or not you have the
firepower to make 12 tricks.
However one way you can try for a slam is by
making a cue-bid, stating to partner that you have a
control (ace, king, singleton or void) in the suit you
are bidding, and interest in a slam.
Note that cue-bidding always takes place after you
and partner have agreed a suit, and is always above
the level of 3NT (with the one exception you will
see below).

Let’s see a few hands you might have with this
start and consider what to bid on each of them:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
AK6543
AQJ
QJ9
6
Hand 3
AK984
QJ96
AKJ
5

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
AQJ85
KQJ96
54
A

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
AQJ6
KJ
Q954
AQ3

If the first hand looks familiar that’s because it
featured in June – but I didn’t give the answer. The
problem with using Blackwood 4NT is that finding
out how many aces (or key cards) your partner has
is not what you need to know. The biggest problem
from your point of view is that you need partner to
have a control in diamonds, since you are sorely
lacking in that department, and however many
tricks you have to cash will count for nothing if the
opponents start by winning the first two diamonds.

The most common start to a cue-bidding
sequence would be something like 1´-Pass-3´,
where an eight card fit (and probably nine) has been
explicitly agreed and where the opener is free to
pass. Any bid opener makes will commit the
partnership to at least game. (Contrast this with the
more frequent but less exciting start of 1´-Pass-2´
where a new suit by opener would be a game try,
looking to decide whether or not to go to the 4level – thoughts of slam are far from your mind)

Instead you should bid 4®, showing a control in
clubs and asking partner to cue-bid if he holds a
control in diamonds. Since partner is the weaker
limited hand he will have to cue-bid a diamond
control if he has one – you are in charge of the
auction and he is dancing to your tune. If instead he
cue-bids 4™ (missing out 4t) then he denies a
diamond control and you know to sign off in 4´. If
he returns to the trump suit with a bid of 4´ then he
has a control in neither suit.

If after 1´-Pass-3´ opener bids a new suit it is a
try for slam, saying to partner you have a control in
that suit, and denying a control in any suits you
have actively skipped.

Likewise in Hand 2. The opener is desperate to
know if partner can control the diamonds so he
cue-bids 4® to show a control in clubs and give
partner the opportunity to cue-bid diamonds.
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You might be worried on this hand that if partner
has just the king of diamonds, then the opponents
can lead through it and take two diamond winners
immediately. In my experience this is not a problem
worth worrying about, since partner will often have
some additional strength such as the queen which
makes his control bullet proof. Even if he does have
the empty king you will only go down if the
opponents lead this suit AND the ace lies over the
king, a very low chance of combined odds. If the
opponents do have strength lying in wait over
partner’s king they will often double his cue-bid
and tip you off – caution can then be exercised.
On Hand 3 you have much better diamonds than
clubs and 30 years ago it would have been very
much the style to cue-bid 4t and wait to hear if
partner could control the hearts. However that is no
longer correct and the right bid is 4®. The reason
for this is that if you skip out a suit to cue-bid,
partner can instantly know that you don’t have a
control in that suit and it will help you identify the
hands where you can’t make a slam. (More
importantly it will help you identify the hands
where you can’t make 11 tricks – there is nothing so
embarrassing as cue-bidding your way to the 5-level
in search of a slam and then going one down!)
When you cue-bid 4® partner will either cue-bid
4™ and you can then use Blackwood, or he will sign
off in 4´ and you know he (and you as well) are
missing a heart control. The final option is that
partner will cue-bid 4t (if he has a singleton there)
in which case you will bid 4´ highlighting the heart
weakness once again.
By now you have got the hang of cue-bidding and
you might think that the right bid on the 4th
example hand is to cue-bid 4® – it’s not. A good
rule of thumb is when partner makes a limit raise
(raising 1´ to 3´ showing 10-11) you should not
try for a slam when you are balanced. Even a good
balanced hand of 19 points has little chance of
making 12 tricks facing a limit raise.
Don’t believe me? Let’s construct a few hands for
partner to have and compare:
Hand 4 - example A
´ AQJ6
™KJ
W
tQ954
®AQ3

E

´
™
t
®

K 10 8 4
AQ94
J3
J42

Hand 4 - example B
´ AQJ6
™KJ
W
tQ954
®AQ3

E

´
™
t
®

K853
Q43
AJ43
J5

This hand needs the club finesse, no heart ruff, no
5-0 spade break and diamonds to play for no
losers – combined odds of almost nothing.
A few final words of caution about cue-bidding
before we review what we have learnt. I mentioned
that to be a cue-bid a bid has to be above the level of
3NT but there is one exception:
1™-3™-3´
This is a cue-bid, showing a control in spades. It
commits you to game, and you have explicitly
agreed an 8-card major suit fit so it wouldn’t make
sense for it to be a try for 3NT.
Compare and contrast with this sequence:
1t-3t-3´
The 3´ bid here is simply showing some strength
and looking for the best game, it might well be a
second suit or stopper such as K-J-x. It might not
have any slam ambitions at all, just probing for 3NT.

The Dos and Don’ts of Cue-Bidding
Do use a cue-bid if you are considering going to a
slam and want to identify whether or not
partner has a control in the suits where you
are weak.

Do cue-bid controls by going up the bidding
ladder, skipping out any suits in which you
don’t have a control.

Do use Blackwood as a final check if you are
confident that you have a control in every
suit and enough fire power

Don’t carry on cue-bidding if you identify a suit
in which both you and partner are weak –
you won’t make a slam.

Don’t try for a slam if you and partner hold a
balanced hand and at most 30 points
between you; for every miracle slam you
reach there will be eight or nine that just go
r
down slowly.

Michael’s cue-bid quiz is online, page 72

This hand is off the first two diamond tricks.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Sleuth’s Quiz

by Ron Klinger

Embrace a certainty

click
link

Game All. Dealer East
West

North

East
2´1
Pass
Pass

South
3t
4t
Pass

3´
Dble2
Pass
5t
Dble
All Pass
1
Weak 2, 6 spades, 6-10 points. 2 Take-out

Maybe East intended the ´K as a suit-preference
signal, but that is not clearly so.

South played the tK-t3-t2-t5 , followed by the
t10-™7-tJ-t9.
3 What do you know about the diamonds?
Answer: South began with seven diamonds and East
with a singleton diamond.
4 What about the spades?

1 What would you lead as West with this hand?
´
™
t
®

J3
A82
95
A 10 7 6 5 3

Answer: You need a strong reason to choose a suit
other than a suit in which partner has made an
overcall or a pre-empt. A good reason would be
a singleton in an unbid suit or an outside suit
headed by A-K. Neither of these applies here and
so the ´J is the normal start.
Game All. Dealer East.
´ A64
™ K 10 9 4
t K Q 10
® 942
´ J3
N
™ A82
W
t 95
® A 10 7 6 5 3

Declarer plays the ´A, East produces the ´K and
South follows with the ´5.
2 What do you understand from East’s ´K?

Answer: Partner could have played a high spade as
simply encouraging. The ´K can be read as
letting you know that East’s spades are solid.
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Answer: East figures to have started with six spades
and South with two spades.

5 What does East’s ™7 mean?

Answer: You play ‘high to encourage’ and so the ™7,
East’s highest spot card is encouraging.

6 What can you tell from that?

Answer: East almost certainly has the ™Q.
7 How many hearts did East start with?
Answer: East would not discard a heart from Q-x-x
in case South began with ™A-x-x. East figures to
have four hearts.
At trick 4, South plays the ™J.

8 Do you rise with the ace or play low?
The deal arose in the final of a 2017 Australian
National Open Teams:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ A64
™ K 10 9 4
t K Q 10
® 942
J3
´ K Q 10 9 8 7
N
A82
™
Q7653
W
E
95
t 3
S
A 10 7 6 5 3
® 8
´ 52
™ J
t AJ87642
® KQJ

www.ebu.co.uk

Both Easts opened 2´. Both Easts are world
champions, but I remain to be convinced that it is a
good idea to open a weak 2´ with five hearts on the
side.

EVERYONE’S CHANCE FOR BRIDGE
WITH A DIFFERENCE!

When South played the ™J at trick 4, West played
low. South put up the ™K, winning. Now South lost
only a club and a spade, +750.

West should have risen with the ™A, cashed the
®A, and played a spade to partner’s winner for one
down, enough to win the match. He could not
expect South to have a singleton heart, but every
player’s first duty is to beat the contract. With two
hearts, South would not misguess the hearts, given
West’s double of 5t. If West did rise with the ™A
and South needed the heart finesse, South might
later play West for the ™Q anyway.
West

North

3´
Pass
Dble

3NT
5t
All Pass

East
2´
4´
Pass

South
3t
Pass
Pass

At the other table, the auction went:

West led the ®A and gave East a club ruff at trick
two. The ™3 went to the ™A. South was one off, EW +200, +14 IMPs. The ®A lead worked out well
for West, but it might have misfired if East had not
had a singleton club. East could have returned a
top spade at trick three for down two, but a spade
lead is the normal choice for West despite North’s
r
3NT bid.

THREE SIZES FROM DEVIZES

Christopher Dee, sometime winner of the weekly Bratwurst
prize, and David King, Chairman of the West London Gay
Bridge Club

If you want a bridge tournament filled with fun
and frolics and more innuendo than you thought
possible why not try the London Gay Bridge
Tournament on 14th October. Absolutely
everyone (it’s a straight friendly event) is welcome
and it’s a hoot of a day.
Sponsored and organised by the West London
Gay Bridge Club (ever keen to attract new
members) and Prestat Chocolates who sponsor
our Caption Competition, the entry fee includes a
light lunch.
It’s an EBU-affiliated event with prizes for the
winners, a serious day’s bridge in a relaxed setting
in a wonderful Victorian hall in Pimlico. Pairs in
the morning, a light lunch, teams in the
afternoon, drinks and gossip in the evening.
It will be played under the watchful eye of
tournament director Matron Anne Catchpole. It’s
a grand day out for everyone who truly loves
bridge. There’s a limited number of tables, so
book yours soon – www.wlgbc.co.uk/43004.html

EBED SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS
Vicki, Catharine and Ellie

What joy for Devizes BC to welcome three
generations into the club. Vicki Warburton
moved to the area about two years ago, followed
by her mother Catharine Wright. Vicki’s 19-year
old daughter Ellie also plays at the club when she
is home from studying Forensic Investigation at
Canterbury University. They must have some
interesting post mortems . . .
www.ebu.co.uk

Next SIMS – 4 - 9 September 2017
All clubs (even non-EBU ones) can participate in the
EBED Simultaneous Pairs events and the proceeds
support the Charity. There are different hands each
day, so you can play several times in the week. The
commentaries are written by international players
and provide an excellent learning resource after the
fact! Please encourage your club to join in for one
night. For more info contact: richard@ebedcio.org.uk
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Passive v Aggressive

by Graham Osborne

Distribution Counts

click
link

I

n bridge your distribution and fit with partner
is just as important as the number of high cards
you possess in determining what contract you
can make. Here is a hand played in a county league
match where the side that was heavily outgunned in
high cards could make the highest level contract.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ –
™ AK73
t87652
®J943
AQJ84
´ K972
N
10
™ Q985
W
E
Q4
t J
S
A 10 8 6 2
® KQ75
´ 10 6 5 3
™ J642
t A K 10 9 3
®–

West
Solid
Stan

North
Barmy
Brian

1´
4´
Dble

2®
Dble
All Pass

East
Carefree
Chris
1®
2´
Pass

South
Optimistic
Olly
Dble
Pass
5t

East, Carefree Chris, the dealer started with 1®.
This had little to recommend it, 4441 shapes lack
playing strength and the scant values included a
singleton jack. South, Optimistic Olly (short for
Olivia), who always seemed to find potential in
whatever cards she held, doubled, with few points
but attractive playing shape. West introduced his
spades and a competitive battle ensued with both
sides unearthing a double fit.
North’s 2® bid was like a responsive double
showing support for both red suits. Olly felt that the
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initial double had shown all her values and so
passed on the next round because she was worried
about her side getting too high.
Barmy Brian, sitting North, doubled 4´ thinking
Olly for once might have some points. But no, Olly,
fearing she might have to defend a hand with Brian
chanced 5t. She was unsure whether four spades or
five diamonds would make but if one of them did
she would show a nice profit and in any case she
much preferred to play the hand.
West, with thirteen points opposite an opening
bid, doubled firmly but there was no defence as Olly
had eight diamonds tricks and three more in hearts
to score up her game. Olly’s initial double was pushy
but generally it is the hand with shortage that needs
to bid. The final decision to pull partner’s double
was finely balanced. Brian was known to be short in
spades and doubling with general strength.
At the other table East also found the same
dubious 1® opening, but his side sailed into 4´
without any opposition bidding when the
vulnerability dissuaded South from entering the
fray. An initial club lead would have seen an easy set.
South ruffs the lead, returns to partner with a heart
for a second ruff and there is still the diamond ace.
It is hard to assign too much blame to the actual
™A lead. Next came a diamond to the ace and
another heart. Technical Tim ruffed and tried a top
trump getting the bad news. Reasoning that North
could not have two voids and keep silent during the
auction, Tim ruffed a diamond in dummy and
advanced a low club.
Ruffing in would be tantamount to surrendering
so South discarded a diamond. Tim won the ace and
drew the remaining trumps which forced North to
discard down to the bare ™K and ®J-9-4. Then he
led a club towards the ®K-Q-7 forcing North to
split with the nine. Tim simply exited with dummy’s
™Q leaving North end-played and forced to
concede the last two club tricks. Easy for the master
r
technician!
www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

AUGUST 2017
WEST HANDS

AUGUST 2017
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Game All
Dealer North
(Bakhshi)
* North passes
2. Love All
Dealer West
(Rodwell)

´
™
t
®

A 10
Q2
98
K J 10 9 8 6 3

1. Game All
Dealer North

´
™
t
®

6
A Q 10 2
AK84
AQ42

2. Love All
Dealer West

´ A 10 7 4
™ 87
t 864
(Narkiewicz)
® A J 10 3
* North passes, South bids 1™

3. N/S Game
Dealer North

4. N/S Game
Dealer North
(Berg)
* North opens 3t
5. E/W Game
Dealer North
(Duboin)
* South opens 1t
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(Meckstroth)

K932
A K 10 8 7 4
–
A54

´
™
t
®

A K Q J 10 7 2
J54
J
KJ

´ 32
™ A652
t AKQJ72
(Buras)
® 6
* North passes, South bids 1™

3. N/S Game
Dealer North

´
™
t
®

KQ986
5
Q75
Q743

4. N/S Game
Dealer North

´
™
t
®

AKQJ83
A96
J9
K8

5. E/W Game
Dealer North

´ KQ9
™ 8
t A K 10 7 6
(Levin)
® AK97
Did you beat the experts? – Page 40
6. E/W Game
Dealer East

(Gold)
* North passes

´
™
t
®

(Feldman)
* North opens 3t

(Bilde)
* South opens 1t

´
™
t
®

432
A K 10 4
K 10 3
862

´
™
t
®

10 9 6
Q J 10 8 7
K5
10 9 6

´ J7
™ A K J 10
t J
(Weinstein)
® Q J 10 8 6 4
Did you beat the experts? – Page 40
6. E/W Game
Dealer East

www.ebu.co.uk

Henry Cosgrave

W

hen my aunt died recently, I acquired
a box of my grandmother’s diaries.
They were full of domestic detail
rather than world events, but I did discover that
she was a keen social bridge player. I settled
down with the diaries for the evening:
It seems I am some kind of junior butler. I am
serving coffee to a young lady sitting by herself in
the library. She looks familiar. I recognise her from
her wedding photograph; she is Maud, my
grandmother, but she is not wearing a wedding
ring. She seems nervous. She is reading a book
about bridge. She sees my interest and tells me she
is studying for the game tonight and doesn’t want to
be thought a flibbertigibbet or bumblepuppy. She
laughingly asks if I have any advice. I would love to
tell her about Stayman, or negative doubles, or
fourth suit forcing, but they all require partnership
agreement, so I say, yes, try ducking a finesse in
fourth seat – behave as though you don’t have the
king. She thanks me and asks me my name. I tell her
it is Harry.
Now I am in a large drawing room. Men in dinner
jackets are discussing the abdication. A game of
bridge is in progress. As I serve drinks I hear a burst
of conversation:
‘Well, I’ll be blowed! You had the king, Maud, and
you didn’t win the trick when I finessed!’
‘It was worse than that, Grosvenor,’ says his
partner. ‘It was doubleton, so you could have
dropped it on the next round.’
‘Damn fine play,’ says the first man. ‘Must make a
note to try that myself sometime.’
A little later Maud is partnering Grosvenor
against a man and a woman. The man is obviously
attracted to his partner. The man is my grandfather,
William Cosgrave. I happen to be standing where I
can see the North and East hands when the deal
opposite is played.
The ™9 is led. William studies the dummy for a
while and then wins with the ace and calls for a
small club. I can see Maud’s hand moving towards
the ace. Marjorie notices me standing there and
glares at me. ‘What are you doing?’ she asks. ‘What
is your name?’
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´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer North.
´ AJ53
™ A K J 10
t 4
® Q 10 5 3
K 10 8
´ 64
N
9
™ 87532
W
E
QJ9765
t K8
S
K94
® AJ62
´ Q972
™ Q64
t A 10 3 2
® 87

West
Grosvenor
Pass
All Pass

North
Marjorie
1®
3´

East
Maud
Pass
Pass

South
William
1´
4´

‘Jack,’ I reply, as forcefully as I dare. I leave the
table but turn and watch what happens.
Maud has paused. She had assumed William was
trying to get to hand with the ®K to finesse in
trumps. But she knows he has the ™Q and could
have won the first trick with it if he had wanted to
be in his hand. So he can’t have the ®K. He must be
trying to set up some club ruffs. Maud plays the ®J
and gives Grosvenor a heart ruff. He plays a club
back to her ace and gets another ruff. The contract
is one down.
‘Well played, Maud.’ says William. Maud accepts
the compliment modestly. ‘I thought I had a good
plan,’ continues William, looking at Maud with
admiration while Marjorie glowers. ‘If I just take the
trump finesse and draw a second round, Grosvenor
can play a third round when he gets in with a club.’
I see Maud one more time before everyone retires
for the night. She smiles at me. ‘Don’t I recognise
you?’ she asks. ‘Haven’t I seen you before?’

At that moment something drops on my foot.
I awake with a start. The diary has slipped from
my hands. My reply is stillborn on my lips ‘Not
before, Granny. After.’
r
www.ebu.co.uk

UPCOMING COMPETITION NEWS

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

E
G E
AN ENU
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F
O

NORTHERN MIDWEEK
CONGRESS

Due to circumstances beyond our control it has been
necessary to change the venue for the Northern Midweek
Congress. It will now be held in Harrogate, and not in
Wakefield as previously advertised. We are very sorry for
any inconvenience this causes. Please see the opposite panel
for more details.

EXCITING CHANGES FOR THE
OVERSEAS CONGRESS IN BUDAPEST
For the first time the Bridge Overseas Congress will include
a Really Easy Congress. The event in Budapest, 1st – 7th
February 2018, will include five days of competitions for
less experienced players (below Jack on NGS and ranked
below Master), and these will also be open to nonmembers. The main events take place over seven days with
a mixture of pairs and teams competitions, plus Green
Pointed Swiss competitions.
The schedule for this congress has been altered to allow
more free evenings for players to enjoy the culinary and
cultural delights of Hungary’s capital. There will also be
time for optional tours and excursions.
See www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/budapest for more
details.

CROCKFORDS CUP ENTRY DEADLINE
™ 7 SEPTEMBER ™
This is England’s premier open teams-of-four championship and is open to all players. The early rounds of knockout matches are played privately, qualifying eight teams to
contest an all-play-all final in September 2018.
The competition is part of the Championship Series, in
which points can be earned towards the Player of the Year
Championship.
The Crockford’s Plate competition will be open to all
unseeded teams who are defeated in their first match of the
main event, be this in round one, or in round two following
a bye. The last eight from the Crockfords Plate will play
alongside the main final in September 2018.
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n AUGUST 2017
4-13
12-26
15-24
22-24

EBU Summer Meeting, Eastbourne
World Teams Championships, Lyon
World Youth Open Teams, Lyon
Northern Midweek Congress, Harrogate

1-3
1-3
2-3

Junior Teach-in, Loughborough
Isle of Man Congress, Douglas
Crockford Finals, The St Johns Hotel,
Solihull
Oxford Bridge Festival, St Hugh’s College
EBED Autumn Sims, various clubs
Guernsey Congress, St Peter Port
EBTA Convention, Kenilworth
Premier League, 1st w-e, London
Beds & Northants Congress, Loughton
County Director’s Course, Coventry
Cornwall Congress, Bude
Premier League, 2nd w-e, Manchester for
Divs 1 & 2
Cumbria & Westmorland GP Weekend,
Kendal
Derbyshire GP Weekend, Spondon
Essex & Hertfordshire GP Weekend, Ware
Surrey GP Weekend, Guildford
West of England Congress, Weston-superMare
Great Northern Swiss Pairs, Leeds
Felixstowe Congress

n SEPTEMBER 2017

4-7
4-8
8-17
8-10
9-10
9-10
16-17
22-24
23-24
23-24
23-24
23-24
23-24
29-1
30-1
30-1

n OCTOBER 2017
2-5
7-8
9-15
20-22
27-29
28-29
28-29

British Autumn Sims, various clubs
Gold Cup Finals, YCBC, London
Bridge Overseas Autumn Congress,
Halkidiki, Greece
Autumn Congress, Wokefield Park Hotel,
Reading
Really Easy Weekend, Warwick Hilton
Malvern Congress, Upper Tything
Lancashire Congress, Bolton & Blackburn

n November 2017
3-5

Seniors Congress, Wokefield Park Hotel,
Reading
3-5
North East Congress, Gateshead
4-5
Premier League, 3rd w-e, Solihull
9-11 16th European Champions Cup, Riga,
Latvia
18-19 Tollemache Qualifier, The St Johns Hotel,
Solihull
25-26 Middlesex Congress, Barnet

www.ebu.co.uk

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated
Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Summer Meeting Harold Poster Trophy (Pairs)
Four Star Teams
Daily Pairs – BP
PAB & Pivot Teams – BP

4 – 13 August
Winter Garden
Eastbourne

Northern Midweek
Congress
22 – 24 August
Old Swan Hotel, Harrogate

A
CH

F
EO
G
N

U
VEN

Stratified Championship
Pairs

E

Guernsey Congress
8-17 September
Les Cotils, St Peter Port

Great Northern
Swiss Pairs

(Tues & Weds)

Stratified Swiss Teams
(Thurs)

Weekend Swiss Pairs & Teams
Midweek Senior events
Weekday evening comps – BP
A ‘social’ pairs – No MP

Two-day Swiss Pairs
Sunday Improver Pairs – BP
Complimentary hot buffets
Sat (evening) & Sun (lunch)

30 Sep – 1 Oct
Hilton Hotel, Leeds

Overseas Congress
9 – 15 October
Halkidiki, Greece
Anthemus Sea Beach
Hotel & Spa

Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams
Open Pairs– BP
Men’s, Ladies’, Mixed Pairs– BP
Pivot Teams– BP

Two Stars Pairs
Swiss Pairs
Multiple Teams
Really Easy Afternoon – BP

Autumn Congress
20 – 22 October
Wokefield Park, Reading

Really Easy Weekend
27 – 29 October

Warwick Hilton
CHANGE OF VENUE
www.ebu.co.uk

House Party Style
Four bridge sessions – BP
and Saturday seminar
Sunday Swiss Pairs – BP
BP
– Blue
Pointed
June
2017 English
Bridge
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New Prize Leads Quiz

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

( 020 8661 8866

by Alan Mould

THIS ISSUE’S QUIZ
IMP scoring on all hands (teams).
Hand 1
´ 8652
™ 6
t A Q 10 4
® 8652
South
West
North
1NT1
Pass
2NT2
3NT
All Pass
1
12-14, 2 Natural, invitational

East
Pass

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™6; (c) t4; (d) a club.

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ A54
™ KJ76
t K 10 7 6 4
® 4

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer. For information on Piatnik
cards visit:
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final.
Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 26 August 2017.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!
ANSWERS TO JUNE QUIZ: Page 52
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South
West
1t
Pass
1´
Pass
3NT
All Pass
1
Fourth suit forcing

North
1™
2®1

East
Pass
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´4; (b) ™K; (c) ™6; (d) ®4.

HHHHH
Hand 3
´ Q9854
™ 10 7
t 632
® 10 7 4
South
1™
3™

West
Pass
4´

North
2t
5™

East
2´
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ´Q; (c) a heart; (d) ®4.
www.ebu.co.uk

Ask Gordon

by Gordon Rainsford

Claims, revokes and hesitations

click
link

ichael Cox asked, ‘I have been told
unofficially that a player can revoke on
the penultimate round without penalty.
Is this true?’

First, play should stop when a claim is made and
the director called if it is doubted. The director
‘adjudicates the result of the board as equitably as
possible to both sides, but any doubtful point as to
a claim shall be resolved against the claimer.’

It is true that Law 64 says:
64B. No Rectification
There is no rectification as in A following an
established revoke:
6. if it is a revoke on the twelfth trick.

Obviously if the player has made a clear claim
statement as required, there will be fewer doubtful
points. So, no, the opponents don’t get to dictate the
play but the director will normally impose the least
advantageous of all normal lines on declarer,
providing they are consistent with any claim
statement there may have been.

M

However this does not mean you are allowed to
revoke: Law 64C arranges for any damage caused by
such a revoke to be adjusted:
64C. Director Responsible for Equity
When, after any established revoke, including those
not subject to rectification, the Director deems that
the non-offending side is insufficiently compensated
by this Law for the damage caused, he shall assign
an adjusted score.
And furthermore Law 72 specifically prohibits
deliberately infringing a law:

When the new laws come into force on 1 August,
there will be the possibility, if all four players agree,
for them to play on and forgo any right to have the
director adjudicate on this.

J

une Williams asked, ‘Should my partner have
called the director? With N/S vulnerable and
North dealer the bidding was:
West

72B. Infraction of Law
1. A player must not infringe a law intentionally, even
if there is a prescribed rectification he is willing to
accept.
So it would be possible, although unusual, to issue a
player with a penalty for deliberately revoking.

B

enjy Hackenbroch wrote, ‘Declarer claims
either the remainder of the tricks, or
concedes trick(s) and claims the remainder.
Declarer does not state how he is going to play.
The claim is contested. Does either defender have
the right to dictate the play?

‘Say the situation is as stated above, but this
time declarer does state how he is going to play.
Does this make a difference?’
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2t

North
Pass
Pass

East
1t
3t

South
1™
3™

‘As soon as I bid 3™ my partner (North) said she
should call the director because she had paused a
long time before making her second call and
therefore I should not have bid. The director ruled
that my bid was legitimate and 3™ was the final
contract.’
It’s good to see someone suggesting proactively
calling the director, since they are there to deal with
irregularities and it often helps matters to involve
them early on. However, in this instance it would
probably be enough to acknowledge the hesitation
so that the opponents could later call the director if
they felt concerned about it.
www.ebu.co.uk

Clearly your partner’s hesitation (Unauthorised
Information) does suggest bidding on rather than
passing, but your director has made the reasonable
assessment that there is no ‘Logical Alternative’ to
bidding on with your hand.
One way of judging this is to poll other players,
giving them your hand but not telling them of the
hesitation. If fewer than about one in five of them is
passing, we would conclude that Pass is not a logical
alternative and would allow your call. If a fair
number were passing and your opponents got a
worse result as a consequence of you bidding, then
we would disallow your second bid and adjust the
result as though you had passed. Of course we
would still have to consider whether or not your
partner might bid over 3t, so there might be several
possible outcomes, leading to a ‘weighted ruling’.

S

atish Panchamia asked, ‘I would be grateful if
EBU directors could provide guidance in
circumstances where the final contracts are
disallowed by a director under the relevant EBU
laws and, more specifically, the extent to which
any such director could award an adjusted score
in favour of the non-offending pairs by looking at
the Deep Finesse analysis given in the relevant
hand record.
‘I ask this question because the number of tricks
making (or not making as the case may be) on any
given optimum contract on such Deep Finesse
analysis is often based on the ‘best defence and
best declarer play’ as well as, sometimes, on an
obscure line of play and finding a singleton king.
Any guidance given would be useful to the club
directors.’
When giving an adjusted score the director
should be examining the likely outcomes, which
may well not be those found by Deep Finesse. If it is
unclear which of several outcomes may be
achieved, it is appropriate to give a ‘weighted score’,
giving a percentage of the matchpoints (or IMPs)
achieved by each of several possible results.
Deep Finesse is only really helpful in these
circumstances as a prompt for possible outcomes –
sometimes it helps a director see something that
would not otherwise be obvious. r
www.ebu.co.uk

From next issue Robin Barker, Deputy Chief
Tournament Director, will be taking on this
column. Robin is a very experienced director
and one of the most qualified in England. He
is editor of the White Book and looking
forward to answering your questions. Please
email him – robin@ebu.co.uk.
The author, English Bridge and the EBU are not
responsible if the information provided is incorrect or
incomplete.

SMALL CHANGES TO NGS
OPT-OUT SCHEME
Earlier this year we asked clubs for feedback about
the National Grading Scheme (NGS) and in
particular about the concession whereby one
player in each game may choose for their result
(and optionally their partner’s) not to be graded
if they are playing as a host with an unfamiliar
partner.
Following the feedback we have had, we have
decided not to change the basic requirements for
opting out but we will be instituting a system
whereby anyone who wants to opt out will, in
addition to selecting the appropriate option in
their scoring programme, need to notify us using
a form in their MyEBU area of the website as soon
as they know they will be playing. We hope this
will allay any concerns that players could abuse
the system, while still allowing those clubs who
see opting out as a helpful option for running
their beginners and improvers games to continue
using it.
More detail about this will be sent to relevant
clubs and members as well as being shown on the
EBU website. One thing for all players to
remember is that if you think your NGS grade
does not accurately reflect your ability, you may
always choose for it to be ‘private’ until you
recover your rightful position.

Please recycle
this magazine when
you have finished
with it
August 2017 English Bridge
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

Trouble from a Redouble

click
link

Y

ou have been leading the World Pairs
Championship for a long time, and the
finishing post is in sight. Your opponents are
about to concede a penalty of 500 on a part-score
deal. What can possibly deprive you of the coveted
title?

likely to reach their best spot if left alone. These days
many players would enter the auction immediately
with the East cards, perhaps using Landy to show
the majors. But Berkowitz, who actually held those
cards, preferred to bide his time and passed. The
auction continued:

Only your system.
West
Cohen

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer North.
´ Q65
™ K Q 10 2
t QJ42
® AJ
97
´ A K 10 8 3
N
J6
™ 9873
W
E
AK63
t 10 8 7 5
S
K 10 8 3 2
® –
´ J42
™ A54
t 9
® Q97654

This was the first board of the final round of the
World Pairs Championship in Lille, 1998. Larry
Cohen and David Berkowitz from the United States
had not been out of first place for a considerable
period, but their once substantial lead over Michal
Kwiecien and Jacek Pszczola of Poland had
dwindled to about a quarter of a top. Pairs from
Sweden and the Netherlands lurked not far behind,
and could win the whole thing if both the top pairs
faltered. Cohen and Berkowitz were up against
Martens and Szymanowski, another crack Polish
pair, and the bidding began with a strong no trump
from Martens with the North cards.
Cohen, author of the classic To Bid or Not to Bid
that introduced the Law of Total Tricks, is a great
believer in disrupting the auction when the enemy
start with 1NT. You can understand why – most
pairs have very good methods after this start and are
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Pass
Pass
1
3

North
Martens
1NT
2NT2
Pass

East
Berkowitz
Pass
Pass
Dble

South
Szymanowski
2´1
3®3

Clubs or a range ask; 2 Minimum;
Clubs, to play

When South revealed a weakish hand with clubs
Berkowitz was able to get all three of his suits into
the game with a take-out double. Of course, Cohen
was not going to take it out, and Szymanowski was
about to go two down doubled and vulnerable for a
near-top to the Americans. But a funny thing
happened on the way to the title…
West
Cohen
Pass
Pass
3t

North
Martens
1NT
2NT
Pass
Dble

East
Berkowitz
Pass
Pass
Dble
All Pass

South
Szymanowski
2´
3®
Redble

South redoubled because he had a pretty good
hand for his ‘weak’ takeout and he was anxious to
punish the opponents if they happened to have
chosen the wrong moment to act. Still, you may
think, this just meant he was about to go for 1000
rather than 500 and the Americans would score a
complete top instead of having to share one (3®
doubled down two was the final contract at no
fewer than eight tables after an auction similar to
this one).
www.ebu.co.uk

But Cohen did not pass with gladness in his heart.
He could not, because his agreement with
Berkowitz was that such a pass would not be for
penalty – rather, it would say ‘you got us into this,
you get us out of it’. Truth to tell, he did pretty well
to keep his head in these revolting circumstances;
realising that a pass would almost certainly be
followed by a major-suit bid from Berkowitz and a
thunderous double from the North or South Pole,
he removed to 3t and hoped for the best. After all,
he didn’t have a terrible hand for play in a diamond
contract . . .
. . . but it wasn’t quite good enough. A sharp
double from Martens was followed by a brave but
unavailing struggle from Cohen, who had to
concede one down for eight match points out of 70.
Meanwhile, Kwiecien and Pszczola were
demonstrating that even 1,000 wouldn’t have been a
top for East-West: their Spanish opponents had a
mix-up after East had come in directly over 1NT
and lost 1,100 in the unlikely contract of four hearts
doubled by North. The old leaders had hung on to
their position for a great many boards – the new
leaders managed to keep their place for the
remaining two.
r

GARDEN CITIES TROPHY

The Garden Cities Trophy has been won by
Manchester Bridge Club for the fifth time. The
competition is for each county’s ‘teams-of-eight
champions’, and the final featured the eight teams
which qualified from the Regional Finals which
took place in May.
The Manchester team comprised (pictured from
left) John Hassett, Rhona Goldenfield, Bernard
Goldenfield, Michael Newman, Jeff Morris, David
Debbage, Edward Levy & Robert Myers. The team
finished well ahead of Nottingham BC in second
place, and Bristol BC in third place.

PACHABO CUP

CORWEN TROPHY

Michael Byrne & John Holland, from Manchester,
have won the Corwen Trophy which took place in
early June. The event is for the leading pairs in the
most recent pairs championship of each County
Association of the EBU.
Surrey’s Mike Scoltock & Jeffrey Allerton, and
Frances Hinden & Graham Osborne, were second
and third respectively.

www.ebu.co.uk

The Pachabo Cup has been won by the Kent team
of Peter Law, Phil Bailey, Michael Hampton &
Patrick Collins.
The Pachabo Cup is contested by the holders of
the Teams-of-four Championship from each
county association. Some 29 teams took part in
the event held in mid-June. It uses a hybrid
system of scoring, combining both ‘point-aboard’ and IMPs converted to VPs.
Kent finished on 200.5 points, with the
Manchester team of Andrew Woodcock,
Catherine Draper, John Hassett & Jeff Morris
second on 197. Staffs & Shrops were third and
Dorset came fourth.
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Bidding Quiz A

NSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 29

by David Bird

Beat Today’s Experts

click
link

1. Game All. Dealer North
´
™
t
®

A 10
Q2
98
K J 10 9 8 6 3

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

West
Bakhshi

K932
A K 10 8 7 4
–
A54
East
Gold
2t
3t
4t
5t
7®

2NT
4®
5®
5´

Our deals on this occasion are taken from
the 2017 Vanderbilt in Kansas City. David
Bakhshi and David Gold, playing in the
Schwartz team, had a spectacular success for
their methods on this deal against the Cayne
team. Gold’s 2t was the much-maligned
Flannery convention from the USA, showing

6
A Q 10 2
AK84
AQ42

N
W E
S

West
Rodwell
1®
1NT
4t

´
™
t
®

Awards: 7® (10), 7™ (9), 6™/6® (6), games (3).

that the side suits will provide six tricks. His leap to 7´
completes a brief and very effective auction.

2. Love All. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

5+ hearts and 4 spades. Over the relay of 2NT, Gold showed
diamond shortage. Bakhshi’s 4® was not natural, as I
thought at first, it merely forced partner to bid 4t. His
subsequent 5® announced a good club suit and invited a
slam. East’s 5t showed a void (rather than a singleton) in
diamonds and implied interest in a grand slam. When
Bakhshi cue-bid the ´A, Gold leapt to the magnificent grand
slam in clubs. This was easily made for a 12 IMP swing
against 6™+1 at the other table.
A possible Acol auction might start 1™-2®, 2´-3®, 4t
(Exclusion Blackwood with a void diamond, asking for keycards outside diamonds). West might reason that the void
diamond opposite suggested 3-card club support. In that
case his own extra trump length would be enough to pretend
that he held the trump queen. He would respond 5®,
showing the two missing key-cards (´A and ®K) and the
®Q. East could then bid 7®. Not easy, of course, and most
pairs would be happy indeed to reach 6®.

A K Q J 10 7 2
J54
J
KJ

East
Meckstroth
1´
4®
7´

In the Vanderbilt final, Nickell faced
Schwartz. Here Eric Rodwell opens a strong
1® and receives a natural positive response.
Over the 1NT rebid, Jeff Meckstroth asks for
aces. When he hears of three, he is confident

West
Gold
1t
1NT
2t
4®
5t
7NT

East
Bakhshi
1´
2®
3´
4NT
5NT

The 1t opening showed an unbalanced hand with
diamonds or 18-19 balanced. 3´ announced a solid suit and
4® was a cue-bid. 4NT was RKCB, West showing three keycards, and 5NT advised partner that all five key-cards and
the trump queen were present. Gold then decided he had
enough for a grand slam. Excellent!
Awards: 7NT/7´ (10), 6NT/6´ (6), games (2).
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3. N/S Game. Dealer North
´
™
t
®

A 10 7 4
87
864
A J 10 3

West
Narkiewicz
Dble
3™

N
W E
S

North
Bilde
Pass
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

West
Bianchedi

32
A652
AKQJ72
6

East
Buras
1t
3t
3NT

South
Duboin
1™
Pass
All Pass

Lavazza faces Berg in the round-of-16.
West’s negative double promises 4+ spades
and East shows his extra strength with a
rebid of 3t. What should West say now?
With only nine points, Narkiewicz fancied
a 9-trick game rather than an 11-trick game.
He bid 3™ in the hope that East had a heart
stopper and could bid 3NT. Indeed he could!
They had found the perfect spot and 9 tricks
were duly scored.

Dble
3t
4®
5t

North
Gromov
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
Madala
1t
2™
3™
4™

South
Dubinin
1™
Pass
Pass
Pass

Madala’s 1t had already suggested 5+ diamonds and he
bid 2™ at his second turn. A more descriptive 3t might
have been better. When West bid 3t, East could have bid
3NT. Why not? No, he preferred 3™. Imagining that a
diamond slam was the target, Bianchedi cue-bid 4® and
Madala completed a hat-trick of heart cue-bids. A possible
world record, yes, but the resultant contract of 5t was no
thing of beauty. South led the ™K and declarer then needed
him to hold the ®K-Q. He would have to split his honours,
allowing declarer to set up a spade discard on the clubs. It
was not to be and 5t went one down. There would be no
play on a spade lead.

Awards: 3NT (10), 4t/3t (5), 5t (3).

4. N/S Game. Dealer North

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
KQ986
5
Q75
Q743

West
Berg
3´
All Pass

´
™
t
®

10 7
832
AJ98642
J
´
N
™
W E
t
S
®
AJ5
QJ976
–
A K 10 9 5

North
Bocchi
3t
Pass

East
Feldman
Pass
4´

432
A K 10 4
K 10 3
862

West
Bilde
South
Sementa
Pass
Dble

On this deal from the same match, Berg and
Feldman strayed too high over a bold preempt and were severely punished. Bocchi led
the ®J, his partner scoring the king and ace,
followed by a club ruff. South showed out on
www.ebu.co.uk

the tA switch. He ruffed the next diamond and led a fourth
round of clubs. North ruffing with the ´10. A diamond ruff
with the ´J left South to score his ´A for five down and a
penalty of 1100. How do you assess the blame between West
and East?
Even though 3´ was bid in the protective position, East
had his raise to 4´. West was simply not strong enough to
venture 3´. His tQ was a poor card, with the ®Q not much
better. He had only five trumps too.

1´

North
Gromov
Pass
3t

East
Duboin
Pass
All Pass

South
Dubinin
1®

Andrei Gromov’s 3t (a weak jump shift) went one down
and Lavazza gained 15 IMPs.
Look back at Bocchi’s vulnerable 3t bid. Perhaps you
thought ‘I need more than that for a vulnerable pre-empt!’
Yes, many players would say that, but always remember that
pre-empts cause problems. Don’t be one of those who seek
excuses not to pre-empt.
Awards: 3t by N (10), 3´ (5), 3NT dbled (4), 4´ dbled (2).
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5. E/W Game. Dealer North

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
AKQJ83
A96
J9
K8

West
Duboin
Dble
2´
3NT

752
542
10 2
AQJ75
N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

10 9 6
Q J 10 8 7
K5
10 9 6

4
K3
AQ87643
432

North
Cayne
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
Bilde
Pass
1™
2NT

quarter-finals. They conceded with the score at 136-47 and
one 15-board set still to play! On this deal Dennis Bilde was
close to a 2™ response, but downgraded the tK under the
opener. He subsequently showed his diamond stopper and
Giorgio Duboin raised to 3NT. Allan Graves led the ®4 and
his partner scored five tricks in the suit. The contract might
have gone eight down vulnerable but South discarded one
diamond on the clubs. It was still seven down for the rare
(since the 1986 scoring changes) penalty of 700.
West
Sementa
Dble
Dble
3´

South
Graves
1t
2t
Pass

North
Lauria
Pass
1NT
Pass
Pass

East
Bocchi
Pass
2™
3™
4´

South
Versace
1t
3t
Pass
All Pass

A diamond lead and a club switch would sink this contract
too. Unaccountably, Lorenzo Lauria led a trump! The
contract was made with an overtrick for a swing of 16 IMPs.

The biggest sensation in the Vanderbilt was
the defeat of the mighty Lavazza team in the

Awards: 4´ (10), 3NT by East (7), 3´/2´ (6), 4/3/2™/2NT (5).

6. E/W Game. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

KQ9
8
A K 10 7 6
AK97

N
W E
S

West
Levin
1t
2´
4t
6®

´
™
t
®

J7
A K J 10
J
Q J 10 8 6 4

East
Weinstein
1®
1™
3®
4™

Bobby Levin has to bid 2´ as fourth-suit forcing because 1´
would be natural. Some 5-card major pairs like this
method, because it catches the 4-4 spade fit when the
opener is 4-4-2-3. The jump to 4t is Kickback Blackwood
(one level above four of the trump suit). Steve Weinstein
shows one (or four) key-cards and the satisfactory contract
of 6® is reached. Neither player can count the tricks
necessary for the higher-scoring slam in no trumps.
Awards: 6NT (10), 6® (9), games (5), slams (2).

Our experts score 48 out of 60, with one shocker on problem 4. Did you come close to them? Let’s end by
scanning the auctions for some bidding tips.

Tips to Remember
partner uses RKCB to ask for the trump queen, you can answer ‘Yes’ when your extra trump
• When
length suggests that the missing queen would fall.
not bid the opponents’ suit when you have a perfectly good natural (and forcing) bid available.
• Do
This will give partner more information.
Do not be one of those players who look for excuses not to pre-empt. It can be galling for your team• mates
(who suffered from pre-emption at the other table) to hear, ‘My suit was too weak’, ‘I play the
Rule of 500’ or ‘I didn’t like to pre-empt with a 4-card side suit’.
When a three-bid runs to you in the fourth seat, you need a respectable hand to contest the auction.
• Remember
that your RHO may be quite strong with no fit for his partner. Also, the breaks are likely
to be bad if you play the contract.
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Changes to Laws & Regulations

by Gordon Rainsford
& Frances Hinden

Coming into effect from August 2017

T

he World Bridge Federation has produced
new laws after a wide consultation with
players and NBOs. We are required to use
these everywhere by the end of September 2017 but
we will be using them in EBU events from the start
of August, to coincide with the Blue Book & White
Book updates. They will be applied at the Summer
Meeting in Eastbourne, where there are lots of
senior TDs to consult with each other.
The revisions are more extensive than any before,
but many are just reworded to avoid ambiguity or
placed elsewhere to facilitate referencing. However,
TDs should take care to follow cross-references so
that no changes in familiar laws escape their notice.
There are a couple of points that players might
find worth noting.
The claim laws have changed – if all players
decide to play on after a claim (which we would
strongly advise against) they forgo any right to have
the TD judge the claim later – whatever happens at
the table will be the outcome on the board.
The big change that will affect players is the
introduction of the new concept in Law 23 of a
comparable call:
A call that replaces a withdrawn call is a
comparable call, if it:
1 has the same or similar meaning as that
attributable to the withdrawn call, or
2 defines a subset of the possible meanings
attributable to the withdrawn call, or
3 has the same purpose (eg an asking bid or a relay)
as that attributable to the withdrawn call.
This is similar to the existing law which allows
replacement bids for insufficient bids but it is more
clearly explained and has been extended to apply to
calls out of turn as well as insufficient bids.
This should reduce the occasions on which one
partner is barred from bidding, which has tended to
lead to guesswork, and the undesirable consequence
that the result is largely dependent on luck.
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An example of how the new law might work
might be an opening pass out of turn which is not
accepted by the opponents. His partner now opens
1™ and the transgressor may make any call that
shows less than opening values: so, any of Pass, 1NT,
2™, 3™ would in most systems be likely to be
considered comparable calls. 1´ or 2t would not.
For insufficient bids, imagine a player bids 4NT as
a key-card enquiry, but gets confused after the
response and bids 4NT again, intending it to be
asking for kings. Under point 3 above, this may be
corrected to 5NT.
One of the beneficial effects of all this is that the
frequency of lead penalties under Law 26 will be
greatly reduced, though when they do apply they
will be rather draconian so in these situations you
would be well advised to try to make a comparable
call if at all possible.
Do note though that if you appear to have gained
by an insufficient bid or a call out of turn, the TD
always has the ability to adjust the score at the end
of the hand.

CHANGES TO THE BLUE BOOK
There are a few minor changes to the Blue Book
to tidy up areas that have caused confusion, but two
changes will have an immediate impact on players.
The first is to the announcement for a 1® or 1t
opening that might be short (two cards or fewer). If
you could have a balanced or semi-balanced hand
with five cards in another suit when you open a
non-forcing one minor, you need to say so. For
example, some people open 1® on all balanced
hands outside their 1NT opening range such as:
´A2 ™KQ3 tAQ874 ®K93

while others only open a short 1® without a fivecard major or four diamonds. Many strong club
players could have five clubs with short diamonds
when they open 1t.
www.ebu.co.uk

The full wording of the announcement is ‘Could
be two, with another five card suit’ (change ‘two’ to
‘one’ or ‘zero’ as relevant). You can change the detail
of the announcement as appropriate. For example,
if the only possible side suit when you open 1® is
diamonds then you should change the
announcement to ‘Could be two with five
diamonds’. Both members of the partnership must
make the same announcement. Don’t make the
announcement if you only have five cards in
another suit with at least five in the minor opened.

The reason for the emphasis on disclosure – and
the regulation at all – is that it can be difficult to
defend against an opening bid of unknown high
card strength. Most players assume that when the
opponents open a ‘strong’ bid, they are not likely to
be making anything and the emphasis is on preemption and disruption of the opponents’ auction;
while against a weak opening the focus is on
constructive bidding.

The Laws & Ethics committee has received a
number of suggestions about other changes to
announcements and will conduct a full review over
the coming year – if you have any comments please
let the Secretary know – Ian Mitchell,
ian@ebu.co.uk.

If you are defending against a Benji 2® opening
(Acol Two in any suit) that might include a more
pre-emptive style hand it’s a good idea to have some
way of showing values. One way is keep simple
overcalls fairly constructive (jumps are weak), have
a way of showing a good raise of partner’s suit, and
not be afraid to make a take-out double. It’s true
that many 2® openings have a strong balanced
hand as an option, but the weaker hand with a long
major is far more common. Here’s an example:

RULES FOR STRONG OPENINGS
The other change is to remove the Extended Rule
of 25 (and 24) for strong openings. This is replaced
with the much simpler rule of ‘12+ high card points
and five controls’ for any strong hand where an ace
is two controls and a king one. It’s easy to construct
hands which satisfy this that obviously aren’t
particularly strong

FRANCES’ TIP FOR DEFENDING AGAINST 2®

´AQ32 ™A7 tK1043 ®742

but it is almost impossible to write an objective
regulation that only allows exactly the hands that
most would agree are ‘worth’ an Acol Two, so the
emphasis is moving to full disclosure. If you and
your partner agree that

´
™
t
®

´A10987642 ™A3 tK ®J2, or
´AKQJ654 ™A3 t52 t52

is good enough for a Benji 2® opening that’s fine,
but when you describe it to your opponents be clear
that it may be more like a strong pre-empt than the
traditional hand of ‘power and quality’ with
substantial defence. Similarly if you agree to open a
strong 1® regularly with fewer than 16 HCP you
must make that clear to your opponents.
Note that under the existing rules for multi-style
bids you can agree to open 2® or 2t (or other
higher bids) with a single- or two-suited hand of
any strength and any suit(s), as long as there is no
ambiguity about the suit opened. In addition, there
is still no restriction on the strength of a natural
two-level opening – but if you call it an Acol Two, be
clear about the high card strength the opponents
can expect.
www.ebu.co.uk

1
2
3
4

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ K Q 10 3 2
™ 532
t 962
® A3
765
´ 4
N
10
™ AKQJ9764
W
E
J83
t A5
S
K 10 9 7 5 2
® J8
´ AJ98
™ 8
t K Q 10 7 4
® Q64

West

North

2t
Pass
Pass

Pass
4´

East
2®1
4™2
5™

Dble4

All Pass

South
Pass
Dble3
Pass

Benji, Acol Two in any suit
Lots of hearts
Don’t be afraid to get into the auction
Double is aggressive (and it’s only one off)
but at least N/S have bid their cold game

Finally, overleaf, there’s an example of using NT
bids to show a good raise.
Cont/. . .
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´
™
t
®

1
2

3
4

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ K J 10
™ 532
t Q962
® AQ4
765
´ 4
N
10
™ AKQJ9764
W
E
843
t A5
S
K 10 9 7 5 2
® J8
´ AQ9832
™ 8
t K J 10 7
® 63

West

North

Pass
Pass
Pass

2NT2
Pass

East
2®1
4™
5™

Dble4

All Pass

WORLD WIDE BRIDGE CONTEST
Two pairs of EBU members have won heats of the
WBF’s World Wide Bridge Contest, earning them
an invitation to compete in the finals in Beijing in
September. The prize includes accommodation
and a contribution towards the travel costs.

South
2´
4´3
Pass

Benji, Acol Two in any suit
Good spade raise (East is likely to have a
long strong suit which makes bidding NT
naturally unappealing)
Worth game with the nice 6-4 shape
Don’t be frightened by the strong
opening!

David Price & Jenny Price (pictured above), of
Suffolk, playing at Clare Duplicate BC, won their
heat on 8 May, beating over 500 pairs playing in
11 countries.

LAWS AVAILABLE TO DOWNLOAD
Did you know that the new Laws, Blue Book
and White Book are all available for download
from the EBU website? Follow the links on:
www.ebu.co.uk/laws-and-ethics

EUROPEAN OPEN TRIALS
The EBU will hold trials for pairs to represent the
England Open Team in the 2018 European Team
Championships.
The trials, scored by Ximps, will be held over
four full days, 12-15 January 2018, at the Young
Chelsea BC. The top two pairs will be selected for
the team, plus Tony Forrester & Andrew Robson
who have been pre-selected.
The number of pairs in the trials will be
limited. Applications should be made to
dawn@ebu.co.uk by 7 November 2017. Accepted
pairs will be notified by 10 November. The cost of
entry is £150 per player.
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Vandana Wadhar & Kirit Wadhar of Middlesex,
won their heat on 2 June, beating over 2,300 pairs
playing in 22 countries.

TWO SENIOR TRIALS
Entries are invited for the 2018 Teltscher Trophy
Trials, which take place on 16-17 December,
costing £330 per team; and for the 2018 European
Seniors Trials which take place over two
weekends – 3-4 February with playoffs on 10-11
March, costing £530. The venue for all three
weekends will be the West Midlands Bridge Club.
Applications
should
be
dawn@ebu.co.uk by 30 September.

made

to

www.ebu.co.uk

Amazing Club Number 1 by Bev Purvis, EBU Club Liaison
Sobell - the Charity Champion

click
link

S

obell Bridge Club, in the leafy London suburb
of Northwood, is the ultimate charity
supporter. Since its founding in 1992, it has
raised over three-quarters of a million pounds for
its attendant charity, Michael Sobell House, on the
grounds of Mount Vernon Hospital.

In fact, the Sobell Bridge Club started as a social
bridge club, mostly rubber, to help and support the
hospice patients at Michael Sobell House. Stan
Nicholls was the driving force behind the club’s
launch and continued to steer the venture until his
death in 2003. Continuing his ethos and through a
gentle evolution it has now become an extremely
popular duplicate club with three weeknight EBU
sessions, one afternoon and a Sunday session.
Monday night, with up to 20 tables, is the most
popular. There are even teams events on some
Saturdays as well.

able to give £1,000 to a good cause. Imagine an
organisation that currently raises an average
£40,000 a year and whose purpose is entwined with
helping its charity!
What Sobell has done is create an immensely
successful club - busy busy busy - with a purpose
and connection to the community that both
encourages participation and gives the activity
meaning beyond the game itself. Sobell is a number
one super-star.
r

If this were not enough, it organises a Summer
Party, Chicago bridge with tea, Cheese and Wine
evenings as well a Christmas party to raise more
money for the hospice, and two popular weekends
away at various hotels, all within two hours’ drive.
Doug Edmonds, the current Chairman of Sobell,
gave me a very warm welcome when I visited the
club in May. That Thursday night there were 16½
tables and the duplicate played was refreshingly
friendly and of a good standard. That in itself is not
so surprising for a successful club – number 24 on
the EBU’s top 50 clubs by player sessions - but at
Sobell no player could possibly forget the altruistic
nature of the club. Around the edges of the large
playing room are a number of hospital beds and
other medical paraphernalia. The members are, and
deserve to be, very proud of the club’s charitable
purpose and achievements. I hope Sobell provides
inspiration for other clubs to do more for their local
community.
As everyone who has organised one-off charity
events knows, it is very hard work for something
that goes past in a flash. It might be satisfying to be
www.ebu.co.uk

George Howlett (left) receives the Club
Person of the Year Award from Sobell
Chairman, Doug Edmonds
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Heffalump Traps

by David Bakhshi

Answers from
page 14
Hand 1

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K5
8743
K 10 9 8 5
62
Q 10 8 4 3
´ 9762
N
J2
™ Q 10 9 6
W
E
63
t J742
S
K 10 7 4
® J
´ AJ
™ AK5
t AQ
® AQ9853

The contract is 3NT. West leads the ´4 and East
plays the ´9. How do you plan your play?
You have an abundance of points and at first sight
you wonder whether you’ve missed something. But

Hand 2

´
™
t
®

7
10 9 8 4
KJ5
K9753

´
™
t
®

KQ84
J5
A83
Q J 10 4

´
™
W
E
t
S
®
´ AJ9653
™ AK73
t Q62
®–
N

10 2
Q62
10 9 7 4
A862

The contract is 6´. West leads the ™10, covered
by the ™J and ™Q. How do you plan your play?
You are in your stride and have bid the first slam
of the evening. When the hand goes down you think
there is a chance the opposition next door will have
stopped at game. Winning this could be a real coup.
Now don’t blow it!
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a quick count of your tricks shows only eight top
tricks (two spades, two hearts, three diamonds and
one club). You should also note that diamonds are
blocked, and dummy has only one entry outside
diamonds. You could hope that the tJ falls in two
or three rounds, and fall back on the club finesse if
an opponent has tJ-x-x-x-(x), but there is a way to
guarantee nine winners.
Dummy’s t10-9-8 are very powerful, so you
should plan to cash tA, then overtake tQ with the
tK before using the t10 to force out the tJ to
ensure four diamond winners.

What do you play on the first trick? You need
to win the first trick with the ´A (even though you
could win with the ´J), otherwise dummy’s ´K is
not an entry. Then you force four diamond winners
as described to guarantee the contract.

There are nine top tricks (six spades, two hearts
and a diamond). Two extra tricks can be made by
trumping hearts in the dummy (short trump hand)
and an extra trick could be made in diamonds by
leading towards the tQ if East held the tK. Are
there any other chances?

You try dummy’s ™J, but East covers with the ™Q.
You can assume that West does not hold the ®A-K
(he would lead ®A). As long as East has at least one
of the ®A-K, you can guarantee the extra trick you
need for your contract. Draw trumps in two rounds
ending in dummy, then lead the ®Q. If East plays
low, you throw the t2 and West wins the ®K. On
regaining the lead play the ®J from dummy. If East
plays the ®A, you trump and the ®10 is a winner. If
East plays low, then you throw the t6. If East plays
the ®A on the first round you must trump it, cross
to dummy and lead the ®J, again throwing the t2
to ensure an extra winner with the ®10.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3

´
™
t
®

K6
9873
J 10 6 2
Q54

´
™
t
®

QJ74
AQ6
AQ73
A8
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

make should it? It never hurts to take a few
moments at the first trick so that you can look out
for any pitfalls.
´
™
t
®

A 10 9 3 2
10 4 2
–
K 10 7 6 3

85
KJ5
K9854
J92

You are declarer in 3NT, and West leads the ™8.
How would you plan to make your contract?
You wonder why, having made a measly 1NT
response you have ended up having to play the
hand. Never mind – it shouldn’t be so tough to

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

KQ4
2
KJ93
10 8 6 4 3

´
™
t
®

863
A5
10 8 4
AKJ72
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J 10 7 2
J 10 9 4
Q762
9

A95
KQ8763
A5
Q5

The contract is 4™. West leads the ´K. On the
second round of trumps West shows out. What’s
your plan?
Oops! You might have missed a slam – if the
hearts break 3-2 the clubs will give you at least two
discards – if they split 3-3 there will be three
discards and a grand slam.
Best therefore to hope that hearts do not split
kindly! There are eight top tricks (one spade, three
hearts, one diamond and three clubs). Extra tricks
can be made through length in hearts and possibly
also in clubs. There will be no problem if trumps
www.ebu.co.uk

There are seven top tricks (three hearts, three
diamonds and one club). Two extra tricks can be
made through the length in diamonds if they split
2-2, or even 3-1, so you only have a problem if they
split 4-0. Since the tJ and t10 are both missing,
you will be unable to win five diamond tricks if East
has four diamonds, but it is possible if West has tJ10-6-2. This will require two finesses through West,
so you also have to be careful about managing
entries to your hand. You should win trick one with
the ™A, then lead the t3 to the tK. When East
discards, you can lead the t4 and just cover West’s
card. Cross back to the ™J in your hand and lead the
t5, again covering West’s card. Now you can cash
the tA and cross back to the ™K to cash the t9 for
the eighth trick, with the ®A still to play.

split 3-2. Start by winning the ´A and leading the
™3 to the ™A followed by the ™5 to the ™Q. West
shows out.

What now? When West discards, you could cash
the ™K, and leave the ™J outstanding, switching to
clubs and hoping to discard some losers on
dummy’s clubs. However, if East has only one club,
he can trump the second round of clubs then switch
back to spades. You will now be stranded from
dummy and would lose two spades, the ™J, and one
diamond.
You can avoid any risks by simply losing to the ™J
upon discovering the bad split, and before playing
any clubs. East wins the ™J and the defence cash two
spade tricks, but you can win any return and discard
the t5 on a winning club to make the game. Bad
luck to those that bid slam!
r
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Match Report – Teltscher Trophy by David Bird
Teltscher Turnaround

click
link

T

he 2017 Teltscher Trophy (the senior
Camrose) was contested in Belfast. England’s
team was Tony Forrester, David Kendrick,
Nick Irens, Norman Selway and John Holland, NPC
Derek Patterson. Both sides reached 4´ on this
board against Scotland:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ Q3
™ 97
t J53
® A Q 10 9 4 2
AK8
´ J 10 9 7 5 4
N
63
™ KQ5
W
E
K 10 8 2
t Q9
S
K653
® J7
´ 62
™ A J 10 8 4 2
t A764
® 8

West
Sime

North
Kendrick

Dble
2™
4´
All Pass
1
Multi 2t

East
Matheson
3´

South
Forrester
2t1
Pass

Forrester led the ™A, continuing with the ®8 to
North’s queen. When Matheson followed with the
®7, Kendrick knew that the club switch was a
singleton. He continued with the ®10, ruffed by
South, and the game went one down. Declarer
might have false-carded the ®J on the first trick.
Only a club continuation beats the contract and this
would then have been harder to find.
West
Selway

North
Smith

Pass
4´

2®
2´
All Pass
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East
Irens

South
Bennett
1™
Pass

Here the ®8 was led to North’s queen, declarer
again following with the ®7. South won the ™9
switch with the ace and returned a McKenney ™2.
By good fortune North held the ™7 rather than
declarer. Irens won with the ™K, drew trumps and
led a diamond to the queen and ace. Perhaps he
would be allowed to set up a discard for the ®J? No,
Bennett played a third heart, removing the heartruff entry to dummy prematurely. It was one down
for a flat board.
Two lines of play were possible on this 4™ from
the England-Ireland match:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ 10 9 6
™ 96
t 87632
® A42
842
´ AJ53
N
8543
™ A K 10 2
W
E
AKJ9
t Q
S
K5
® Q987
´ KQ7
™ QJ7
t 10 5 4
® J 10 6 3

West
Glynn

North
Holland

1t
3™

Pass
Pass

East
Keaveney
1®
1™
4™

South
Selway
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Keaveney won the ´K lead and played two top
trumps. He then led the tQ and had to decide
whether to overtake in the dummy. What would you
have done? Declarer called for the t9. A club to the
king lost to the ace and Holland returned the ´10
for one down.
At the other table Forrester declared 4™ from the
West seat and won the ´10 lead with the ace. He led
the tQ, overtaking with the ace, and continued
www.ebu.co.uk

with the tJ and tK, throwing two spades. When
the t10 fell, he threw dummy’s last spade on the
t9. South ruffed and could have scored a third
defensive trick by crossing to the ®A for a trump
promotion. When he played the ´Q instead,
Forrester ruffed, drew trumps and ruffed two clubs
for an overtrick.
Perhaps you’re thinking: ‘That was a bit lucky.
Surely it’s more likely that South holds the ®A
rather than the t10 drops in three rounds.’ Suppose
you swap the t10 and t8. Forrester’s line still
works! He discards two spades from dummy and
plays the t9 to North’s t10, throwing the last spade
and setting up a cross-ruff in the black suits.

West
Kendrick
1NT
4™
Dble

This was a Lebensohl situation for the England
pair and Forrester’s 3´ showed four hearts, denying
a spade stopper. Kendrick was then able to bid the
right game. A diamond lead followed by a diamond
ruff would have left declarer with a guess in trumps.
Mícháel O’Briain took the cheap sacrifice in spades
and lost 300 for two down.

Forrester is reputed to forbid his partners to lead
away from a king against a suit contact. In the
England-Wales match heeding this excellent advice
would have paid off handsomely. An England player
was on lead against 6t with:
´K54 ™K65 tA ®Q76432

Partner, unsurprisingly, had no points. Leading
the ´4 gave away a no-play slam for a net loss of 21
IMPs. A heart lead would have done the same. A
club lead was safe, or the tA followed by a club.
Then a Wales player opened 1t on:

´Q953 ™A5 tQJ752 ®K5

Selway and Holland bid to 4™, mentioning no
other suits. The only lead to let this game make was
a club. North duly led the ®K, giving away a net
swing of 16 IMPs. Perhaps Tony is right!
With only two wins out of five, England were
slightly below average at the half-way point. In
Match Eight they faced the leaders, Ireland, and
were in need of serious IMPs. This board provided
a big chunk:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ J 10 8 6 5 3
™ Q53
t 86
® J4
A74
´ 9
N
AJ62
™ K 10 7 4
W
E
Q 10 4 3
t 975
S
A5
® KQ963
´ KQ2
™ 98
t AKJ2
® 10 8 7 2
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North
East
South
P O’Briain Forrester M O’Briain
1t
2´
3´
Dble
Pass
Pass
4´
All Pass

West
O’Brien

North
Holland

East
Milne

1NT
Pass
3NT
All Pass

2´
Pass
Pass

3®
Dble
Pass

South
Selway
1t
3´
Pass
Dble

Ranald Milne made a forcing bid in clubs and
then competed with a take-out double. Unsure of
four hearts opposite, B J O’Brien bid 3NT. This can
be made only by a very unlikely double-dummy
line. In practice declarer held up the ´A twice,
tested the clubs unsuccessfully and finessed South
for the ™Q, going 800 down.
The resultant swing was 15 IMPs to England, who
drew level with Ireland after a 16.21-3.79 VPs win.
Huge wins in their last two matches against
Scotland and Wales gave them a comfortable
r
victory. It had been a remarkable recovery.

2017 Teltscher Trophy
final scoreboard
1st half 2nd half VPs

1
2
3
4
5
6

England
Ireland
Patron’s team
Scotland
Wales
N. Ireland

49.41
71.05
46.47
52.61
31.07
49.39

89.41
51.34
50.36
31.40
49.05
28.44

138.82
122.39
96.83
84.01
80.12
77.83
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Prize Leads Quiz Answers

by Alan Mould

Answers to June’s Problems

click
link

U

nusually for me, all the hands last issue
were using pairs scoring (ie matchpoints)
so I hope you took this into account when
deciding on your opening lead . . .
Hand 1
´ 86
™ A Q 10 6 5
t 4
® 10 9 8 5 3

South
2NT

West
All Pass

North

East

Choose from: (a) ´8; (b) ™6; (c) ™Q; (d) ®10.

This hand was sent to me by reader Dave
Simmons and comes from a local duplicate. Dave
had the ™6 fished out against him and the
opposition took five heart tricks (East having
™K-9-x) and two spade tricks for a very good score
for them. He asked if he had been unlucky and what
I would recommend. Well . . .

to give away a cheap trick – very expensive at pairs.
Partner has all the entries and s/he can lead
through declarer’s heart holding when in.
(c) ™Q: 1 mark. Often it is right to lead the ace or
queen from this kind of holding as it enables you
to see the dummy and decide what to do. The idea
here is to try and pin ™J-x on the dummy. But
these kind of leads generally work best when you
have the entries, not partner. Here ™J-x is
irrelevant as partner will be on lead to push a heart
through declarer’s king. And what if the holding is
™J-x-x in dummy and ™K-x in declarer’s hand?
Oh dear!
(d) ®10: 10 marks. Not even close IMHO (as my
marking suggests). This is extremely safe, and also
starts to set up your long cards in the suit.
So Dave, if I had been playing against you, you
would have been in with a chance for a good score.
However, Smith Peters should have been able to sort
this out and get the hearts going in time (see Neil
Rosen’s articles on Smith Peters, goo.gl/izgUBY and
goo.gl/Qba3MM - Feb & April 2015).

(a) ´8: 5 marks. I cannot see why you would want to
lead this suit when you have so many better leads
available. It is hardly as if it is safe! Dummy is likely
to be entryless and imagine partner having (say)
´Q-x-x.
(b) ™6: 2 marks. This is what I would instantly lead
against 3NT at IMPs (and maybe at pairs as well)
as it has easily the best chance of beating the
contract, but wild horses would not get a heart out
of me against 2NT at pairs. It is just far too likely

Hand 2
´ 65
™ KQ9532
t KQ5
® K6

South
1´
3´

West
2™
All Pass

North
2´

East
3™

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master:

Christopher Dee
London

Open:

Michael Kaye
Kintbury

Sponsored by
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Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™K; (c) tK; (d) ®K.

SEND IN YOUR LEAD
CONUNDRUMS

(a) a spade: 10 marks. Again, a stand out lead in my
view. Either declarer or dummy is short of hearts. If
it is declarer it will not matter, but if it is dummy
then getting some trumps off the table will stop ruffs.
This was the BIG winner at the table as partner
turned up with ´A-x, ™J-x-x and more or less no
other high cards. Dummy had ´x-x-x and a
singleton heart. Two rounds of trumps held declarer
to nine tricks and almost a 100% score with the
Bridgemate littered with 170s, 620s, 790s, and 500s
from 4™ doubled by West.

Why not take advantage of
Alan’s expertise and send in
hands where the lead has foxed
you? If suitable, Alan would be
delighted to use them.

(b) ™K: 7 marks. The ‘reflex’ lead, but nowhere near
as good as a trump for the reasons given above.

RIVIERA CONGRESS PAIRS

(c) tK: 4 marks. If not a trump, I cannot see why
you would want to lead this rather than a heart.
(d) ®K: 1 mark. This is a really wild lead! It more or
less needs partner to have the ®A for it to work. It is
hugely anti-percentage.
Hand 3
´ A Q 10 5
™ 10 9 2
t K752
® 32
South
1NT1
1
12-14

West
All Pass

North

East

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™10; (c) t2; (d) ®3.

This hand has similar themes to hand 1 (and
from a hand from the last issue) and therefore has
similar solutions. However, in this case I would
make the same lead at pairs or IMPs.

Young players were on the top step of the podium
for both of the events at the Riviera Congress at
the end of June. London’s Shahzaad Natt &
Stefano Tommasini (pictured with EBU Board
member, Rob Lawy), were winners of the Swiss
Pairs competition. Devon’s Warner Solomon &
Alex Maddocks came second.

TEAMS - A FAMILY AFFAIR

(a) ´5: 1 mark. Unless partner has the king this is
likely to give away a trick. There is almost always
time to get around to this suit later against 1NT.
(b) ™10: 10 marks. Easily the best lead in my view.
Very unlikely to give anything away and forces
declarer to do his/her own work.

(c) t2: 7 marks. Well if I wasn’t going to lead a heart
this would be my choice.
(d) ®3: 3 marks. I really cannot see any case for this
when a heart is so much more attractive. Worse,
with these pips, partner might naively think you
have length and strength in the suit and return it
r
whenever in!
www.ebu.co.uk

The winners of the Riviera Swiss Teams
competition were the all-Anoyrkatis team from
Devon, with juniors Sam and Theo teaming up
with Sally and Harry to take the title. A team
comprising Oxfordshire’s Chris Cooper, Avon’s
Michael Short and Gareth Evans &
Gloucestershire’s John Atthey came second.
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Thank You . . .
Barry Capal
click
link

B

arry Capal left the EBU in July having been
the catalyst for some major changes that
have ensured the future success of the
organisation. We owe him a huge debt of gratitude
and wish him every happiness in retirement. This
is a good moment to catch up with his plans and
share his thoughts on his time with the EBU.
How long have you been General Manager of the EBU?
I will have been GM for eleven years and one
month! I thought I might last two or three years …

What have been the main changes over that time –
what is your legacy?
Most of the first three and a half years were taken
up with increasing efficiency and saving money. But
there are three main things that have happened
during my leadership – the change of governance
colloquially known as P2P, the NGS and recently
overseeing our IT heart transplant – a membership
management system called Workbooks.
Do you think P2P and the NGS have been successful?
Yes I do. I spent years together with a lot of board
members, working on what became Universal
Membership. Incredibly stressful at the time, so
much so that I almost stopped playing bridge so
that I wouldn’t be abused! Happily, it all worked out
rather well, and seven years on, Universal
Membership seems like it has been with us forever.
The NGS took a while to creep into the everyday
psyche of our members, but I truly believe it adds
an extra dimension to competitive play, and gives
younger players an opportunity to show how good
they are, before they amass a lifetime’s master
points! Our NGS pages on the website are among
the most visited which really speaks for itself. I have
also been answering ‘NGS Queries’ for the last few
54 English Bridge August 2017

years, and I can tell you that a lot of people are keen
to understand why their grade is not as high as they
think it should be!
Many of our ideas are today being taken up by
other bridge federations which is heart-warming.
How will you spend your well-earned retirement?
Truly not sure yet. I intend to take a break and
review my options. Prior to restarting work for the
EBU, I had done some volunteering for the Prince’s
Trust, so I may try that again. I also very much enjoy
business/IT mentoring and have done some of that
privately and I may try to do some more. We are
going to move house so as to be closer to our
remaining UK-based son and his family and we will
probably spend some extra time in Australia with
the other half of our progeny.
If you could arrange a farewell bridge game, who would
be at your table (dead or alive)?
Not something I have ever considered. I have no
pretensions about my bridge ability and I know
little about bridge player history.
Any words of advice for Gordon?
Gordon has been around bridge and the EBU for
so long that he will slip into the job very easily. I
have no specific advice, other than look after the
excellent staff he is inheriting at Aylesbury, then the
job becomes easy.
Any things to finally note?
I have worked incredibly closely with three
different chairmen. Many of you may not realise
just how much time is put in by the Board’s officers.
Sally Bugden and Jeremy Dhondy were and are
effectively executive chairmen, but totally unpaid
r
for an enormous effort.
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And Please Welcome . . .
Gordon Rainsford
click
link

G

ordon Rainsford has been England’s Chief
Tournament Director for nearly five years
and is a familiar face at many of the major
tournaments played in this country. He sometimes
manages to play a little too! Gordon has been
appointed the new General Manager of the EBU,
replacing Barry, so let’s quiz him about his bridge
and his plans for the role:
When did you first take up bridge?
I played rubber bridge at home with my family
when I was a teenager living in Kenya, and
remember supplementing my pocket-money
playing with my grandmother against her friends. I
played for a few years when I was at school in the
1970s but then stopped completely until I was in my
mid-thirties. I knew that when I took up the game
again it would take over my life, and it has.
How did bridge become a career rather than a hobby?
It sneaked up on me gradually! Helping to run
small bridge clubs, trying to teach people to play
and eventually running the Young Chelsea Bridge
Club before joining the staff of the EBU.
Tell us about the highs and lows of your time as Chief
Tournament Director.
It’s a pleasure whenever players tell us they’ve
enjoyed one of our events and thank us. The
international cheating scandals a couple of years
ago were a low point for the world of bridge. And I
do find it disheartening when members resort to
moaning on social media rather than informing us
of problems we can do something about.
What does the General Manager do?
I’m in charge of the staff at Aylesbury and, with
their help, I hope we can be as effective as possible
as a membership organisation. I’m responsible for
www.ebu.co.uk

the entire organisation including members, clubs,
counties, competitions and internationals and
answerable to the board. I’ll work closely with
Donna Wright, the new Chief Executive of EBED,
liaising with her and the EBED staff about
education and teaching matters. Another part of the
GM’s job is Data Protection Officer and, with new
legislation coming into effect next year, it is likely to
occupy me a fair bit at the start.
Have you any particular visions for the EBU ?
I’d like to work towards members, volunteers and
staff all feeling the EBU belongs to them and we
should all be working together to promote this great
game of ours. I’ll try hard to listen to everyone –
even if I can’t always agree with every point made!
How do you like to spend your free time?
My partner Arnaud & I like to travel and our
most recent long trip was to Cuba last Christmas.
I’ve also been to various European places in the last
few years in my capacity as a European Bridge
League TD and Arnaud often comes to join me for
a few days at the end of the event – we’ve seen
Tromso, Prague and Budapest like that, and expect
to spend some time in Florence shortly,
I watch quite a lot of things on the television,
usually recorded series such as the Nordic Noir
genre, or we watch box sets all in one go. Versailles
is a current favourite, and it’s where Arnaud is from.
What are your highlights as a bridge player?
Winning the Guardian Trophy with Paul Martin,
and winning the Premier Life Masters Pairs three
times in a row with Dom Goodwin. Dom & I were
also in a Young Chelsea team that won the Garden
Cities trophy a few years ago. Maybe I’ll get time to
play a bit more again now!
r
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
NEW BOOk ON LAWS
I have today received copies of
the new book on the laws.
Although aware that the book
would be paperback, I do have
concerns about its future
reliability.
Most books are read through
fairly rapidly on purchase and
then they are read less often – for
many people, books are only ever
read two or three times at most.
However, this book will be used
on a regular basis, often
involving moving backwards and
forwards to find and read the
appropriate law. Each time will
involve stress on the outside
cover and I would not be
surprised if it will not be long
before it starts to fall apart. The
book is supposed to last 10 years,
but this at the moment seems
optimistic.
There is a saying buy cheap,
buy twice – I hope that the EBU
is not falling into or, worse,
deliberately encouraging its
members to fall into, this trap.
John Portwood
I am training to be a
tournament director and have
ordered the new 2017 book of
rules. However, I have been very
disappointed with the quality of
the book. The old (2007) one
was robust and with a hard thick
cover whereas the new one is
paperback and I doubt whether
it will last ten years. In addition,
I felt chagrin at the included
errata: surely proof-reading
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Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

should be done before the book
goes to press? Might we get an
explanation from the EBU? I
would rather spend a little more
on a hardy book that is correct.
Alan Richards
I have received a few letters on
this issue. The new format for the
Law Book was chosen after quite a
bit of consultation with our TDs
and with countries abroad that
have had different formats.
The main intention was to
make it easy to carry around in a
pocket, which the old one was not,
so that TDs would always have it
to hand, as they should.
It was primarily modelled on
the Dutch one which has been
very popular in the Netherlands
over the last ten years and we
ensured that the pages were sewn
rather than just glued so that they
shouldn’t fall out even with quite
heavy use. It should also be fine to
open them fully so that they stay
open where you are reading.
When it comes to the type-face,
this is exactly the same as in the
previous book and while the
section headers are slightly smaller
type, the main body itself is
precisely the same size though
slightly more generously spaced, so
I don’t think it should provide any
greater difficulty in reading. We
also now have the return of the
Contents pages at the front,
missing in the last editions, which
most TDs find very useful for
finding the right law and
following the flow of the laws.
In the past each new book has
had a different colour (the 1997

ones being blue while the 1987
ones were green, both of which
had popular soft editions).
However, having the text available
to download freely from our
website in various forms means
that with modern printing
capabilities anyone can print it for
themselves in the format they
prefer.
The contents of the laws
themselves are not produced by
the EBU but by the WBF for the
whole world and while we did
manage to alert them to a couple
of typographical errors there were
a couple of other very minor ones
that slipped past our proofreaders. The WBF has also
subsequently made a change to
Law 26 so we will have to issue a
correction notice for this, but I do
think it is better to accept this
minor inconvenience than to
choose an inferior law.
Gordon Rainsford
Chief Tournament Director

BRIDGE & CRICkET
With regard to Mike Leach’s
letter (June 2017, p52), I know of
another dual international at the
two sports. Sri Lankan Ashantha
de Mel, https://goo.gl/ejBPUh
played 17 Test Cricket matches
from
1982-86,
performing
serviceably with 59 wickets. He
also represented Sri Lanka at the
Commonwealth Nations Bridge
Championship in Manchester in
2002, https://goo.gl/Tgs5ED.
Kieran Dyke
www.ebu.co.uk

CORN CAIRDIS 2017

WINNING WITH A FOUR
I recently saw something very
unusual at the bridge table. It
happens rarely that declarer wins
the first trick of 13 with a five.
However, in this instance
declarer won with the four! The
lead was the ´3 – a trump.
Dummy followed with the ´2,
RHO was void, so declarer
comfortably won with the ´4.
Anders Wallen
www.ebu.co.uk

Photo: Jane Scarfe

THE STOP CARD
The last magazine had an
interesting article by Simon
Cochemé on the use and misuse
of the Stop Card (June 2017,
p26). I have found that at club
level, my level, it is virtually
never used properly and a fair
proportion of club players think
it is to warn partner that they are
about to make a jump bid and
hence leaving it down on the
table is pointless.
Furthermore when I, as the
next bidder, wait the required
balance of the 10 seconds it’s
often thought I have hesitated.
Can a club decide not to use the
card or can the EBU come up
with a procedure that is not a
‘pain’ (Simon’s word for it)?
Stuart Watson
It is only a ‘pain’ when the
bidding is clear 1´-2´-Stop 4´. It
is now unlikely the opposition will
bid. But there can’t be a rule for
every situation. The Laws &
Ethics committee did consider how
to improve the ‘stop’ procedure but
concluded that the current rule is
the most practical. Clubs are,
indeed, able to make their own
procedures, and can decide not to
use the Stop Card. But I would not
recommend having a different
rule – it would be confusing for
visitors and for your players when
they play elsewhere.
Robin Barker
Deputy Chief TD

There
was
great
excitement in June when a
team of Irish visitors
descended on Norwich for
the Corn Cairdis, or Cup of
Friendship – an annual
match which has been
staged
alternately
in
England and Ireland since
1993. The event pits teams representing the clubs, counties and officials of
the EBU against those of the CBAI.
This year it was Norfolk Contract Bridge Association who hosted the
event. Suzanne Gill undertook the huge project, which included a civic
reception with the Lord Mayor at the Theatre Royal and dinner at City
College’s Debut restaurant, together with two days of competition at the
Costessey Centre.
The Irish team was well ahead on Saturday night and it looked as though
it would sweep to victory as it had in 2016. The champagne and wine
flowed freely at dinner and a good time was had by all, with celebrations
continuing until an advanced hour. This seemed to work to England’s
advantage as we snatched victory from the jaws of defeat on the Sunday.
The Irish Team captain Rita Cassidy commented on how friendly
everyone was. ‘We were disappointed not to win but congratulations to the
English team,’ she said. ‘And there’s always next year!’

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge
and the staff of Danby Advertising
(Advertising Agent for English
Bridge)
take
reasonable
precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as
far
as
practicable
that
advertisements in the pages of
English Bridge are bona fide, the
magazine and its publisher, the
EBU, cannot accept any
undertaking in respect of claims
made against advertisers, whether
these advertisements are printed
as part of the magazine, or are in
the form of inserts. Legal remedies
are available if redress is sought,
and readers who have complaints
should address them to the
advertiser, should consult a
local Trading Standards Office or
a Citizens Advice Bureau or their
own
solicitors.
Members
should ensure when booking
holidays that they take
suitable precautions to protect
their booking: check the
company is part of a relevant
organisation (e.g. ABTA); take
out suitable travel insurance;
pay at least £100 by credit
card. Readers should note that
prices advertised may not be
accurate due to currency
exchange rate fluctuations or tax
changes.

LICENSED BRIDGE
WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an advertisement in the magazine, it means that:

•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence from the EBU.

•

They may choose to give Master Points in
accordance with EBU scales.

•

These Master Points will be accepted and added
to player records.

•

The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye-laws, thus affording all
players the protection of playing within the
jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to members’ records save for Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New
Zealand and Australia. The conversion of Green
Points to Gold Points will only happen at English
events, the BGB Gold Cup and Home Internationals
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Summer

EBED News

E

ntries are now being taken for EBED’s
flagship junior training event – the Junior
Teach-In. Supported by international players,
junior squad leaders and experienced teachers it
offers both minibridge and bridge. Certificates will
be issued for those juniors completing the next
stage of the EBED Junior Award Scheme. Both
residential and non-residential rates are available
(see box opposite).

JUNIOR & SCHOOLS BRIDGE
Would you like your children or grandchildren to
have the chance to learn about bridge at school?
Why not write to the school to encourage them to
take up the game as a lunchtime or after school
activity which can also count towards The Duke of
Edinburgh Award Scheme. EBED can provide
funding, teaching resources and more information
for parents and schools about how things could be
organised with the help of local volunteers. It will
even arrange DBS (previously CRB) checks for
volunteers to ensure children are kept safe. Please
contact richard@ebedcio.org.uk

SPRING BANK HOLIDAY CONGRESS
David Gold
and Kevin
Castner
(pictured) won
the main pairs
event at the
Spring Bank
Holiday
Congress in Stratford. Their score of 58% was
around 1% ahead of Alan Kay and Tim Rees in
second place. The B Final was won by Robert Miller
and Bill Taylor by a very large margin, and David
and Jill Armstrong won the Swiss Pairs.
In the teams event, Stephen Kennedy, Ben
Norton, Michael Byrne and Andrew Murphy came
out on top, narrowly ahead of the Bakhshi team.
On Saturday there was also a Really Easy
Afternoon, for the less experienced players, held
both locally and in Billericay. Congratulations to
Vinaychandra Gandhi and Amarjeet Singh for
winning this, ahead of Janet Pollit and Clive Smith.
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RICHMOND BRIDGE CLUB:
Summer Bridge Sessions
Following the outstanding success and fun at
their junior bridge session over the last half-term,
the club are delighted to announce more junior
summer bridge sessions. These will be held at the
club on Monday mornings up to 21 August.
www.richmondbridgeclub.com

SUSSEX JUNIOR FESTIVAL OF BRIDGE:
Tuition and tournament
For ages 7-20, whether a complete beginner, have
played a little before, or a regular player, everyone
can enjoy a fun packed three days at the Sussex
Junior Bridge Festival, from 29-31 July in Hove.
There is bridge tuition, coaching and
competitions for all standards, alongside social
activities such as rounders on the lawns.
Best of all it’s totally FREE and you are welcome
to bring along your parents or grandparents to learn
too. For more info contact 01273 746138 or
07413 432404, andyjryder@hotmail.com

AVENUE BRIDGE CLUB:
Regular Junior Club in Hove
A all-year Tuesday Junior Bridge Club from
4.30pm to 6.30pm. Run by Junior Camrose player
Ollie Powell who combines teaching and playing. See
Facebook ‘Youth Bridge in Sussex’.

SOMERSET:
Minibridge in a day - 10 and 17 August
Get the kids off their IPads and bring them to one
of Somerset’s one-day courses being held at
Wedmore Golf Club this summer. It will be fun,
exciting and very social. All parents, grandparents
and their children are welcome. Courses cost £15
per person, and run from 11am to 3pm, with a light
lunch of sandwiches and chips. Please email
ceri.pierce@gmx.com to book, or phone on
01934 710626 or 07837 563283 for more info.

VOLUNTEER FOR YOUTH
PROGRAMME
Berks & Bucks CBA are looking for a volunteer to
be the county’s Youth Officer. For information,
email the County Secretary drsuebrown@hotmail.com
www.ebu.co.uk

MIDDLESEX:
Minibridge Summer Camp
The Middlesex County Bridge Association has
launched a Minibridge Summer Camp for children
aged six to 16. It will take place each Monday
afternoon, starting on 24 July, at Pinner Bridge
Club, and lasts for six weeks.
There will be three one hour sessions a day,
starting at 1pm, 2.15pm and 3.30pm with fifteen
minute breaks for refreshments. Children can come
to one or many sessions - all are free of charge.
Leading the team of volunteers will be MCBA
Vice Chairman Harish Patel, with teaching under
the tutelage of MCBA President Paul Wilson and
MCBA Committee member Harold Schogger. If
you could spare some time to help please contact
Harish, harish1948@hotmail.com

STAMFORD:
Summer Saturdays for FREE!
Stamford are running Saturday morning sessions
for card playing with a view to bridge at the end of
July and the first three Saturdays in August. The
sessions last from 9.30am to noon and are aimed at
9-15 year olds.
The sessions are FREE and will be held at
Stamford Bridge Club, McKenzie House, Exeter
Gardens, Stamford.

3 COUNTIES BRIDGE:
Every Thursday from 27 July
Bourne Bridge Club will be running free sessions
for all standards, from 3.30pm to 5.30pm. Contact
douglaswright@3countiesbridge.com

JUNIOR TEACH-IN 2017
1-3 September, Loughborough University
Tuition, coaching and play
www.ebedcio.org.uk/junior-teach-in
Residential (2 nights, full board)
Juniors £140/adults £155.
Please contact Richard Banbury,
richard@ebedcio.org.uk
01296 317218 for info or to enter

www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge for the Young

SHEFFIELD BRIDGE CLUB:

Complete beginners and improvers
Sheffield Bridge Club is running sessions
over the summer holidays where children of all
standards (including complete beginners) can
come and learn and play minibridge and bridge at
the club.
These will take place from 9.30am to 12.30pm on
31 July – 4 August and 29 August – 1 September.
Children (aged eight upwards) who already play
or would like to learn, or just want to find out more
are welcome to any or all sessions.
Adults are free to stay, in which case just come
along, but unaccompanied children need to be prebooked. Children may be dropped off from 9am
onwards. The cost is £1 per session.
For more information or to book places, please
contact Helen, 07791789372, Maire, 07999845638,
or email schools@sheffieldbridgeclub.co.uk.

WATFORD & BUSHEY BRIDGE CLUB:
Minibridge and more
The club is running an accredited course earning
points towards the popular EBED Junior Award
Scheme - similar to and compatible with the Duke
of Edinburgh Award. There are three one-hour
sessions every Wednesday from 26 July to 30 August
inclusive at Bushey Sports Club. It is FREE to play,
and there is also plenty of free parking.
Certificates will be awarded as each student
achieves a new level of development.
There will be three sessions each day: the first, at
9.45am is for those new to cards. The second at
11am is for those who have played card games such
as whist. The last session at 12.15 is for those who
already know some bridge.
For further details please call Trupti Shah,
07539 217764, www.bridgewebs.com/watford

WIMBLEDON BRIDGE CLUB:
Free Junior Bridge
The club is running more free sessions over the
summer term and holidays for children of all
standards, including complete beginners. There will
be Monday morning sessions from 10am to 12am,
and Tuesday afternoon sessions from 2.30pm to
4.30pm up to 29 August.
Contact: youthbridge@wimbledonbridgeclub.co.uk
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Landmark Promotions
March 2017 – June 2017
Congratulations to the newly promoted
Premier Grand Masters:
Steve Auchterlonie, Kent
Tracy Capal, Merseyside & Cheshire
Espen Erichsen, Kent

Essex
Regional Master
Andrew Black
Nigel Stuttard

Master

Avon

Cumbria

David Aquino
Alistair Donald
Merryn Eves
Neil Grandy
Audrey Nicholas
Ann Owen
Mary Perkin
Ashley Sawyer
Terry Stevens
Gary Waller
Michael Wildig

Regional Master

Life Master

Gloucestershire

Sheila Montgomery
Margaret Randell
Peter Randell

Peter Boardman
Glenda Lloyd

Life Master

Congratulations to the newly promoted
Grand Masters:
Liz Commins, Merseyside & Cheshire
Marion Curran, North East
Sue Evans, Worcester
Julian Merrill, Merseyside & Cheshire
Leslie Reece, Warwickshire

Master

Master

Paul Lilley
Alison Pritchard

Master

Regional Master

Dick Courchee
John Ferrari
Nigel Morgan
Simon Robins
Eric Whiteman
Alison Woodburne

Liz Varga

Derbyshire

Berks & Bucks

Life Master

Nicholas Craik
Andy Fry

Life Master
David Pinder

Arnold Chandler
Ken A Smith

Master

Master

Peter Banks
David Barker
Julian Blogh
Sue Blythe
Gordon Burwood
John Fagence
Bill Garnsey
Melvyn Jefferies

Cynthia Allsop
Philip Anstice
Betty Gascoyne
David Hardy
Alwyn Lycitt
Harry Madden
Allan Pittman
Jean Robshaw
Christine Woodcock
Ralph Woodcock

Alan Guest
Rosemary Staddon
Mary Tope

Bedfordshire

Cambs & Hunts
Master
David Boatman
John Fairclough
Jim Marquis
Julie Miller
Tricia Pengelly

Devon
Life Master
Andrew Leslie

Regional Master

Channel Islands

Mike Gregory
Neil Marsden

Regional Master

Master

Mike Hancock
Brian Powell

Theo Anoyrkatis
Peter Cliffe
Tony Hart
Marion Lindsay
Bill Oeters
Linda Rafferty

Master
Carole Kinnersly
Isobel Mauger
Biddy Waters

Cornwall

Dorset

Life Master

Regional Master

Owen Prior

Joan Meech

Master

Master

Sue Chippindale
Annabelle Studd

Geoffrey Cave
Stephen Websdale

JW Barnett
Ken Fillmore
Chris Healy

Hants and I.O.W.
Regional Master
Master
Pam Fairless
Anne Jepsen
Tony Noble
Geoff Oldfield
Wei Che Tham
Alistair Thomson

Herefordshire
Master
Sally Dunkley

Hertfordshire
Regional Master
Jane Scaysbrook

Master
Heather Allen
Gary Ames
Joanne Childs
Sigrid Cook
Bob Howard
Tony Spottiswoode
Beverley Teesdale
David Toombes

Isle of Man
Master
Shirley Lynch

Kent
Premier Grand Master
Steve Auchterlonie
Espen Erichsen

Regional Master

Lancashire
Life Master
Desmond King
Michael Tomlinson

Master

Regional Master
Mohammed Jabbar

Master
Fiona Goode
Tony Hodgson
John Hurst
Anthony Lawrence
Susan Lentin
Satish Mehta

Merseyside &
Cheshire

Maureen Ashton
Jay Cooper
David De-Andrade
Raisa Devine
Christine Garstang
Kevin Holden
Linda Lawton
John Millar
Kath O’Connell
Rosemary Rosenthal
Steve Skelton
Peter Stonehouse
Joyce Truffas
John Whitaker
John Wilson
Pat Wood

Premier Grand
Master

Leicestershire

Life Master

Tracy Capal

Grand Master
Liz Commins
Julian Merrill

Regional Master
Nigel Worthington

Master
Tom Bradshaw
Mary Dudley
Anne Forsyth
Nick Hughes
Fred Pons
Sorrel Woods

Middlesex

Regional Master

Shireen Mohandes

James Spencer

Regional Master

Master

Stephen Lipman
Ranjan Panchamia
Lee Rosenthal

Ron Barker
Mary Clarke
Linda Loveday
Neil Roberts
Isabel Stanley
Gail Tillen
David Wenlock

Lincolnshire
Regional Master
Phillip Harland
John Hill

Master
Bob Atkin
Brian Bennett

London
Life Master
Gitte Hecht-Johansen

Regional Master

Master
Colin Hearn
Jenny Hearn
Jasu Mehta
John Prust
Mike Richings

Norfolk
Life Master
Peter Ison
Josephine Thompson

Master
Charles Melvin
Thelma Quantrell

North East
Grand Master
Marion Curran

Andrew Black
Kiril Delev
Doreen Green

Regional Master

Master

Robert Blofeld
Dorothy Goudie
Jennifer Messenger
Peter Messenger
Mo Metcalfe
Bill Richardson
Isobel Rooney

Mike Allin
Michael Bailey
Nadia Koch
Caroline Lakin
Maureen Monaghan
Nathalie Shashou

John Plumpton
Peter Tinsley

Manchester

Master

Robert Myers

April Falshaw
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Carol Hawkins
Rosemary Holland
Harry Roberts
Christine Steed
Carl Waddington
Graham Welch

Life Master

Sandy Allan

Master

Northamptonshire
Regional Master
Kieran Tilley

www.ebu.co.uk

Master

Mr A Ridgers

Peter Baines
Brenda Bale
Liz Dale
Jan Jackson
Sandra Lee
Marianne Robinson
Hilary Stacey

Regional Master

Nottinghamshire
Regional Master

Susan Gudgeon

Master
Stephen Beswick
Geoff Davies
Jenny Hazelgrove

Staffs & Shrops
Regional Master
Terry May

June Marron

Master

Master

Mal Jones
Sebastian Jones
Brian Shaw
Tom Swain

Angie Dyer
Christine Fulton
David Hazeldine
Polly Johnson
Jenny Johnston
Paul Morris
John Nettleship

Suffolk
Life Master
Robert Green

Regional Master

Oxford

Paul Lefort
Wendy Lefort

Life Master
David Porter
Tony Russ

Master
Carol Smith

Regional Master
Linda Edwards
John Rowe
Judy Wesselbaum

Master
Russell Brown
Tom Brus
Kathleen Flower
Colin Hoad
Carolyn Markham
Nick Stubbs

Surrey

Sussex

Regional Master

Regional Master

Elisabeth Bingham
Henryk Klocek
Beryl Mullins
Tony Philpott
Lewis Pirnie

Martin Greeley
Peter McLarens
David Telfer

Master
Andree Badelek
Roy Bassett
Sue Bassett
Sally Bradbury
Malcolm Bricknell

Somerset
Life Master
Mr D Hoong

Eddie Briggs
John Brown
Hazel Cardoza
Kate Castree
Elizabeth Cole
Lesley Colligan
Rosemary Collin
Roger Collins
Henry Degorski
Peter Dominey
Veronique Furse
Annie Hackett
Roland Halliwell
Mary Harvey
Deepika Hinton
Robin Hoare
Greta Hobbs
Jan Jeffries
Ian Jones
Stuart Knee
Tony McMullan
Bernard Pendry
Richard Pocock
Chris Ray

www.ebu.co.uk

Regional Master

Master
Matthew Brigham
Kristian Cole
Barbara Gough
Jane Harris
Pat Hogarth
Sue Hughes
Norman Ireland
Megan Jones
Sarah Jones
Ann Millington
Janet O’Connor
Graeme Ramsay
Hazel Redshaw
John Tasker
Tony Whateley
Syed Zaki

Wiltshire

www.avoncba.org.uk
Avon
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
Bedfordshire
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
Berks & Bucks
www.cambsbridge.org
Cambs & Hunts
www.bridgewebs.com/cicba
Channel Islands
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
Derbyshire
www.devonbridge.co.uk
Devon
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
Dorset
www.essexbridge.co.uk
Essex
www.gcba.org.uk
Gloucestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/cicbaguernsey
Guernsey
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
Hants & Isle of Wight

Sue Evans

Master

Susan Dunnett
Hilary Smith

Leslie Reece

Regional Master

link

Grand Master

Regional Master

Christine Burnard
Terence Fishlock
Lesley Gould
Alastair Herbert
Suki Kilby
Richard King
Brian Kirkdale

Our survey earlier this year showed that readers
are now referring to the county websites more
frequently to catch up with the latest news. As a
result, the County News in the magazine has
been moved to the online section, starting on
page 73. It can also be downloaded as a standalone pdf from www.ebu.co.uk/node/2777 click

Fiona Kempson

Worcestershire

Matthew Newton
Grahame Selby
Jane Somervell
Tony Tidmarsh

Warwickshire
Grand Master

Master

COUNTY NEWS

COUNTY WEBSITES

Alyson Middleton
Glenda Pelling
Oliver Powell
Moira Taylor
Margaret Watson
Alison Wilkinson

Christine Moore
Peter Webb

Master
Graeme Dalrymple
Judy Glasson
Keith Harris

Yorkshire
Glenda Bouttell
Philip Cooper
Kathie Gill
Roger Lott
Dominic Rayner

Master
Patricia Baker
George Beck
Pat Benson
Gillian Berry
Dallas Cliff
Janet Coish
Martin Dredge
Mike Dunne
Dinah Frank
Richard Howard
Alan Keighley
Mary Norman
Roger Partridge
Peter Riggall
Alan Stephenson
Linda Tempest
Frank Wimpenny

www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
Herefordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
Hertfordshire
www.manxbridgeunion.org
Isle of Man
www.bridgewebs.com/cicba
Jersey
www.kcba.org.uk
Kent
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
Leicestershire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
Lincolnshire
www.metrobridge.co.uk
London
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
Manchester
www.mcba.org.uk
Merseyside/Cheshire
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
Middlesex
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
Norfolk
www.neba.co.uk
North East
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
Northamptonshire
Nottinghamshire www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
Oxfordshire
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
Somerset
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
Staffs & Shrops
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
Suffolk
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
Surrey
www.sccba.co.uk
Sussex
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
Warwickshire
www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland
Westmorland
www.wcba.co.uk
Wiltshire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
Worcestershire
www.ycba.co.uk/
Yorkshire
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Club Bidding Quiz

by Julian Pottage

Answers to Questions on Page 14

click
link

Hand 1
´ AJ6
™J93
t82
®A9853

W

N
2™1

E
2´

S
Pass

?
1

Weak

3´. When coming in over an opposing pre-empt,
the overcaller typically assumes about eight points
opposite. Holding 10 points and 3-card support,
you thus should not pass. Nor, given that partner
might have a minimum overcall, should you jump
to game. Note that 3™ should be a stopper ask
rather than promising spade support.
Hand 2
´ KQJ75
™ 42
tKQ92
®AJ

W

N

E

S
1™

1´
?

Pass

2´

Pass

3t. You have a much better hand than you
promised. However, given that partner could have
bid 2™ to show a sound raise, it would be a mistake
to go straight to game. This trial bid consults
partner and should enable you to reach the correct
level.
Hand 3
´ K J 10 5 2
™ K 10 7
t9
®Q873

W
Pass
?
1

N
1NT1

E
Pass

S
Pass

12-14

2´. While normally an overcall of a weak no-trump
has some constructive intent, here you can take
advantage of being a passed hand to compete with
minimum values. You do not want to defend 1NT
and have partner lead your singleton, do you?
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Hand 4
´ K3
™K2
tKJ987
® KQJ5

W
2t
?

N
1´
Pass

E
Pass
3t

S
Pass
Pass

3NT. Your reopening overcall could have been a lot
weaker than this. Since your spade holding strongly
suggests being declarer rather than dummy, you
should bid 3NT yourself. Spade holdings of Q-x-x,
Q-x-x-x, J-x-x-x and sometimes 10-x-x-x opposite
will give you a double stopper with the lead coming
up to you.
Hand 5
´ Q 10 6 3
™5
t K 10 8 7 4 3
® KJ

W

N

E
1®

S
1™

?

Double. Without the overcall, you would have
given priority to showing the spades rather than the
diamonds. You should do the same now. You cannot
bid 1´ because in Acol that shows a five-card suit in
this situation, while double usually promises four.

Hand 6
´ 10 7
™9
tQJ42
®KQ9872

W
?

N

E

S

3®. You do not have to wait for a seven-card suit
every time to pre-empt. You have a good six-card
suit with good shape on the side – six-four, bid more.
Holding only three cards in the majors makes it
likely that the deal belongs to the opponents, so
make life difficult for them.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge Club Live

by Barrie Partridge

Annual Reunion

click
link

A

round 70 members of Bridge Club Live met
up at our annual long weekend reunion
which was held at Wokefield Park, an
excellent venue near Reading. Like the EBU itself,
we use Bridge Overseas to arrange our reunions.
Our main pairs events were won by Gill Peppercorn
(Sussex) and Garry Wallace (Beds), and by June
Forte and Paul Bennett (Bristol). Our teams event
saw Tony Philpott (Surrey), Mady Peters (Belgium)
and Linda MacFarlane (Scotland) carry me to win.
The weekend included an excellent Discuss it with
an Expert seminar by Bristol’s Mike Elliott.
Back home again, on this deal from a daily IMP
Pairs Tournament, my partner, Hertfordshire’s Nick
Hodsdon, justified a slightly aggressive game try
with a neat play.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ J874
™ A932
t 85
® K86
Q 10 3
´ 92
N
KQ4
™ J876
W
E
10 7 3
t QJ42
S
A732
® J 10 5
´ AK65
™ 10 5
t AK96
® Q94

this trick with tK and played off two top trumps,
followed by tA and a diamond ruff and ™A and a
heart ruff. This left:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
Q
–
–
A732

J
9
–
K86
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
J
Q
J 10 5

6
–
9
Q94

Declarer continued his plan of cross-ruffing, first
a diamond and then a heart. If West overruffed, he
would have to lead away from his ace of clubs and
concede two club tricks, so he discarded. In the
three card ending, declarer, having lost only one
trick so far, could not avoid winning a club trick for
the contract, while the defence’s second club trick
clashed with West having to cash his boss trump.r

BRIDGE CLUB LIVE is the only online bridge
provider based in the UK. Do come and join us
at www.bridgeclublive.com
Fast, fun and friendly bridge in all formats
Drop-in Drop-out Match Point Pairs
& social games

West

North

Pass
Pass

2´
4´

East
South
Pass
1´
Pass
2NT
All Pass

West led the ™K. It looks that declarer must lose
one trump, one heart and two clubs, but looks can,
of course, be deceptive. Declarer ducked the
opening lead. West switched to t7. Declarer took
www.ebu.co.uk

Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs
Tournaments, and Teams events
Full bidding and play records
System cards for new and regular partnerships
Discussion forums and members’ reunions
EBU Master Points
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Junior Initiatives
CLUBS AND COUNTIES ARE MEETING THE
CHALLENGE - YOU CAN
TOO!

STAMFORD:
The club continues to deliver
into ten schools, five secondary
and six primary schools. Over a
hundred and twenty students
have been introduced to the game
so far. Trained and checked
‘Bridge Buddies’ have assisted
teachers with running the sessions,
fitting in with each school’s needs
and goals. A further five taster
sessions were booked for July with
plans to introduce at least a
further one hundred students to
the game.
The team have developed an
Information Pack for bridgeplaying parents or grandparents
to propose the introduction of
card playing sessions into the
schools of their children and
grandchildren. The pack includes
a letter to the bridge player and a
template letter for the head
teacher of the school with an
application form for the school
and outline teaching materials
and certificates. Led by the
indomitable Liz Dale, this pack
could help the programme roll
out to schools around the
country.

AND THERE’S MORE!
At the end of June Stamford
Bridge Academy hosted an Inter
Schools Card Play day. Seventytwo young players from seven
schools took part competing in
either mini bridge or contract
66 English Bridge August 2017

bridge.
Teachers
and
assistants from the competing
schools, and one or two
observers from other schools
helped, and some were made
to play at a table themselves!
Thirty-four bridge club
players have received ‘buddy’
training and twenty-six are
DBS Registered. Every table
had one of these keeping the
play going, and the
scoring on track. ‘Fred’,
the overall director,
managed the award of
numerous spot prizes and
the collating of overall
results. Leading pairs from
each school received a
small trophy and a new
pack of cards.
The top schools each
received major trophies
presented by Alan Shillitoe,
manager of the England
Under 26 squad. Members
of Stamford Bridge Club
provided fruit and water
for the young players;
coffee, tea and biscuits for
the adults; and a sandwich
lunch following the event.
The players really enjoyed
it – some have taught their
parents the game! It’s an
amazing achievement by the
‘buddies’ who have created
the chance for students to
learn in sixteen schools (so
far!) and for Liz Dale, Jenny
Harding, Sandra Curran
and Marlene Jones who
have led the programme
making the day possible.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Junior Initiatives
WEST KENT:
Weald Community Primary School hosted
the very first West Kent inter-schools bridge
tournament in May. Approximately 50 Under
14 year-olds competed from local primary and
secondary schools. English Bridge Education
& Development (EBED) supervised the
tournament, and English international Helen
Erichsen attended to hand out prizes. The
winning Secondary School was Tonbridge Girls
Grammar School, with Weald of Kent Grammar
finishing in second place. In the Primary School
Section both first and second place went to
Weald Community Primary School. The Minibridge Section was won by Radnor House.
Anton Mauve, the organiser, said, ‘it was
wonderful to see such courtesy, concentration,
and clever play at the bridge table, and the
schools represented should all feel very proud of
their ambassadors. Our thanks go to our sponsors
Bridgemate, as well as EBED, Weald Primary School
and the many local bridge-playing helpers and
teachers, who do so much to support this activity in
the schools. Bridge is a fun way of learning all sorts
of skills which are invaluable in later life. Everyone
has thoroughly enjoyed participating, and we look
forward to welcoming a growing group from many
more schools in next year’s event.’

CHELTENHAM:
Over fifty children and 10 tutors enjoyed a
fabulous weekend with perfect weather in April
staying at Cheltenham Ladies College and using the
town’s Bridge Club. Volunteer tutors included the
Welsh and U20 squad coaches – lucky children.
The weather was great so, as well as playing at the
club, the children spent time at the park playing
rounders, team frisbee and bridge on the grass.
Michael Byrne presented the prizes. Well done to
Joan Bennett and Jo Simons who shared the admin,
Ro Kaye who gets things done and to Anne Swannell
who did the food. Thank you to the tutors –
Michael Byrne, Alison Nicolson, Myra Scott and
Cont/ . . .
Patrick Shields in particular.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Junior Initiatives
OXFORDSHIRE:
Our small but excellent group of Oxford Junior
Bridge Club and Dragon School bridge players have
gone from strength to strength this year. We
continue, with pride, to follow the progress of 12year-old Henry Rose, who plays for the England
Under-16 team and has enjoyed success in various
prestigious events in the UK. He flew to Slovakia in
early July as a member of the European Youth Team
for the Championships.
Bridge continues to thrive at Headington Junior
School, ably run by Peter Sherry and his team, and
in January a new club was started at Cokethorpe
School with Mike Fletcher at the helm.
Once again, the Dragon School was the only
preparatory school to enter the Loughborough
Schools Challenge in March with the team of
William Wauchope, Thomas Potter, Richmond
Yeung and Freddie Yu taking third prize, out of
twenty teams. In the play-off for third place, they
beat the team containing sixth form Eton scholars.
Andrew Robson, wrote of their success in his Times
column on 18 April.
Further successes include Inigo Sanchez-Asiain
and Richmond Yeung winning the bidding section
of the Oxford Junior Bridge Club annual
competition at the Oxford Bridge Club and Thomas
Potter, Freddie Yu, Aidan Saunders and Zane
Soonawalla winning the best non-expert team prize
at the Oxfordshire Congress in June.
Max and Jacob Potter, Aidan Saunders, Zane
Soonawalla, Freddie Beneat and Freddie Wivell all
took part in the Pairs section of the congress, all
Under 13 years old, and did very well indeed.
Zane, Aidan, Thomas and Will Wauchope have all
attended England Under 16 training sessions with
Mike and Sarah Bell. Henry Rose, Freddie Beneat,
Zane Soonawalla and Aidan Saunders are greatly
looking forward to being part of the junior team
who will play at the House of Lords on 19th July.
The Oxford Junior Bridge Club continues to
thrive and our autumn term commences on Sunday
24 September and ends on Sunday 10 December. It
www.ebu.co.uk

runs from 2.30 – 4.30pm in Summertown Church
Hall, Oxford OX2 7EX. All keen juniors from nine
years, are welcome – from beginner upwards! r

Holly Kilpatrick, organiser:
‘How did you get on?’
An 11-year-old player, with good humour,
‘well, it was a bit awkward as partner forgot we
were using the Unusual 2NT. We ended up in 6NT
minus six but we were non-vulnerable and our
opponents were unreasonably cross as they forgot
to double us and they'd missed six spades.....!’
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Paul Bowyer’s Gentle Counting Quiz from page 9
Q1. How might you play this one in 3™ after the
following bidding?
´
™
t
®

W
N
E
S
1NT
2®1 Pass 3™
All Pass
1NT is 12-14. 1 2® shows
both majors. 3™ is a game
try – maybe optimistic but
South does have useful
cards.

A965
KQ963
10 3
Q2

´
™
t
®

A1. You must play East for the tA.
West has already shown up with the
®A-K-J and the ™A. He cannot have
the tA as well for a weak no trump. He
may have the tQ, though. So you
should lead a diamond to the king,
fully expecting it to hold the trick.

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

KQ
J 10 8 4 2
KJ9
10 7 5

www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

J83
7
A752
98643

´
™
t
®

KJ94
83
KJ53
10 8 6
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

KQ
J 10 8 4 2
KJ9
10 7 5

How should you play diamonds?

10 7 4 2
A5
Q864
AKJ

3´

S

Trumps having been drawn you cash the ´K-Q,
ruff a club on table (felling West’s jack) and cash the
´A. No, neither opponent started with ´J-10-x.

´
™
t
®

Pass

E
S
1®
1´
All Pass

South plays in 3´
West leads a club

How might you play this one? Note that the hand
is likely to come down to the diamond guess.

A965
KQ963
10 3
Q2

N

E

West cashes the ®A and ®K and switches to the
™A and another trump.

´
™
t
®

W

N
W

South plays in 3™
West leads ®A

Hand 1.

Q2. How might you play in 3´ after the following
auction?

A Q 10 8 7
AQJ
86
J94

North’s 3´ raise was pre-emptive, hoping to keep
East West out of something. Not that they could
make very much by the looks of things. West leads a
club and East cashes ®A-K-Q, West following to all
three clubs. East now exits passively with a trump.
You need the heart finesse to be right and have to
guess diamonds (if they are guessable). When you
draw trumps you discover East started with three of
them and West with a singleton.
How should you play diamonds?

ANSWERS

A2. You must play East for the tA and West for the queen. If it
were the other way round East would have opened 1NT as he
clearly has a balanced hand. With the ®A-K-Q, the ™K and just
the tQ he’d have a flat 14 points – a clear 1NT opening bid.
´
™
t
®

After three rounds of clubs
and a spade switch you win
on table and finesse a heart.
Back to dummy with a
´ 3
´ 652
N
™ 10 7 6 5 2
™ K94
trump and you take
W
E
t Q972
t A 10 4
S
another
heart finesse. You
® 753
® AKQ2
can
draw
trumps and (if
´ A Q 10 8 7
™ AQJ
you wish) cash the ™A.
t86
Now you must play a
®J94
diamond to the jack. That
may not force the ace (East
could have started with the tA-Q) but it is all but impossible
that West could have the tA.
Hand 2.

KJ94
83
KJ53
10 8 6
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Neil Rosen’s quiz on Lebensohl from page 10
The opponents play the dreaded Multi 2t. Let’s
look at how to deal with a couple of scenarios (for a
reminder go to English Bridge, June, p9):

ANSWERS
1

Hand 1
´ A76
™ K943
tK985
®K5

Hand 2
´ AJ76
™ 94
tA985
®A75

W

N

E
2t1

defence to the Multi is to use completely natural
bidding with an initial double showing either a
fairly balanced hand in the 12-15 HCP range or a
powerful hand, 19+ HCP – any distribution.

S
?

Multi (a Weak 2 in a major, or a
strong minor, or 20-22 balanced)
1

W
2t1
1

N
Pass

S
?

After the initial double partner should of course
incorporate Lebensohl style responses.

2

W

N

2™2

Dble

Hand 4
´ 765
™ 94
t85
®KQ9752

W

N

2™2

Dble

Hand 5
´ J65
™ 943
tKQ432
®A6

W

N

2™2

Dble

Hand 6
´ K65
™ A43
tA9762
®86

W

N

2™2

2´

E
2t1
Pass

S
Pass
?

Double – This is best played as take-out (leading
to Lebensohl type responses
mentioned), rather than penalties.

Multi, 2 Pass or correct

Hand 3
´ 765
™ 94
t85
®KQ9752

1

E
2™2

Double. Just a reminder that the mainstream

3

as

already

2NT – Lebensohl style. You are not strong
enough to bid an 8-11 3® instead.

Multi, 2 Pass or correct

4 2NT – showing a desire to compete without a

1

1

1

E
2t1
2´

S
Pass
?

Multi, 2 Pass or correct

E
2t1
Pass

S
Pass
?

Multi, 2 Pass or correct

E
2t1
Pass

S
Pass
?

Multi, 2 Pass or correct
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fully fledged 8-11 HCP. Even though the pressure
is off after 2´ and you don’t have to bid, it must
clearly be right to compete here, safe in the
knowledge that partner will recognise we are
bidding on light values and good shape via 2NT.

5 3t – Natural and constructive, approx 8-11 HCP.

6 3™ – Another aspect of defending against the

dreaded Multi is to use a bid of the other major as
an Unassuming Cue-Bid rather than a natural bid
when partner makes an overcall in one of the
major suits. Bidding 3™ here shows a good spade
raise (10+ HCP) whereas raising to 3´ instead
would be slightly less – this is known as a Courtesy
Raise.
The Lebensohl quiz continues opposite.
www.ebu.co.uk

Neil Rosen’s quiz on Lebensohl continued
Now let’s have a brief look at bidding after a reverse
(with Lebensohl)):

Hand 1
´ J8654
™ Q864
tK8
®73

W

Hand 2
´ K J 10 7 3
™ AQ94
tK5
®75

W

Pass

Pass

Hand 3
´ Q7654
™ J94
tJ85
®K6

W

Hand 4
´ K962
™ A94
tKQ85
®62

W

Hand 5
´ K65
™ K8
t32
®AQJ763

Hand 6
´ Q65
™ 43
tK62
®Q9765

www.ebu.co.uk

Pass

Pass

W
Pass

W
Pass

N
1®
2™

E
Pass
Pass

S
1´
?

N
1®
2™

E
Pass
Pass

S
1´
?

N
1t
2™

E
Pass
Pass

S
1´
?

N
1t
2™

E
Pass
Pass

S
1´
?

N
1™
2´

E
Pass
Pass

S
2®
?

N
1t
2™

E
Pass
Pass

S
1NT
?

ANSWERS

1

2NT – Lebensohl. You should realise that a
reverse is forcing for one round. How nice to be
able to raise hearts (in a non-forcing fashion via
Lebensohl 2NT) without overstating our values.

2

3™ – If you are using Lebensohl 3™ is unlimited
after a reverse. The bid leaves plenty of room for
slam exploration via cue-bidding etc.

3

2NT – Lebensohl. Then plan to bid 3t (not
forcing) if partner only bids 3®. If partner has a
huge hand he does not have to bid 3® after 2NT.

4 3t – natural and forcing to game. Perfect. It is
totally unlimited here (good 8+) so no need for
4th suit forcing etc.

5

3® – Just a quick reminder that Lebensohl does
not apply once the auction is already forced to
game. Simply bid naturally. A reverse (16+) facing
a 2-level response (10+) is clearly forcing to
game. If it were appropriate, 2NT would be 10+
HCP, balanced, promising a diamond stop and
without support for either of partner’s suits.

6

2NT – Lebensohl showing a weaker 3t bid.
Bidding a direct 3t would have showed a good
8+ HCP.
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Michael Byrne’s quiz from page 24
ANSWERS

The bidding goes 1´ from partner, 2™ from you,
3™ from partner, what do you bid now?

1 Bid 4® as a cue-bid trying for a slam. It wouldn’t
1´
3™

–
–

2™
?

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
Q3
AKQ654
KQ43
7

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
A3
AK754
A432
65

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
8
K Q 10 7 5 3
AKQJ
Q2

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
A3
K986432
AQJ
6

be terrible to bid 4NT but there’s no reason why
partner can’t have something like:
´J-x-x-x-x ™10-x-x-x tA ®A-K-x
and your side be missing the first two spade
tricks.
2 Bid 4™. Although you have excellent controls

your hand doesn’t contain enough playing
strength to look for a slam facing a hand that
couldn’t even bid 4™. Remember partner’s 3™
bid is not forcing in Acol – he is showing a
minimum hand with three or four hearts (you
have promised five remember).
3 Bid 4t – a cue-bid looking for a slam. You have

a very powerful hand and want to drive to a slam
if you can get a club control out of partner. If he
signs off in 4™ you can come again with 4´ and
pinpoint the absence of strength in clubs. (Note
that the sequence 1´-2™-3™-3´ is generally
played as natural and not a cue-bid).
4 4NT. No need to complicate things when you

have every suit under control and masses of
playing strength. When your ropey heart suit is
supported it grows in strength enormously. r

Answers to crossword on page 43
1

C

8

2

3

A R D

4

I

5

9

A T E A M E

10

S M U T P
13

H O N E
14

I

16

E

S

I
17

S

I

R

I

S

I

N E W

L

L

S O A

11

15

S C L

18

19

P O C H O R
20

R H F R A D
21

S

23

E T

F R E

25

I

7

6

O G R A M

N G

E B E

I
22

S

E

12

T

E

F

I

C E

A L R
T U B
24

E B U

T E N D E R N E
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COUNTY NEWS
For the latest news & events please visit the individual county websites listed at the top of each entry
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
IN Crockfords the team led by Peter Shelley (Brian Goalby,
Robert Covill & Steve Turner) have reached the 5th round
(the last 16).
In the Nicko the Bristol team of Tim Brierley, Graham
Hartley, Chris Dixon & David Jones have reached the Quarter
Final.
In the Senior Teams Peter Shelley, Brian Goalby, Mike
Letts & Andrew Urbanski have reached the semi final .
Bristol Bridge Club represented by Andrew Urbanski,
Mike Letts, Graham Hartley, Rob Lawy, Steve Turner, Robert
Covill, Trevor Ward & David Jones won the South West
Regional Final of the Garden Cities and will play in the 8 team
national final in June .
Tim Brierley & Graham Hartley came in 4th in the
English Inter County Pairs (Corwen Trophy ) in a field of 100
pairs.
Avon ran a very successful new green point weekend held
at the University of the West of England over the weekend of
20-21 May with 50 tables in play on each day .The Swiss Pairs
saw joint winners with Huw Oliver & Tony Gammon and
Cathy & Andy Smith in the tie. In the Swiss Teams the
convincing winners with a 90% score were the
Gloucestershire team of Wendy & Joe Angseesing , Tony Hill
& Martin Garvey.
The County Knock-out has been won by Graham
Hartley (Tim Brierley, David Jone’s Chris Dixon, Rob Lawy &
Trevor Ward) and they will represent Avon in the Pachabo.
County leagues 1 & 2 are not finally decided but Hartley
& Page are the favourites to win the respective divisions.
The Knock-out plate has been won by Huw Oliver (Tony
Gammon, Brian Goalby, Nelson Stephens, Ceri Pierce & Eric
Cummings).

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
THE county has set up a new e-group facility that ensures you
receive occasional reminders of events and county
information via email. You will receive this information
automatically if your email is registered in ‘My Details’ within
your EBU Members’ area. You can change your email address
or unsubscribe by following the simple instructions at the
bottom of an email. If you have not registered your email with
the EBU but would still like to be added to the B&BCBA list,
please email the B&BCBA Membership Secretary, Dave
Green: david.green52@ntlworld.com
At the EBU shareholders’ meeting in London in May,
Colin Simpson was given the Diamond Award in recognition
of excellence over a long period for England’s international
team. Unfortunately, Colin, who is in a nursing home, was
unable to be present, but we send our congratulations and
best wishes.
Berks & Bucks players featured prominently in the EBU’s

www.ebu.co.uk

Spring Bank Holiday Congress. Tim Rees gained 2nd place in
the Championship Pairs A Final. In the Pairs Qualifier, Pat
Dowdeswell & Mike Ribbins (4th) and Heather & Matthew
Tan (18th) qualified through to the A Final. Heather &
Matthew then gained 12th place in the A Final in a very strong
field, and followed that with 15th place in the Swiss Teams.
Marilyn Murtagh & John Coleman were 9th in the Swiss Pairs
and, together with Liz Hayton & Angela Flintoff, were the
highest ranked all-B&B team in the Swiss Teams.
Waller Bowl: out of the 314 pairs who competed in 23
heats held in affiliated B&B clubs, 58 pairs qualified to play in
the 2016-17 final. Winners were Steve Moss & John Bamberg
from South Bucks BC. Runners up were Paul Dolphin &
Steve Lynch (Lane End), followed by Marilyn Murtagh &
John Coleman (Lane End) in 3rd place. Well done to all.
Dick Davey & Nigel Wolfendale won the Men’s Pairs
event, with David Owen & Nigel Marlow 2nd, and Anthony
Collins & Barry Read 3rd.
Sue Brown & Dick Davey won the Mixed Pairs Cup and
Carole & Herb Mueller the Flitch competition. Runners up in
the Mixed event were Liz Hayton & Kevin Colling, with Joyce
Baldock & Tony Parkinson in 3rd place.
Finally, congratulations to Dick Davey on winning the
2016-17 Victor Ludorum competition for the player who
achieves the greatest success in the County’s qualifying events
over the course of a season.

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org
WE would like to congratulate the Cambs & Hunts League
winners - for Division 1, the University 1 Team (Lam,
Alishaw, Bowden, Shillitoe, Clark and Panchagnula), for
Division 2, the Peterborough 2 Team (Crane, Farquhar, Vajda,
Hope, Porter, Evans) and for Division 3, the Ely 3 Team
(Lowe, Barnes, Hide, Watson, DasGupta, Newman).
A round of applause also goes to Jon Cooke and Paul
Barden for winning the Swiss Pairs, Cambs & Hunts.
The Cambridge Team has emerged victorious and has
qualified for the Garden Cities Final.

Channel Islands
www.bridgewebs.com/cicbaguernsey – Guernsey
www.bridgewebs.com/cicba – Jersey
COUNTY Mixed Pairs:
1) Dan McIntosh & Susie Farnon, 2) Howard Basden-Smith
& Sue Rankin
Jersey District
Ladies’ Pairs:
1st, Biddy Waters & Jackie Rumball; 2nd, Sadie O’Brien &
Margaret Treacy
Men’s Pairs:
1st, Chris Davey & John Honey; 2nd, Howard BasdenAugust 2017 English Bridge
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Smith & Chris Hill
Open Pairs:
1st, Chris Hill & Jane Knight; 2nd, David Waters & Graham
Boxall
Jersey Club News
Highfield - Pat Grinstead Trophy:
1st, Jane Watts-Wakeham & Harold Walden; 2nd, John &
Fiona Honey
Ladies’ Pairs:
1st, Patricia Hunter & Jane Lansdell; 2nd, Sue Le Sueur &
Sarah Sutton
Men’s Pairs:
1st, Mike Newman & Paul Reed; 2nd, John Panter & John
Honey
Spring Slams Ladder:
1st equal, Chris Hill & Jane Knight
Victoria - Ladies’ Pairs:
1st, Jane Knight & Sue Rankin; 2nd, Sarah Sutton & Ann
Burnett
Men’s Pairs:
1st, Brian Youd & Harold Walden; 2nd, Howard BasdenSmith & Chris Hill
Open Pairs:
1st, Robert Brouard & Stephen Peck; 2nd, Howard BasdenSmith & Rob Ingram
The Lambourne Jersey Bridge Congress was held at the
West Hill Hotel in April. The Swiss Pairs was won by Dan
McIntosh & Rune Hauge by a resounding 43VPs and the
Swiss Teams by Andrew Thompson, Mike Walsh, Mike Bull &
Graham Horscroft.
Other events had multiple winners, Denis & Kathy Talbot
won the Pre-Congress Pairs and Midweek Pairs, Gary Hyett &
Alan Cooke won the Open Pairs run alongside the Mixed
Pairs and teamed up with Brian & Maureen Stairs to win the
Multiple Teams and Senior Teams. Chris Taylor & David
Wing won the Senior Pairs; David Hole & Roz Bavin the
Mixed Pairs; whilst the Consolation Multiple Teams was won
by Anne Read, Neville Shorrick, Michael O’Reilly & Doc
Lacey.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
WINNERS of the Ladies’ Pairs were Elaine Relton & Linda
Ashworth, and Jo Bryant & Geoff Smith won the Men’s Pairs.
Since his arrival from Kent last autumn, Geoff has played in
five county events and won . . . all five. We’re now ready for
him to return to Kent and give the rest of us a chance to win
something!
Congratulations to the county C team who, under the
captaincy of Brian Relton, won their division of the Western
League. By the time you read this, they will have played in the
National Finals in Coventry.
Diary dates: 22-24 Sep, Cornwall Green-Pointed Congress,
The Falcon Hotel, Bude. Entry form on county website or
contact Rob Mabley 01208-814564. 8 Oct, Clarke Winmill
Mixed Pairs/AGM Ladock.
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Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
THE annual Cumbria Congress was a huge success, with a
maximum of 40 teams/80 pairs accommodated, thanks to
congress secretary Babs Matthews.
Teams winners - Liz Commins & David Stevenson, Adam
Aitken & Ian Smith.
Pairs winners - Ms L Bridson & Ms C Thompson.
Consolation Pairs - Mr & Mrs J Wilkins.
Mixed Pairs - Mrs P Lang & Steve Mattinson.
Ladies’ Pairs - Bev Godfrey & Nik Cockerill-Smith.
Gents’ Pairs - Paul Thornton & Gerry Weston.
Diary dates: 13 Aug, Cumbria v Lancs annual match. 16 Aug,
AGM, Barrow BC, 6pm.

Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
WINNERS of the EMBA Plate & Midlands Flitch were John &
Irene Auld of our neighbouring County (Notts).
Paul Madden and John Squibb finished a very creditable
7th in the Corwen.
Diary dates: The Summer Swiss teams of four runs to 30 Aug
(you can play in any number of the sessions). We have our
Individual event on 9 Aug and our Men’s and Ladies’ pairs
event is on 23 Aug. The India Cup (All-play-all Teams of 4) is
on 6 Sep and our Green Point event is on 23-24 Sep.
Details of all events scheduled by our county association
can be found on http://www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire.
This website also contains links to the websites for all
affiliated clubs, so if you are looking to play bridge in
Derbyshire please visit our website.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
IN the Jersey Congress, Ruth Edmondson and Brigid McElroy
were 2nd in the Swiss Pairs and Mike Walsh was in the
winning team in the Swiss Teams.
In the Spring Fours, Gillian & Joe Fawcett were in the
team placed 2nd placed in the Punchbowl.
At the Cheltenham Congress, Warner Solomon & Ian
Walsh were 5th in the Swiss Pairs.
Diary dates: Entries are due by 7 Oct for the Devon
Teams (Western Morning News). The first session of
simultaneous pairs for Devon Air Ambulance is on 18 Sep.
Devon Winter Pairs restarts on 3 Oct. Full details of all events
and results are on the website.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
HUBERT Phillips Plate:
Congratulations to Jo Norman, Christine Bradley, Phil
Norman, Mark Hooper & Krzysztof Ginda on winning the
Hubert Phillips Plate.
Jersey Congress:
Helen Ackroyd & Ann Sharples finished 6th in the Swiss
Pairs.
Garden Cities Regional Final:
The Allendale team of Miles Cowling, Jeremy Dhondy,
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Mike McMorran, David Gill, Alan Wilson, Daphne
Philipps, Krzysztof Ginda & Mark Hooper have qualified
for the national final.

Dorset’s Udall Trophy winners, from left – Tim Dunsby,
Peter Mallett, Helen Ackroyd, Andy Kittridge.

Udall Trophy (see picture above):
1st, Tim Dunsby, Helen Ackroyd, Andy Kittridge & Peter
Mallett; 2nd, James & Shirley Dutton, Geoff Fogg & David
Willis; 3rd, Steve Tomlinson, Alan Wilson, Pat Savage &
Rosemary Hodder.
Western League:
Dorset won the B league qualifying for the national finals
representing the South West. The A and C teams finished
2nd in their leagues.
Dorset Knockout:
Mark Hooper, Krzysztof Ginda, Mike Pownall, Miles
Cowling & Rod Marks won the final by defeating Keith
Bartlett’s team.
EBU Spring Bank Holiday Congress:
Mark Hooper with partner Deborah Berwitz finished 3rd
in the Swiss Pairs.
Diary dates: 3 Sep, Chope Salver (Blue-pointed Pairs),
Broadmayne Village Hall. 29 Oct, Flemmich Cup (Bluepointed Swiss Teams), Allendale Bridge Club, Wimborne.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
EBU Really Easy Weekend Sat Afternoon Pairs:
1st, Sue & Tony French.
EBU Easter Festival:
‘B’ Flight Swiss Pairs:
2nd, Tony Verran.
Really Easy pairs:
1st, Richard Manning & Mustapha Rahaman.
Lambourne Jersey Festival:
Senior Pairs:
Chris Taylor & partner.
Mid-week Pairs:
3rd, Paul & Val Mollison.
Swiss Teams:
3rd, Chris Taylor, Paul & Val Mollison.
Really Easy Pairs May:
1st, Vinaychandra Gandhi & Amarjeet Singh; 2nd, Jane
Pollit & Clive Smith
Scottish Overseas Congress
Pre-congress Pairs: 3rd, Peter Oake & Simon Moorman.
Open Teams:
2nd, Chris Taylor.
Ladies’ Pairs: 2nd, Linda Fleet & partner.
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Swiss Teams:
1st, Chris Taylor; 3rd, Peter Oake & Simon Moorman.
Corwen Trophy:
5th, Paul Spencer & Marc Chawner.
Eastern Counties League v Norfolk:
A team won 13-7, B team won 11-9, C team won 18-2.
West Essex League:
1st, Waltham Foresters – Tony Verran Stuart Dustan, Phil
Mattacks, Andrew Barker; 2nd, Loughton Collier – Peter
Scotting, Phil Collier, Sandy Riach, Michael Watson.
South East Essex League:
Div 1 – 1st, Barleylands – Peter Oake, Robert Elliott, Simon
Moorman, Steve Cade-Bowyer; 2nd, Academics – Paul
Mollison, Val Mollison, Bernie Hunt, Brian Davies.
Switch Cup:
1st, Peter Scotting, Phil Collier, Sandy Riach, Michael
Watson; 2nd, Peter Oak, Robert Elliott, Simon Moorman,
Steve Cade-Bowyer.
Essex Teams of Four Plate:
1st, Laurie & Stephanie Burtt, Sandy Smith, John Sutcliffe,
Dennis Valtisiaris; 2nd, Chris Megahey, Alaric Cundy, Tony
Philpott, Nigel Bardsley, Margaret Curtis.
Eve Goblets:
Val Mollison won the Ladies’ and Paul Mollison won the
Men’s.
Championship Pairs:
1st, Paul & Val Mollison. 2nd, Paul Spencer & Marc
Chawner.
‘B’ Flight Pairs:
1st, John & Ann Davison; 2nd, Marion Beecher & Ken
Turner.
Mixed Teams of Four:
1st, Pat Johnson, Peter Scotting, Sandy Riach, Jacek
Lapszys; 2nd, Roger & Jill Tattersfield, Alaric Cundy, Chris
Megahey.
The Club Pairs was won by Hutton. Overall placing. 1st,
Coral Fallon & Jon Ward; 2nd, Marcia Levan-Harris & John
McCoy.
Diary dates: 19 Sep, Mentored Swiss Teams, 23rd Herts &
Essex Swiss Pairs, 24th Herts & Essex Swiss Teams. 25 Oct,
Autumn Seniors.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
THE Cheltenham Congress, held every year over the early
May bank holiday, was a great success. Players came from far
and wide, and the Green Point Swiss Teams was won by Paul
& Fiona Littlewood, and Derek & Celia Oram from
Hertfordshire. However, all the other winners were local.
David Simons & Ashok Kwatra won the Green Point Swiss
Pairs. The Mixed Teams was won by Diana Nettleton & Keith
Stanley with Wendy & Joe Angseesing. The Mens’, Ladies’ and
Mixed Pairs were won by John Skjonnemand & Paul Clark,
Daphne Smith & Esther Devereaux and Diana Nettleton &
Keith Stanley. June Scarrett & Sylvia Desert won the Gentle
Pairs; Douglas Quine & Marilyn Jones won the Jones Rolf
Garside Trophy.
The GCBA is working on a strategy to guide its direction
over the coming years. While there is still work to do on this,
we had a useful discussion at the AGM to get our members’
reactions. In particular, there was support for the idea that
county resources need to support teaching and social bridge,
as well as the competitive duplicate bridge which it has always
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supported. We also agreed that social players and learners will
never travel as much as competitive players will, and for this
reason we need our activities to be less Cheltenham-centric.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
SPRING Bank Holiday Congress:
Champ Pairs A finalist: Jeremy Dhondy; B final: 1st, Bill
Taylor.
Staffs and Shrops 1-day GP Swiss Teams:
1st, John Dakin.
Cheltenham 1-day GP Swiss Teams:
Joint 2nd, Adrian Fontes & John Jones, Andrew Bennett &
Dave Hinkin.
Richmond Swiss Pairs:
4th, Steve Tearle & Tracey Adams.
Avon 1-day GP Swiss Teams:
4th, Karen Dewar & Adrian Fontes, Pauline Serby & John
Moore.
Cahalan Cup (Knock-out teams of 4):
Steve Preston & Dave Huggett, Sonia Zakrzewski & Gareth
Birdsall.
League of 4 Div 2:
Lilias Lamont & Yves Lebrec, Mike Kinsey & Tony Truluck.
Philip Graham Teams of 4:
Andy Hughes & Jeremy Dhondy, Steve Preston & Dave
Huggett.
Champ Pairs:
Bob McRobert & Miles Cowling.
Petersfield Swiss Pairs:
Beryl Mullins & Marilyn Fine.
Bayer No Fear Sim Pairs:
Betty Elkins & Phil Munday.
Diary dates: 17 Sept, Candover Swiss Teams. 15 Oct,
Mixed/Married Pairs. Both at Romsey starting at 2pm. Entries
via HIOW website.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
PLEASE note that, following on from the retirement of Mike
Minting, the county has a new tournament secretary, Jacqui
Collier, who can provide information and take bookings for
all HBA events. Contact on hbatournamentsec@gmail.com
Many congratulations to Hitchin BC jumping 12 places to
No 42 in the country’s list of top clubs (joining Welwyn GC
and Sobell in the top 50).
Welwyn GC bridge club is organising a Pairs League as a
new event on the 2nd Wed of each month, starting 13 Sep info on www.bridgewebs.com/welwyngardencity/
Watford BC is hosting Minibridge sessions for children
from 26 July to 30 August - info and booking details can be
found on www.bridgewebs.com/watford/
Diary dates: 23-24 Sep, HBA September GP event, Ware.
www.bridgewebs.com/herts/.
25 Sep, St Albans BC Swiss Pairs – info and booking details
can be found on www.bridgewebs.com/stalbans
12 Sep, HBA Seniors Teams, Welwyn GC. info and booking
details on www.bridgewebs.com/herts/
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Kent Green-pointed Swiss Teams winners from left:
Anne Rosen, Ian Draper, Jeremy Willans, Neil Rosen

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
NORMAN Selway & Nick Irens were part of the winning
England team in the Senior Camrose (Teltscher Trophy).
The EBU’s Pachabo Cup was won by the Kent team of
Mike Hampton, Phil Bailey, Patrick Collins and Peter Law.
The Garden Cities Regional final was won by Tunbridge
Wells BC – Colin Wilson, Gerald Soper, Espen & Helen
Erichsen, Frances Connell and Steve Barnfield.
Kent’s green-pointed Swiss Teams was won by Jeremy
Willans and Ian Draper (playing with Neil & Anne Rosen,
Middx) see picture above.
In Sussex Michael Collins & Keith Ashcroft won the
green-pointed Swiss Pairs.
The Phillimore Cup (Swiss Pairs) was won by Kay Preddy
& Norman Selway.
The Arnold Cup (County Teams of 4 Knock-out
Championship) was won by Nick Irens, Norman Selway, Kay
Preddy, Espen & Helen Erichsen. The Arnold Plate was won
by Christine Kempton, Norman Inniss, Hugh Llewellyn-Jones
& Tony Price.
Kent League winners:
North West Kent Div 1 (Gill Cup) – Team Inniss;
North West Kent Div 2 – Team Gibbons;
East Kent (Dover Cup) – Team Adamson;
South West Kent (Pearson Cup) – not played for;
Mid Kent (Aveling Trophy) – not played for.
The Brook Shield (Kent Area League play-off) was awarded
to North West Kent, Team Inniss.
South Eastern Bridge League:
Team Price
Rotter Cup:
Team Price
Broomfield Cup:
Team Smith
West Kent Inter-Schools Bridge Tournament:
Secondary Schools winners:
1st, Tonbridge Girls Grammar School; 2nd, Weald of Kent
Grammar;
Primary School winners:
1st & 2nd, Weald Community Primary School
Minibridge:
Radnor House.
Diary dates: 1 Oct, Dyer Smith/Hunter Cup (mixed pairs),
TWBC, 11am; 28-29 Oct, KCBA Congress – Saturday bluepointed Swiss Pairs; Sunday blue-pointed Swiss Teams.
Please see www.kcba.org.uk for up to date results, news of
events and entry forms.

www.ebu.co.uk

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
CONGRATULATIONS go to Jeff Smith who, together with
Irving Blakey, David Barton and Leslie Klein, won the
Manchester Teams of Four Higson Cup. Jeff Smith and John
Holland also won the Open Pairs at the Northern Easter
Festival. Nick and Sue Woodcock were second in the Swiss
Pairs and Mike Tomlinson, Linda Smith and Jeff and Ann
Wilkins were second in the Swiss Teams.
Madeline Berney Swiss Pairs:
1st, Bernard & Rhona Goldenfield
Blackburn Swiss Pairs:
1st, Jeff Smith and Jackie Pye
Bolton Spring Bank Holiday Swiss Teams:
1st, Raymond Semp, John Hassett, Alan Mould and John
Holland.
Diary dates: 6 Aug, Preston Pairs, Preston Bridge Club. 13
Aug, Lancashire v Cumbria, Lytham Bridge Club. 19 Aug,
Northern Bridge League, Round 2. 1-3 Sep, Bolton Congress,
Bolton Bridge Club. 9 Sep, Northern Bridge League, Round 3.
17 Sep, LCBA Mixed Pairs, Poulton Bridge Club. 7 Oct,
Northern Bridge League, Round 4.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
OFFICERS were elected at the 2017 AGM as follows:
Chairman – Dave Pollard, Treasurer – Henry Cooklin,
General and Membership Secretary – Pat Beasley, League
Secretary – John Wilcox, Tournament Secretary – Neil
Beasley, Fixtures Secretary – Dick Pathan, Education Liaison
Officer – Simon Stokes.
The guest of honour was Irene Krantz, of the Clarendon
& County Clubs, who was awarded Life Membership for her
services as an officer over the past 22 years. She presented the
trophies to the competition winners as listed below.
Inter-Club Teams of Eight League Divisional Winners:
Div 1- Clarendon; Div 2 – Ashby ‘A’; Div 3 – County ‘C’;
Div 4 – Bradgate ‘B’
Gimson Trophy (Pair’s Championship):
Dick & Lucy Pathan
Joseph’s Bowl (Championship Teams of Four):
Ben Gibson, Angela Abbott, Joan Gibson, Wendy Godley,
Mike Osborne & James Spencer
Butterworth Langley Trophy (Josephs Bowl Plate):
Peter Halford, Andy Mackriell, Mick Mahoney, John Milne,
Alison Nichols & Richard Smith
Stanley Trophy (Butler Pairs Championship):
Peter Halford & John Milne
Leicestershire Cup (Knock-out Teams of Four – Aggregate):
Garry Whiteman, Mike Ayers, Mike Gould, Duncan Jones,
Lucy Pathan & Keith Preston
Leicestershire Cup Plate (KO Teams of Four – Aggregate):
Susan & Paul Bowyer, Duncan & Kerri Happer, Jim Mason
& Simon Stokes
Otto & Edith Cups (Mixed Pair’s):
Dick & Lucy Pathan
Bucky Cup (Men’s Pairs):
Paul Bowyer & Ben Norton
Olga Cup (Ladies’s Pairs):
Mary Johnson & Audrey Mount
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Joyce Cup (Mixed Pivot Teams):
Susan & Paul Bowyer, Jim Mason & Eric Wilde
Hyman Crammer (Club Nominated Pairs):
Margaret Butterworth & Gary Jones
Samani Silver Salver (Summer KO Teams):
Clarendon North
Samani Silver Plate (Summer KO Teams Plate):
Hinckley
Wilde Cup (Restricted Teams of Four):
Steve Foster, Brian Hughes, John Ruddock & Dennis Vesty
Mercury Trophy (Bridge Students):
Patrick & Anthea Byrne
The Leicestershire Pairs League:
Div 1 – Tim Glover & Peter Neville; Div 2 – Ian Bruce &
Mick Mahoney; Div 3 – Roger Cook & Dave Pollard.
Diary dates: 7 Sep, League Forum, Rothley. 10 Sep, Midland
League v Derbyshire, Greenfields. 20 Sep, League Round 1.
23-24 Sep, Derbyshire Green Point, Spondon. 4 Oct, League
Round 2. 8 Oct, Midland League v Glos, away. 11 Oct, Otto &
Edith Cups Mixed Pairs, County Club.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
THE County Teams title was won by the Scunthorpe team of
Glynn Elwick, Keith Stewart, David Redfearn & Terry Fenton.
The Veterans Trophy was won by Malcolm Hammond & Peter
Childs while the Lincolnshire Gold was won by Brian Smith,
Ron Wall, Andrew King and Al Brown.
The City of Lincoln team narrowly missed out on
qualification for the National Final of the Garden Cities
Trophy when finishing 3rd in the Regional semi-final at
Peterborough. With two teams to qualify they were joint 2nd
with a round to go but fell just 6 VPs short in the end despite
having won their matches against both the two teams who did
qualify.
Scunthorpe Bridge Club sadly report the passing of Dave
Peachey, a much-valued contributor to the running of their
club.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to these London members who have
done well in national events recently:
At the Easter Festival, David Bakhshi won the Championship
Pairs; The Swiss Teams was won by Shahzaad Natt, Kiril
Delev, Stefano Tommasini and Szczepan Smoczynski, with
Janet De Botton, Thor Erik Hoftaniska and Tom Townsend in
third place; the Swiss Pairs A flight was won by Ben Green,
with Chris Duckworth and Brian Callaghan third; and Oscar
Selby came second in the Under-21 Pairs.
At the Jersey Congress Mike Bull won the Swiss Teams and
was second in the Multiple Teams B final and the Seniors
Teams, while David Wing won the Seniors Pairs and was third
in the Swiss Teams.
At the Spring Foursomes the winners were Andrew
Robson, David Bakhshi, David Gold and Mike Bell. The
losing semi-finalists included Andrew Black, Gunnar
Hallberg and Phil King and quarter-finalists were Janet de
Botton, Thor Erik Hoftaniska, Tom Townsend and Nick
Sandqvist, along with Marion Robertson and Kieran Dyke.
The punchbowl winners included John Matheson, with Brian
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Callaghan and Heather Dhondy as runners-up, and in the
Hamilton Cup the team of Mary Gordon-Smith, Szczepan
Smoczynski and Stefano Tommasini were equal second.
The National Swiss Teams was won by Toby
Nonnenmacher and Kieran Dyke, with Ben Green third. At
the Spring Bank Holiday Congress the Championship Pairs
was won by David Gold, with Shahzaad Natt and Stefano
Tommasini third, Richard Bowley was third in the Pairs B
final and in the Swiss Teams Heather Bakhshi, Claire
Robinson and David Bakhshi were second.
The Fox Shammon Seniors Pairs was won by Christine
Tomkin & Peter Saies with Sonia Griffiths & David Muller
second and John Stimson & Ben Hackenbroch third.
The sixth Tonsleys Café Bridge event attracted a record 80
pairs and was won by Simon Prager & Dick Jordon, with
Jackie Herring and Jennifer Giles second and Lynn Arch &
Sue McLaren third. The event raised £2000 for Age UK
Wandsworth.
Diary dates: 14 Sep, LMBA AGM, YCBC 7pm. The next Café
Bridge event will be in Brook Green on Tuesday 12th
September, this time in aid of Mind – the mental health
charity. The LMBA Mixed Pairs Championship will be held
on Sunday 17 September at 2pm at the YCBC. The Men’s and
Women’s IMP Pairs will be held on Sunday 15 October at
2.00pm at YCBC. All enquiries and entries to
lmbaentries@gmail.com.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
MANCHESTER Bridge Club have qualified for the final of
the Garden Cities Trophy after winning the Bradford Regional
Final in early May. Congratulations to Alan Mould & Michael
Newman, John Holland & Rob Myers, John Hassett & David
Debbage, Catherine Draper & Andrew Woodcock.
MCBA Player of the Year for the 2016-17 season was
shared between John Holland & Alan Mould in the Expert
Category. The Manchester CBA Intermediate Player of the
year was awarded to Adam Wiseberg.
At the Annual General Meeting held on 25 May Michael
Newman retired as Secretary having served for ten years.The
new Secretary will be Alan Mould. Haidee Tattersall retired as
Treasurer and will be succeeded by Peter Green. Ken Hassell
also retired from the selection committee after several years
including a couple as chair. Adam Wiseberg was elected to the
selection committee.
Congratulations to Michael Byrne who won three
national events in the space of a month – the National Swiss
Teams Congress, the Spring Bank Holiday Swiss Teams and
finally the Corwen Trophy in which he represented
Manchester playing with John Holland. John Holland
previously won this event in 1991.
Two teams from Manchester Bridge Club have reached the
last eight of the NICKO.
Higson Cup and Plate:
The finals of the Higson Cup and Plate competitions took
place at Manchester Bridge Club in early April. The
Higson Cup was won by Inverted Minors (Irving Blakey,
Jeff Smith, David Barton & Leslie Klein). The Higson Plate
was won by The Four Dummies (Barbara Eastabrook,
Richard Acaster, Susan McGeechan & Judy Yates).
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Goldstone Final:
The Goldstone Trophy (Manchester’s qualifier for the
Pachabo) has been won by Team Morris (Jeff Morris, John
Hassett, Catherine Draper & Andrew Woodcock). They
beat Michael Byrne, Michael Newman, John Holland, Gary
Hyett, Alan Mould & Rodney Lighton in a closely fought
final in May.
John Armstrong Pairs:
Steve Mattinson and Pauline Lang came second in this
event held on Merseyside on 21 May.
Diary dates: 23-24 Sep, Premier League, Manchester Bridge
Club .

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to David Flacks & Paul Roberts who
retained the John Armstrong Trophy (County GP Swiss
pairs).
Well done to Stuart Matthews, Julian Merrill, Paul Roberts
and Mark Weeks who finished second in the Shropshire
Congress teams in mid-April.
Paul Roberts & Julian Merrill also finished a
commendable 8th in the Corwen Trophy.
On the weekend of the 27-28 May a County team played
the annual match v Dublin (we were the away team this time).
Well done to everyone who took part. We won by 673 IMPs to
527.
In the Merseyside League the major winners were Div 1
PSA; Div 2 NWAS; Div 3 New Faces.
Knock-out Cup:
Sutton
Championship Pairs:
1st, Bernard Krasner & Dave Shaw; 2nd, Mike & Denise
Reid
Diary dates: 20 Aug, County match v Derbyshire. 12 Sep,
Andrew Rosebowl (mixed pairs,) LBC. 15 Oct, Chester Bowl
(charity pairs), Deva BC.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS go to Frank Springett who has had a
most successful season and is the 2017 NEBA Player of the
Year.
A new ‘Teams of Four’ competition is to be introduced for
the 2017-18 season. This event, to be called the North East
InterClub Knock Out (NEICKO), will be a re-format of the
Kempson Cup with the North East League (NEL) being
discontinued.
In September (dates to be confirmed) Chris Benneworth
is to run two seminars for TDs relating to the changes to take
effect by the introduction of the new EBU Law Book.
The 2017 NEBA Congress is again to be held in the
splendid bridge facility at the Marriott Metro-Centre Hotel
from 3-5 November 2017. Events on all three days will be
green-pointed (Friday Open Pairs, Saturday Swiss Pairs and
Sunday Swiss Teams).
In an extremely close encounter, the Club Champion
Teams event held in mid-May was won on a split tie by Bishop
Auckland BC (Audrey Bainbridge, John Dobson, Brian
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Myers, Denise Barham-Hall) scoring 87 VPs from Wearside
BC (Pat Barton, John Moor, Graham Cox, Alleyn Erskine). In
third place on 85 VPs was Brunton BC (David Gold, Irene
Sharff, Inga Aiston, Neil Aiston).
Another close result in the Club Champion Pairs in May
saw success go to the Hurworth BC pair of Nigel Durie &
David Turner. In second place were Frank Springett & Brenda
Osborne (Newcastle BC) with third place going to Mary Page
and Aileen Cunningham (Cramlington BC). The John Clarke
Salver (awarded for the best aggregate performance over the
Champion Pairs, Champion Teams and Inter-Club League)
was won by only two points by Brunton BC (134 pts).
Hurworth BC were second (132 pts) and Morpeth BC were
third (127 pts). Congratulations go to all successful players.

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
JIM Deacon & Trevor Thrower finished 24th in the Corwen
Trophy. Mike Trask & Mark Tilley finished 50th out of a field
of 100 pairs in the EBU national competition.
Diary dates: Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs on 19th August at
Stamford Bridge Club

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
THE following players represented Nottingham recently:
Keith Rodgers & Lloyd Eagling in the Corwen; Irene &
John Auld together with Bill Whalley & Pravin Taylor in the
Pachabo. It was an exciting event with the team lying 3rd
after the first round and still playing for everything lying 10th
with just 15 boards of 75 left. Finally finishing 20th, a good
effort all around.
The Fight for Sight Charity event at Nottingham Bridge
Club in memory of bridge legend Dinah Mairs raised £580.
Thanks to so many for supporting this event.
Nottinghamshire Contract Bridge Association (together
with Derbys and Leics CBAs) hosts its two day green pointed
event soon. Please attend this cash prize event - easy access at
the East Midlands Bridge Centre, Spondon, DE217JR – just
five miles off J25 M1. Swiss Pairs (22 July ) 1pm. 7 x 7 boards
matches. Swiss Teams (23 July ) 12 noon. 7 x 7 board matches
For information and entry form contact Graham at
graham@brindley57.plus.com

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
Kathy & Denis Talbot won both the Mid-Week Pairs
Championship and the Pre-Congress Pairs at the EBU Jersey
Lambourne Festival. They were 4th in the Seniors’ Multiple
Teams.
Congratulations to Ed Jones’ team on winning the
National Swiss Teams. Ed also had a successful EBU London
Easter Festival with 2nd place in the Swiss Pairs A Flight, and
3rd in the Championship Pairs.
At the EBU Spring Bank Holiday Congress, Ed Jones came
5th in the Championship Pairs A Final and Lorna Swadling &
Alastair Gidman were 4th in the B Final. In the Swiss Pairs,
Rita Todd & Liza Furnival came 2nd.
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Congratulations to Aleksandar Lishkov’s team on winning
the Swiss Teams at the Shropshire Congress.
Diana Nettleton had a successful Cheltenham Congress.
She won the Mixed Pairs, came 2nd in the Swiss Pairs with
Beryl Kerr, and was 4th in the Swiss Teams, playing with
Matthew Covill, Sandra Nicholson & Krys Kazmierczak.
David Flower & David Stead were 5th at the
Northamptonshire Swiss Pairs.
At the Avon Swiss Teams, Sandra Nicholson & Krys
Kazmierczak’s team came 3rd.
At the Yorkshire Congress, Henry Rose, Helen Rose, &
Aleksandar Lishkov’s team qualified for the main Swiss
Teams’ final, finishing in 2nd place. Mary-Ann Sheehy &
Diana Nettleton’s team qualified for the Scarborough Trophy
and came 3rd.
Oxford A won the Wessex League Division 1; Oxford B,
Division 2; Aylesbury B, Division 3; Wallingford C, Division
4; Bicester B, Division 5.
Debbie Roberts & Geoff Nicholas won the OBA Mixed
Pairs with Emily Middleton & Nick Smith in 2nd place.
Ian Angus, Aleksandar Lishkov, Mary-Ann Sheehy &
Christopher Whitehouse won the OBA President’s Cup.
The OBA Sadler Seniors’ Salver was won by Angela Adams
& Mike Wenble.
Nick Smith won the OBA Premiership ladder.
Bedfordshire’s Iain Roberts, Alan Oddie, Brian Keable &
Ron Davis won the Beck Cup.
North-South Winners at the Henley Café Bridge were
Richard Brodie & Michael Allen, and East-West winners were
Peter Bowles & Ian Hodkinson.
The OBA Oxford Festival of Bridge is taking place from 47 Sep 2017. Further information is on the OBA website.

Somerset
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
THE Individual Percentage Final played in early May was won
by Gillian Toogood with Les Botting second.
The final results of the Pairs League were:
Division 1: David Howard and Roger Sweet
Division 2: =1st Wendy Miller & Mike Smith and Martin
Holcombe & Michael Powell
Division 3: Joan Pooley & Nigel Hamlyn
Division 4: John Staite & Katrina Foote
In the Western League match played against Avon in midMay, A team won 14/6, B lost 8/12 and C won 11/9. Somerset
won the A division by one VP ahead of Dorset and qualify to
play at Coventry in July against the winners of the other
national leagues.
The County League has also been finalised with the
winners of the first division being Taunton (Roger Sweet,
Sheila Coda, Alan and Jette Bailey, Colin Flood and Rob
Lawy). The second division was won by Langport (Alan
Atkinson, Simon Brooke, John Staite, Joan Pooley and Chris
Hamilton). The third division won by Wilton (Anne Harris,
Tony Morgan, Brian Tustian, Olga Belding, Helen Lilly.
Sandra Cavaciuti and Lesley Garner).
Diary dates: 29 Sep-1 Oct, West of England Congress, Weston
Super Mare. Full details and online entry forms are available
on the SCBA website.
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Staffs and Shrops

Sussex

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

www.sccba.co.uk

THE SSCBA Ladies’ Pairs Championships was won by Alma
Richards & Linda Curtis with Kath Adams & Terry May
second and Gillian Allsop & Pat Poxon third. Keith
Shuttleworth & John Waller won the SSCBA Men’s
Championship Pairs with Norman Jones & Roger Turner
second and James Vickers & Bill Sherman third. The SSCBA
Mixed Championship Pairs was won by Colin Draper & Sue
Yardley with David Alderson & Elizabeth Clarke second and
Pam Booth-Jones & Tony Leech third.
The Shrewsbury Club Mixed Championship Pairs was
won by Dominic Wilson & Marion Adams. The Tettenhall
Ladies’ Pairs was won by Gillian Allsop & Pearl Evans and the
Men’s Pairs by Albert Nixon & Roger Biddlecombe.
The county team (Dan Crofts, Jason, Justin and Paul
Hackett) finished third in the Pachabo.

CONGRATULATIONS to those who did well at the Spring
Congress. Mike Keeping, David Benjamin, Tim Dickinson
and Shefton Kaplan won the Swiss Teams and Jill Skinner &
Jeremy Willans won the Blue-Pointed Swiss Pairs. The
runners-up were Tom Brogan & Sandy Blunt. Tim Dickinson
& Shefton Kaplan were third. Also congratulations to Tim
Hewson & Sean Cufley who won the Basic Bridge Pairs and to
Paul Allen, Rosemary Land, Simon Fishburn and Peter
Cattermole who won the Multiple Teams and to Philip Hunt
& Lindsay Geddes who won the Mixed Pairs.
Congratulations to Molly Freeman & Claire Weston who
won this year’s Basic Bridge Pairs at Hastings and the
runners-up were Sue Clarke & Pat Barkess.
The Gladys Hakki Trophy is awarded annually to a Sussex
member who has given outstanding service to county and
club over a number of years. This year’s very deserving winner
is Ernie Rivett. Ernie has been an enthusiastic member of
Worthing Bridge Club for more than twenty years and in his
six years as Chairman has shown total commitment, calm
leadership and consistent management in leading the club in
a remarkable turnaround from a time when the club’s
fortunes were at a low ebb.
Congratulations to Michael Collins & Keith Ashcroft who
won the Green Point Swiss Pairs The runners-up were Mike
Hampton & Michael Prior.
Congratulations to Dave & Jill Armstrong who won the
Swiss Pairs and to Stephen Kennedy who was in the team
which won the Swiss Teams at the EBU Spring Bank Holiday
Congress
Congratulations to Yves Lebrec, Peter Brown, David Telfer
and Cliff Vince who won the Blue-Pointed Sussex Candles in
early June. In joint second place were Peter Clinch, David
Dickson, Oliver Powell and Mike Allen and Alan Setchell, Jane
Handley, Terry Fishlock and Guy Davies. The winners of the
Non-Expert category were Ian Sanderson, Hazel Beveridge,
Brian Kirkdale and David Williams.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
OUR AGM left the SCBA committee broadly unchanged; all
incumbent county officers and committee members being reelected. Malcolm Pryor joined the committee and was elected
as an EBU Shareholder (with Malcolm Carey).
Rick Hanley takes over as county captain from David
Price. In his Chairman’s address, Jeff Orton thanked David for
his tenure as captain during which Suffolk qualified for the
Tollemache Final for the first time (and three times in four
years). Under his captaincy the Suffolk ‘A’ team also twice
finished top of the Eastern Counties League first division.
Tony Shearman & Robert Green were convincing winners
of the 2016-17 Suffolk Pairs Championship. Roger Bacon &
Keith Belsey were second, and Din Gudka & Cathy Rowland
were third. David Willson & John Heath finished in 4th place
but went on to be Suffolk’s highest placed pair in The
Corwen, finishing 43rd.
In the Winter League Premier Division Hanley (Rick
Hanley, Maria Allnutt, Chris Chambers, Peter Gemmell,
Debby Sutcliffe, Peter Sutcliffe) were comfortable winners
having won all of their six matches. In the second division
Harpur (Jo Harpur, Helen Mason, Pamela Pope, David
Mathews), had an outstanding first season to be promoted as
champions with Edwards (Anne and Phillip Edwards, Paul
and Wendy Lefort) promoted as runners-up.
Tony Shearman & Robert Green began the new season
with another fine score to take the AGM Pairs. Second were
Jan Havard-Davies & Rosemarie Mascall; and third, Jeff
Orton & Peter Bushby.
At Suffolk’s second ‘Bridge with Lunch’ held in
Somersham players of all experiences from across the county
enjoyed a splendid lunch with wine. Lunch was followed by
bridge, which was won by Pauline Hanson and Barbara
Barker from Ipswich. Phillip Edwards & Anne Edwards came
second, with Will Pavry & Angela Pavry third.
Diary dates: 13 Sep, Ladies’ & Men’s Pairs, 7pm, Lavenham.
30 Sep, Felixstowe Congress Pairs, 1pm, Felixstowe. 1 Oct,
Felixstowe Congress Really Easy Pairs, 3pm, Felixstowe. 1 Oct,
Felixstowe Congress Teams, 11am, Felixstowe. 15 Oct, Club
Teams of Four, 2pm, Colchester. 12 Nov, Club Teams-of-Eight
Championship, 2pm, Colchester.
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Diary dates: 23 Aug, SCCBA Blue-Pointed Midweek Swiss
Pairs, Henfield. 21 Sep, SCCBA Golf/Bridge Day, Cooden
Beach. More details on the SCCBA website.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Leslie Reece on attaining the rank
of Grand Master.
The Goodman Cup has been won by the team of George
Cuthbertson, Ian Handley, Darren Evetts, Simon Creasey and
Susan Norton.
Nick & Anne Woosnam were victors in the county’s Mixed
Pairs
The Warwickshire League went down to the wire with
three teams in with good chances of lifting the title before
playing their last match. When the dust settled Sutton C
(Steve Wood, Mike Leese, Jeremy and Elizabeth Fenwick, John
Collin and Malcolm Oliver) emerged triumphant. The B, C
and D league winners were Moseley B, West Midlands C and
Edgbaston Priory respectively. Moseley B have also won the
Warwickshire Handicap Cup.
The latest series of the Birmingham Pairs Leagues resulted
in wins for John Collin and Steve Wood (Div 1), Sue Cope &
Jon Downing (Div 2), Helen & Matthew Brigham (Div 3),

www.ebu.co.uk

Sandra Squires & Annabel Hampson (Div 4) and Marjke
Rodrigo & Gerri Draysey in Division 5.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
GREETINGS from Wiltshire – we are a small county with big
ambitions. In the last five years we have expanded our
competition programme so it really is ‘Bridge for All’. There
are leagues, knock-outs and Sunday competitions (including
dedicated non-expert events) to suit all our members from
those who’ve only just finished their lessons to the Grand
Masters we hold so dear. We are all looking forward with
relish and renewed vigour to the upcoming 2017-18 season.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
WE have an exciting and varied programme on County
Nights over the next few weeks. On 14 August we have a
Point-a-Board Teams. This proved very popular last summer
and so we are repeating it. The ever-popular Grand Prix
Teams starts a new season on 4 September and we’d
encourage those who haven’t played in it before to dip a toe in
the water and see how much they enjoy it – there is no
obligation to continue if you don’t (but we think you will!).
The County Ladies’ and Men’s Pairs will take place on 11
Sep and the new season of the Inter-Club Teams starts on 22
Sep.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
YCBA has made a key strategic appointment of a
Development Officer to support clubs growing their
membership. His name is David Guild, and his contact details
are on the Who’s Who page of the county website. Please get
in touch with David if you want to discuss ideas for bridge
development in Yorkshire.
Congratulations to the following on their achievements in
recent national, county and open club events:
Yorkshire Mixed Pairs:
1st, Carole Kelly & Stuart Davies; 2nd, Gill Copeland &
Steve Blackburn; 3rd, Mike Hopkins & Susan Pell.
Improvers Pairs: York & Manchester Simultaneous:
The leading competitors in the York heat were: 2nd, Arnie
Mander & Christopher Irvin; 4th, Helen McCormac & Jane
Kirk; 5th, Hilary & Tony Swann
Nelson Rose Bowl:
1st, Agnes Baxter, Jill Foggitt, Lesley Bridson & Catherine
Thompson
Yorkshire Individual:
1st, Peter Wallace; 2nd, Laurie Lewis; 3rd, Margaret Sewell;
4th, Margaret Sandal; 5th, Andy Quine.
Leeds Swiss Pairs:
1st, Pauline Cooper & Richard Hilton; 2nd, Martin Ott &
Terry Read; 3rd, Gill Copeland & Steve Blackburn.
Castle Swiss Pairs:
1st, Fiona Brown & Hugh McGann; 2nd, Carole Kelly &
Geoff Kenyon; 3rd, Stuart Barrett & Denis Murphy.

Yorkshire Congress
Mixed Pairs:
1st, Sally Brock & Ollie Burgess
Women’s Pairs:
1st, Babs Matthews & Joyce White
Men’s Pairs:
1st, Phil Godfrey & Paul Brereton
Improvers’ Pairs:
1st, Sheila Dodd & Ralph Thompson; 2nd, Diane Horton
& Brian Stephenson; 3rd, Brian Glasby & Mary Gascoigne.
Pairs events, Moortown Cup:
1st, Adrian Kenworthy & Jason Hackett; 2nd, Fiona Brown
& Sally Brock; 3rd, John Hayton & Mike Jackson.
York Mount Group Trophy (Pairs):
1st, Nick Woolven & Tom Cohen
Chairman’s Plate:
1st, Joy & Irving Blakey.
Teams events, Fell-Vincent Trophy: Jason Hackett, Chris
Owen, Nick Woolven & Tom Cohen
John Colley Trophy:
Alan Jarvis, Suzy Lawson, Roz Bavin & John Fitzgerald
Scarborough Trophy:
Liz Commins, David Stevenson, Stuart Matthews & Mark
Weeks
Improvers’ Teams:
Lynda & Bob Partridge, Pauline Stout & Rowena White
Waddington Shield:
In the final, Bill Townsend, Tony McNiff, Sarah Teshome &
Richard Winter defeated Heather Hobson, Roy Garthwaite
and Pearl & Denis Murphy.
Yorkshire Trophy:
In the final, Oliver Cowan, Stephen Berson, Mike Levi &
Melvyn Cohen defeated Geoff Newman, Adrian Goulding,
Ian Johns & John O’Sullivan
Garden Cities Trophy:
Sheffield finished third in the regional heat and narrowly
missed out on qualification for the national final.
Diary dates: 22-24 Aug, EBU Northern Midweek Congress; 3
Sep, Huddersfield Rose Bowl (teams); 17 Sep, Garforth Swiss
Teams (Collingham).

In Memoriam
MAURICE FREEDMAN (London): 1934-2017. Maurice,
an accountant by profession, and in the family
business for almost 35 years, was one of those larger
than life personalities whom, once you met him,
you could never forget.

His generosity and

dedication to friends and family alike was second to
none. You could always rely on Maurice to do all in
his power to help and advise you, especially on
matters to do with politics and bridge!
Maurice’s contribution to bridge in North-West
London, Middlesex, and Berks & Bucks was
enormous. Before the computer took over, he could
Cont/. . .
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match point and cross check at the speed of light
and was rarely found to have made an error. He was
treasurer for the New Amersham Bridge Club for
many years and played in their League of Eight with
considerable, but not remarkable success. He
became a Life Master over 20 years ago when green
points were much harder to come by than now! He
was so proud to have been chosen to represent
his country in the very first friendly international
between England and Holland.

BRIDGE BEGINNER'S PRAYER
Learning bridge at an elderly age
Is not so hard if you're a sage.
But for the average man in the street
Achieving success seems quite a feat.
You say one thing and mean another
No wonder the brain gets all in a puther.
Say what you mean and mean what you say
Isn't that the age-old way?

For many years he ran a charity bridge club in
Golders Green and holidays in Sandbanks, Eilat,
Cannes and Italy and had great followings in his
ventures.
His main claim to fame, however, was the bridge
club he founded in North-West London, which in
its heyday boasted as many as 50 tables every
Wednesday and where the cakes and biscuits were
always home-made by his adoring wife, Sheila!
Results were announced on a recorded message
on the telephone, ending with the famous line ‘and
there was one other pair’!
Maurice never forgot a face or a name and always
welcomed every single person to the club. He will
be sadly missed by his many friends and bridge
partners.
ROBIN MARDLIN (Devon): It is with great sadness
that we report the death of Robin Mardlin. Robin
with his wife, Margaret, was a great supporter of
bridge in Devon and elsewhere. Our thoughts are
with Margaret and family.

Call a spade a spade No that's not right
It may not be, but then it might.
Clubs the lowest of the low
Cloaks much the learner needs to know.
Hearts and diamonds, a lovely red
But that's enough about them said.

The game no doubt is a wondrous thing
But Oh such problems it doth bring.

PATRICIA SMITH (Derbyshire): Derbyshire Contract
Bridge Association and East Midlands Bridge Club
are sad to announce the death on 10 May 2017 of
Mrs Patricia Smith. Pat was 65 years old. She was a
hard working and active member of the DCBA
committee for several years. An ardent bridge
player, she encouraged new players to attend club
nights and helped them to improve their game. Pat
will be greatly missed.
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So Lord grant me a little wish
Let not my brain feel like a sieve.
This mysterious game is here to stay,
Please shine a light and show me the way
To master the problems, a little each day.
By Dorothy Wells
Following her first season of
bridge lessons at Scunthorpe BC!
www.ebu.co.uk

